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1. Introduction
The universe into which we were born, and in which our species evolved, runs by rules - and
science is our way of trying to work out what the rules are. But the universe that we are now
constructing for ourselves is one that, to anyone other than a member of the design team and
very possibly even to them, works by magic.
Terry Pratchett, The Science of Discworld
Even though science constantly reveals new aspects of this magic, there are still unlimited
open questions1 especially if the very big objects of the universe are regarded, as it is done by
astronomers, or if the focus goes to the smallest components such as cells, molecules and atoms.
Present day technology is capable of manufacturing devices based on components too small to
observe even by a microscope. However, those devices can be found in every home such as many
electronic devices. And nature is even more inventive in molecular "machines". Thus, scientists
are obliged to have a look at ever smaller dimension.
Thin films, atomic or molecular mono- and multilayers are examples of those increasingly
important structures in science and technology. Semiconductor and computer industry [15, 164,
168], laser and X-ray optics [103, 104, 105, 138, 140] as well as molecular biology are fields
of major interest in present research [23, 43, 161, 162, 163, 174]. Thus, measurement methods
for characterization and quality control of thin films in the nanometer range are increasingly re-
quired. Depending on the type of sample, a wide variety of different measurement techniques
is available [69]. However, already existing powerful methods such as e.g. X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), secondary ion mass spectroscopy
(SIMS), sputtered neutron mass spectrometry (SNMS) and glow discharge optical emission spec-
troscopy/mass spectrometry (GD-OES/MS) still have problems or inherent limitations. Either
they are dependent on calibration procedures relying on standards that often do not exist (GD-
OES/MS, XPS, AES, SIMS), or they are only vacuum compatible (e.g. SIMS, XPS, AES), or
are difficult to use on non-conducting samples.
Thus, new or advanced techniques are still demanded. If nanometer and sub-nanometer in-
depth resolution is required, the achievable sensitivity and resolution of existing methods is often
not adequate. A comparison between several methods for depth profiling (XPS, SNMS, grazing
incidence X-ray fluorescence (GI-XRF), Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and total-reflection
1Sometimes, the best answer is a more interesting question. (Terry Pratchett)
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XRF (TXRF)) showed that discrepancies of up to one order of magnitude in the parameters
measured with different methods can occur, mainly due to calibration problems [73].
X-ray related methods such as X-ray reflectivity (XRR) [81, 129, 143, 149, 164], X-ray ab-
sorption, or X-ray standing waves (XSW) [83, 82, 171] are techniques that are suitable for a
wide range of thin film and multilayer samples, and that have the potential to overcome some of
the existing limitations. They are non-consumptive, require little or no sample preparation and
no external standards, and have short measuring times if they are used in combination with a
synchrotron radiation (SR) source. In addition to a photon flux orders of magnitude more than
an X-ray tube synchrotron radiation offers the advantage of precisely tunable photon energy up
to several tens of keV. Even if SR-based techniques cannot be used routinely they can serve as a
reference method to validate existing methods or as a start and proof of principle to develop new
methods that might later be advanced to be applicable in a laboratory.
XRR is a powerful method for measuring dimensions (thickness, roughness) of thin layers in
the nanometer range as well as determining optical constants (dispersion, absorption) of layered
materials. However, a distinct contrast in these constants at interfaces between layers is essential
for XRR analysis. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) methods [117] on the other hand are element sen-
sitive and thus capable of separating optically similar materials. The XSW technique expands
XRF fluorescence methods by the feature of lateral sensitivity and thus opens interesting new
perspectives in this field of analysis, especially in combination with other methods.
XSW in general is based in the fact that incident longitudinally coherent electromagnetic
waves interfere with out-going waves reflected at surfaces or interfaces. Together they form
a static intensity pattern that can be regarded as a ruler with subnanometer resolution. Although
the XSW technique was developed about 40 years ago, it has only become really exploitable
recently with the availability of high photon fluxes provided by second and third generation syn-
chrotrons, such as ESRF [36, 37, 131, 132], NSLS [27, 65, 88, 127, 148], APS [27, 95], SRS
[35, 67], DELTA [83, 82] or others [90, 102, 151, 162, 163].
XSW measurements are commonly performed around the Bragg angle of reflection [27, 36,
37, 90, 95, 102, 127, 148] or at normal incidence (NI-XSW) [35, 65, 67, 132]. Multilayers
[51, 90, 95] or crystal lattices [65, 88] are subject to most of these investigations, which are
well suited to characterize periodic structures. However, a periodicity in the sample (crystal
lattice or periodic multilayer) is mandatory for these kinds of XSW measurements and limits its
applicability. In contrary, X-ray standing waves at grazing incidence (GI-XSW) [23, 83, 82, 82,
151, 152, 162, 163] - also called long-period XSW - presented in this work require only one
or several flat, reflecting interfaces and so-called marker atoms emitting detectable fluorescence
radiation. Distances in a GI-XSW intensity pattern are in the range of nanometers and permit
characterization of structures of this order of magnitude.
In this work the potential of X-ray standing waves measurements at grazing incidence and of
a combination of XRR and XSW based on synchrotron induced X-ray radiation was investigated
with a wide variety of layered sample systems in the nanometer range. As the two methods re-
quire a very similar experimental set-up combination is easy to realize. XRR and XSW measure-
ment procedures are described in detail and discussion of various experimental results enlightens
this novel analysis approach.
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Available existing XSW analysis software tools [89, 92, 167] are mainly written to be used
with solid multilayers. However, future application envisioned demand a more flexible approach.
Solid-liquid interfaces relevant for technological surfaces or biological membranes require eval-
uation programs capable of calculating XSW intensity distributions customizable for arbitrary
sample systems. Therefore, a new software tool was developed and partially tested with a wide
selection of solid and liquid, semiconductor, bio-organic, and technological layered systems, and
related samples to inspect the potentials and limits of XRR and XSW measurements.
This thesis is structured as follows. First, the theoretical background of X-ray scattering and
X-ray reflectivity is outlined for a single surface and multilayer systems in chapter 2. Then,
the principles of X-ray fluorescence measurements and total-reflection X-ray fluorescence anal-
ysis is presented. After that, properties and calculations of X-ray standing waves as the focus
of this work are discussed extensively. A presentation of several methods to describe interface
roughness quantitatively rounds off the theory chapter.
Chapter 3 introduces the wide selection of samples investigated in this work. The first section
treats semiconductor samples, namely germanium layers on silicon and ion implantations in
silicon substrates. Bio-organic samples are presented in the extensive second section of the
sample chapter. Here, biological molecules such as cytochrome proteins or phospholipids are
discussed as well as technologically important organic materials such as polymers, dendrimers
and nitrobenzene. Some samples have inherent marker atoms (such as Fe in cytochrome, P
in phospholipid or N in nitrobenzene), onto some metal atoms as markers were evaporated, or
markers were components of mandatory buffer solutions on the sample. Finally, in the third
section two other types of samples are presented: A periodic multilayer structure in a laser mirror
and different models of ion distributions at solid-liquid interfaces.
Chapter 4 covers the experimental procedures utilized in this work. First, the various measure-
ment stations and equipment used for measurements are presented. Then, the specific set-up and
measurement procedures for the three methods applied in this work (XRR, TXRF and XSW) are
explained.
The following chapter 5 presents the simulation program for X-ray standing waves developed
during this work. First, the multiple parameters and models and their integration into the com-
puter program are presented. Then, an evolutionary fitting algorithm applied in the program is
outlined. Finally, several calculated XSW fields are presented to enlighten the functionality of
the program.
Evaluation of measurements of all samples is performed in chapter 6. Results are discussed
and compared to expected or published values.
The summary in chapter 7 gives an overview over the results obtained. Applicability of the
methods presented here is valuated.
Finally, the extensive appendix lists acronyms and tabulated values used in this work, describes
some sample preparation or longer calculations, and computer programs and publications utilized
for and evolved from this work are shown.
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2. Theoretical background
X-rays as well as electromagnetic waves in general can interact with matter in various ways.
Scattering (cf. section 2.1) is a very general term for the change in energy and direction of
propagation of an X-ray photon hitting an atom. Specular scattering (cf. 2.1.1) - that means the
incident beam is reflected at an angle equal to the angle of incidence - and diffuse scattering (cf.
2.1.2) with radiation scattered in any direction can be distinguished here. Diffraction can occur
if an X-ray beam hits a special ordered structure like a crystal lattice or grating. Depending on
the angle of incidence, beams reflected at neighboring lattice planes can interfere constructively
and in consequence strong intensity peaks arise. Refraction (cf. 2.1.1) as a special case of
scattering occurs at interfaces between media with different refractive indices and causes the
beam to change its direction of propagation or angle of incidence, respectively. Fluorescence,
in contrary, differs from the other mentioned interaction types. Here a photon loses energy (and
changes direction) kicking out an inner electron of an atom. The "hole" in the electron shell is
then refilled by an outer electron. Simultaneously, a detectable fluorescence photon is emitted.
Fluorescence is described in section 2.2.
To understand and calculate X-ray standing waves all of these phenomena are important. Scat-
tering describes the interaction between X-rays and the sample, diffraction and refraction explain
how the beam is reflected and transmitted in lattice-type or layered samples, respectively. And fi-
nally, X-ray fluorescence provides a detectable signal from the atoms in the sample that displays
the structure of the XSW field.
2.1. X-ray scattering and X-ray reflectivity (XRR)
Scattering experiments can be performed to analyze the structure of many different materials.
Electrons, neutrons and other particles can be utilized for such experiments, as well as electro-
magnetic waves (in particular X-rays) that are subject to this work. The latter - having a wide
spectrum of wavelengths - play an important role in scattering methods because it is possible to
choose exactly the wavelength suitable for a certain task. For example, hard X-rays of energies
in the range of 10 keV have a wavelength around 1Å that is in principle small enough to resolve
atomic structures, which is not possible with visible light of wavelengths around 500 nm. How-
ever, also structures in the micrometer range are accessible by X-rays. This chapter gives an
overview on properties and requirements of X-ray scattering.
Specular X-ray scattering is discussed in chapter 2.1.1. Here, the beam between incident
beam and reflecting surface equals the angle reflected beamand the surface (αi = αf). It has
to be noted that "angle of incidence" in this work always denotes the angle between incident
beam and reflecting surface. Thus an angle of incidence of 0◦ means that the beam is parallel
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to the surface while 90◦ stands for normal incidence. If the incident angle is below a material
dependent critical angle αc the entire radiation is reflected at a surface if it is ideally flat. For
finite roughnesses or larger angles part of the radiation enters into the material, part is reflected,
and the rest is lost by diffuse scattering.
Specular X-ray scattering can deliver averaged information about properties of the sample
perpendicular to the surface. For this reason, diffuse X-ray scattering is often a useful method to
characterize the lateral structure of a surface. It is described shortly in chapter 2.1.2, a detailed
discussion can be found in [42, 139, 149]. Often, samples consist of more than one layer. These
multilayer systems with several reflecting interfaces are presented in section 2.1.3. There, the
question of how to extract information about the different layers from the whole reflectivity
signal is discussed further. Finally, roughness of interfaces is an effect that often cannot be
neglected in practical samples. Several models to simulate interface roughness are presented in
chapter 2.4, e.g. the effective density model or kind of a Debye-Waller factor.
2.1.1. Specular X-ray scattering
Wave vector transfers in scattering experiments with small incident and exit angles are gener-
ally smaller than the reciprocal lattice vectors of a crystal structure. Thus, the influence of this
crystal structure (if the sample is a crystal) is negligible, and the intensity distribution of the
scattered radiation gives information on the electric potential (and by that on the electron density
distribution) of the sample.
In the following, basic equations of X-ray scattering are presented which also introduce the
nomenclature for formulae used in this work. An electromagnetic wave can be described by the
equation [144]
~E(~r) = ~E0 exp(i~k~r), (2.1)
with ~E(~r) representing the electric field at position ~r, ~E0 the maximum field amplitude and ~k the
wave vector of the electromagnetic wave. In an X-ray reflectivity measurement an electromag-
netic wave is incident from vacuum (or air) onto a material with refractive index n 6= 1, being
partly reflected and partly transmitted (and at the same time refracted). Within a medium the
Helmholtz equation [149]
∆ ~E(~r) + k2n2(~r) ~E(~r) = 0 (2.2)
holds for the propagating wave with k as the absolute value of the wave vector |~k|, related to the
wavelength λ by
k =
2pi
λ
. (2.3)
A medium containing N atoms per unit cell, that can be considered as harmonic oscillators with
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resonance frequencies ωj , has the refractive index [149]
n = 1 +N
e20
ε0me
N∑
j=1
fj
ω2j − ω2 − 2iωηj
. (2.4)
Here ω is the frequency of the incident electromagnetic wave, e0 the unit charge, ε0 the electrical
field constant (permittivity of free space), me the rest mass of an electron, ηj the damping con-
stant of the electrons of the respective atom and fj the corresponding (forced) oscillator strength,
the so-called atomic form factor. The latter can be calculated by
fj(λ) = f
0
j + f
′
j(λ) + if
′′
j (λ), (2.5)
where f ′j(λ) and f ′′j (λ) are wavelength dependent dispersion and absorption corrections that are
tabulated for virtually all elements and a wide range of photon energies [31, 59]. Equation 2.5 is
also written as
fj(λ) = f
1
j (λ) + if
2
j (λ) (2.6)
with atomic scattering factors
f 1j (λ) = f
0
j + f
′
j(λ) (2.7)
f 2j (λ) = f
′′
j (λ). (2.8)
For hard X-ray radiation (in the energy range of some keV), ω  ωj applies and equation 2.4
can be simplified to [134, 135, 149]1
n = 1− δ + iβ. (2.9)
Equation 2.9 comprises the dispersion and absorption coefficients
δ =
λ2
2pi
reρe
N∑
j=1
f 0j + f
′
j(E)
Z
(2.10)
β =
λ2
2pi
reρe
N∑
j=1
f ′′j (E)
Z
=
λ
4pi
µ. (2.11)
Here,
re =
e2
4piε0mec2
(2.12)
is the classical electron radius, c the velocity of light in vacuum, Z =
∑
j Zj the total number
1In some sources [12, 72] equation 2.9 is written as n = 1− δ − iβ. This is valid [146] if the wave equation 2.1 is
written with a negative sign as ~E(~r) = ~E0 exp(−i~k~r).
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Figure 2.1.: Schematic illustration of reflection and transmission of an electromagnetic wave at grazing
incidence on surface. The wave hits the surface at an angle αi with wave vector ~ki, is partly reflected at
angle αf = αi (with wave vector kf ) and partly penetrates the layer at angle αt < αi (with wave vector
kt).
of electrons of each component of the material, µ the linear absorption coefficient and ρe the
electron density
ρe =
Zρ ·NA
MA
(2.13)
with the mass density ρ (in g/cm3), Avogadro’s number NA and the atomic mass MA (in g/mol).
f 0j is dependent on the wave vector transfer ~q = ~kf −~ki between incident (~ki) and reflected wave
(~kf). In the case of small angles the approximation f 0j ≈ Zj holds.
If the medium is homogeneous and the photon energy far enough from absorption edges the
parameters in equation 2.9 can be simplified to (cf. [12, 72, 149])
δ =
λ2
2pi
reρe (2.14)
β =
λ
4pi
µ. (2.15)
Dispersion δ for X-rays is positive and usually in the range of 10−6, thus the real part of the
index of refraction is slightly smaller than 1. Table B.2 lists some dispersion and absorption
coefficients δ and β for materials and energies used in this work.
Figure 2.1 illustrates reflection and transmission of an X-ray beam hitting a flat layer surface
at angle αi. Depending on the index of refraction n of the material, part of the beam is reflected
at angle αf = αi (with wave vector ~kf) and part of it penetrates the layer at angle αt < αi (with
wave vector |~kt| < |~kf |, but kt,x = kf,x). The transmission angle αt can be calculated directly
8
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from Snell’s law
n1 cosα1 = n2 cosα2 (2.16)
with complex refractive indices and angles for upper layer 1 and lower layer 2. In most cases
radiation coming from vacuum (n1 = 1) or air (n1 ≈ 1) hits a liquid or solid sample. Then
α1 = αi is the angle of incidence (that is not complex but real) and α2 = αt the usually
complex transmission angle. For a medium with refractive index n it follows
cosαi = n cosαt. (2.17)
This is still valid in layers inside a multilayer system even if the respective layer does not have
an interface to the vacuum, because the angle inside a layer is just dependent on the angle of
incidence (from vacuum/air)2 - apart from the case of total reflection at an interface before the
respective layer of course.
As the index of refraction for X-rays is smaller than 1 for all materials except vacuum (or
approximatively air or a gas, too) the beam is always refracted away from the perpendicular
towards the surface when it enters matter from vacuum. Thus, αt < αi holds for all angles below
90◦. If the angle of incidence is small enough, αt can get as small as 0◦ (with cosαt = 1) and
virtually no radiation penetrates the material. The respective angle of incidence in this case is
called critical angle of total reflection αc and can be calculated (cf. appendix D.4) from equation
2.17 to be
αc ≈
√
2δ = λ
√
reρe/pi. (2.18)
With the help of so-called Fresnel coefficients [18, 72, 149] the reflectivity of a "perfect" (i.e.
absolutely smooth) surface can be calculated. Here the amplitudes of the incident | ~E0,i|, reflected
| ~E0,r| and transmitted wave | ~E0,t| are
| ~E0,r| = r · | ~E0,i| (2.19)
and | ~E0,t| = t · | ~E0,i| (2.20)
introducing the Fresnel coefficients
r =
ki,z − kt,z
ki,z + kt,z
(2.21)
and t =
2ki,z
ki,z + kt,z
for reflection and transmission with z-components of the wave vectors of incident and transmitted
2If preceding layers change the angle of incidence more the interface to the respective layer influences it less and
vice versa.
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Figure 2.2.: Calculated Fresnel reflectivity of a silicon/air interface at E = 15.2 keV (λ = 0.816Å) after
equation 2.23: Left in logarithmic scale, right additionally in linear scale for small angles.
radiation
ki,z = k sinαi (2.22)
kt,z = nk sinαt = k
√
(n2 − cos2 αi).
The Fresnel coefficients are dependent on polarization, but as the index of refraction n for X-rays
is virtually 1, this dependence does not play any role in this work and can be neglected [149].
For small angles the relative intensity of reflected radiation (the so-called "Fresnel reflectivity")
is given as
RF = |r|2 =
(αi − αt,r)2 + α2t,i
(αi + αt,r)2 + α2t,i
. (2.23)
Figure 2.2 shows the calculated Fresnel reflectivity of a smooth silicon-air-interface. Equation
2.23 comprises the real and imaginary part of the transmission angle αt = αt,r+ iαt,i ([72, 149])
α2t,r =
1
2
[√
|(α2i − 2δ)2 + 4β2|+ (α2i − 2δ)
]
(2.24)
α2t,i =
1
2
[√
|(α2i − 2δ)2 + 4β2| − (α2i − 2δ)
]
. (2.25)
It can be easily seen by multiplication that
αt,r ·αt,i = β (2.26)
holds for all αi and at the critical angle αi = αc =
√
2δ (cf. equation 2.18)
αt,r = αt,i =
√
β (2.27)
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Figure 2.3.: Values of real and imaginary part of the transmission angle for different angles of incidence
(linear and logarithmic scale): αt,r (blue) nearly disappears below the critical angle αc and asymptotically
approaches the incident angle αi for large angles. On the other hand αt,i (green) virtually vanishes above
the critical angle and approximates αc for low incident angles.
holds. Figure 2.3 illustrates the values of real and imaginary part of the transmission angle for
different angles of incidence. αt,r decreases to very low values below the critical angle αc and
approaches the incident angle αi for large angles. Thus, the beam only penetrates a very thin
region below the total reflection angle, and refraction effects decrease with increasing incidence
angle, totally disappearing at normal incidence. On the other hand, αt,i nearly vanishes above
the critical angle and approaches αc for low incident angles.
The attenuation length (also called penetration depth) Λ is defined as the depth until that the
incident radiation intensity is reduced to 1/e of its initial value and amounts to 1/µ for normal
incidence. At grazing incidence
Λ =
sinαt,r
µ
≈ λ
4piαt,i
(2.28)
holds [72]. Approximations in different angle ranges are [31, 72]
αi  αc : Λ ≈ λ
4pi
√
2δ
≈ λ
4piαc
(2.29)
αi ≈ αc : Λ ≈ λ
4pi
√
β
(2.30)
αc  αi  90◦ : Λ ≈ λ ·αi
4piβ
(2.31)
αi ≈ 90◦ : Λ ≈ λ · sinαi
4piβ
. (2.32)
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Figure 2.4.: Angles at specular and diffuse scattering, in-plane and out-of-plane:
αi: angle of incidence; αf = αi: specular exit angle (in-plane)
αd: diffuse exit angle in plane of incidence (off-specular, in-plane)
δ: diffuse exit angle outside plane of incidence (out-of-plane).
In case of total reflection (αi < αc) radiation penetrates the sample just a few nanometers. Thus,
surface sensitive measurements are easily possible with experiments at grazing incidence and
properties of thin layers can be characterized. For larger angles part of the radiation penetrates
the sample, and the complex transmission angle
αt = αt,r + iαt,i (2.33)
inside the sample can be calculated from equation 2.17 to be
αt ≈
√
α2i − 2δ + 2iβ. (2.34)
as shown in appendix D.5.
2.1.2. Diffuse (non-specular) X-ray scattering
In specular reflectivity measurements there is only a wave vector transfer perpendicular to the
surface, thus these measurements can only deliver information about electron density distribu-
tions perpendicular to the sample surface. The lateral structure of the surface can only be an-
alyzed by diffuse scattering (αi 6= αf ). Additionally, reflectivity within the plane of incidence
(off-specular) and out of the plane of incidence of the X-ray beam (out-of-plane) have to be
distinguished. Figure 2.4 illustrates the three cases.
Calculation of the wave vector transfer values from the angle of incidence αi and reflection αf
leads to [149]
qx = k(cosαf cos δ − cosαi)
qy = k cosαi sin δ (2.35)
qz = k(sinαi + sinαf)
12
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Figure 2.5.: Schematic illustration of a multilayer system with layers of different indices of refraction.
with the out-of-plane angle δ and k = 2pi/λ as the absolute value of the wave vector or so-called
wave-number.
Due to the relatively weak interaction between X-ray radiation and matter, often a kinematic
description of diffuse scattering following the Born approximation can be utilized. A complex
extension of this approximation is the "Distorted Wave Born Approximation" (DWBA). Both
theories are described in detail elsewhere [139, 149].
Additionally, even in measurements only perpendicular to the surface diffuse scattering should
be considered, because if is not removed from the reflectivity signal, roughness will be underes-
timated [151]. Further, background noise is reduced and scans can be extended to larger angles
and thus better accuracy by diffuse scattering correction. Thus, it is common in reflectivity mea-
surement to measure not only the specularly reflected intensity at αf = αi, but also the reflected
intensity off-specular (in-plane) at αf = αi +∆α usually with a fixed offset ∆α. This so-called
longitudinal-diffuse scattering intensity is then removed from the intensity at specular position.
2.1.3. Multilayer systems
In the present work samples are investigated that do not only have one reflecting interface but
that consist of several layers with different indices of refraction - and thus several reflecting
interfaces, too. First, a system of several "flat" layers (like in figure 2.5) shall be considered. The
individual layers can be treated separately, and their reflectivity can be calculated as described
in section 2.1.1. Vacuum or air are considered as an infinitely thick layer above the sample with
refractive index n = 1. The substrate - generally much thicker than the penetration depth of X-
ray radiation - is also considered as infinitely thick, and the fraction of radiation TN+1 that is
transmitted through the lowermost interface zN is not reflected at any other interface. Addition
of all reflected intensities, while regarding the correct phase, leads to the total reflectivity of the
system.
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Figure 2.6.: Calculated reflectivity for a 10 nm Si layer on a Ge substrate (left) and a 10 nm Ge layer on a
Si substrate at E = 15.2 keV (λ = 0.816 Å). For each curve the Fresnel reflectivity for the pure substrate
is shown in addition. It can be seen that the oscillating curve is below the Fresnel reflectivity curve of the
substrate if an optically denser material like Si (δ = 2.103 · 10−6) is on an optically less dense material
like Ge (δ = 4.204 · 10−6) and vice versa.
Figure 2.6 shows the calculated reflectivity of a sample consisting of a 10 nm thick film of
silicon on a germanium substrate (and of 10 nm germanium on silicon) and the Fresnel reflec-
tivity of the corresponding substrate without layer. Oscillations in the reflectivity (so-called
"Kiessig-Fringes" [71]) are caused by interference effects between beams reflected at both inter-
faces (layer-substrate and air-layer), their period ∆α is reciprocally proportional to the distance
between the interfaces and thus to the thickness d of the layer that can be calculated using the
Bragg condition
mλ = 2d sinα with m ∈ N. (2.36)
For small angles of incidence, this leads to [149]
d =
2pi
∆qz
≈ λ
2 ·∆α
. (2.37)
This thickness information can be extracted from a reflectivity curve with an accuracy much bet-
ter than one Å. In multilayer systems, the reflectivity shows a superposition of oscillations from
the individual layers, but in principle it is still possible to calculate individual layer thicknesses
in a multilayer system from the total reflectivity.
Abelès [1] was the first to address this problem with transfer matrices for each individual layer.
A recursive method to solve the problem that is used in most applications today is the Parrat
algorithm [113] that can easily be implemented in computational algorithms. So it is possible to
calculate reflectivities of multilayer systems with modern computers in rather short times. In this
work, the program LsFit [135, 134] - that is based on the Parrat algorithm - was used to analyze
reflectivity scan curves. Further, calculation of the XSW field discussed in detail in chapter 2.3
is based on a matrix formalism very similar to the one used for calculation of X-ray reflectivity.
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2.2. X-ray fluorescence (XRF)
X-ray fluorescence is a phenomenon that is exploited in chemical analysis frequently [117] and
also an important aspect in X-ray standing waves measurements discussed later. In this chapter,
first X-ray fluorescence in general is described. In a second subsection, a specialization of X-
ray fluorescence, Total Reflection X-ray Fluorescence (TXRF), that was utilized for analysis of
some samples in this work, is outlined. TXRF is related to XSW analysis but focussed on element
detection while averaging over the whole thickness of a nm range sample and thus abandoning
the lateral resolution of XSW. The latter is explained extensively in chapter 2.3.
2.2.1. X-ray fluorescence analysis
Fluorescence radiation is generated when an electron of an inner shell of an atom is ejected (e.g.
by illumination with hard X-rays or high energy electrons) and this hole is filled by an electron
of an outer shell. The difference in potential energy is balanced by emission of a fluorescence
photon. The energies/wavelengths of possible fluorescence photons are element specific, thus
fluorescence radiation is useful for identifying elements.
Wavelength λ of the emitted fluorescence radiation for an atom of shell number n2 filling a
hole in shell n1 can be calculated after Moseley’s law [72, 157]
1
λ
= R∞ · (Z − κ)2 ·
(
1
n21
− 1
n22
)
(2.38)
with R∞ being the Rydberg constant (1.097373156 · 107 1/m), Z being the atomic number and κ
a constant describing the shielding of the nucleus by inner electrons. For transitions between the
second (L) and the first (K) shell it is κ ≈ 1, between the third (M) and the second shell κ ≈ 7.4
holds.
The classical and still most common notation (introduced by K. M. G. Siegbahn) of fluores-
cence emission energies (usually called emission lines) is composed of the name of the inner
electron shell, a Greek letter and a number denominating the outer electron shell. A transition
from shell L3 to K1 is called Kα1, a transition from L2 to K1 is called Kα2. From the M to K
shells the nomination is Kβ1, Kβ2, . . . , from M to L called Lα··· and so on. As this nomenclature
is not entirely systematic the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) has
proposed a notation based on the shell nomenclature, for example K-L3 (for Kα1) or L3-M5 (for
Lα1). Due to the fine-structure of energy levels an increasing number of transition is possible
when regarding outer shells. On the other hand, energies of the K lines are much higher than of
the L, M, and other lines and thus usually more important. Energies of emission lines of elements
used in this work are listed in table B.4. Table 2.1 shows notations [5, 84, 146] for some of the
most important emission lines.
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Lower Upper Emission Lower Upper Emission Lower Upper Emission
shell shell line shell shell line shell shell line
K1 L3 Kα1 L3 M5 Lα1 M5 N7 Mα1
K1 L2 Kα2 L3 M4 Lα2 M5 N6 Mα2
K1 M3 Kβ1 L2 M4 Lβ1 M4 N6 Mβ
K1 N2,N3 Kβ2 L3 N5 Lβ2 M3 N5 Mγ
K1 M2 Kβ3 L2 N4 Lγ1
Table 2.1.: Names of some important emission lines in Siegbahn notation deduced form the electron shell
that is refilled (lower shell) and the shell from which the respective electron "falls down" [5, 72, 84, 146].
Figure 2.7.: Schematic set-up for TXRF measurements with a conventional X-ray tube. Radiation emitted
from the tube passes a filter and a mirror that work as a bandpass to eliminate radiation of undesired
wavelengths. Then the beam hits a flat sample carrier at fixed low angle (in the mrad range) and is totally
reflected. The sample is deposited as an ultrathin layer (e.g. by drying a droplet of solution containing the
material) on the carrier and transmitted by incident and reflected beam. Fluorescence radiation excited in
the sample layer is detected by an energy dispersive detector located above the sample.
2.2.2. Total-reflection X-ray fluorescence analysis (TXRF)
The method of total-reflection X-ray fluorescence analysis (TXRF) was discovered in 1971 by
Yoneda and Horiuchi [170]. They developed a set-up to reduce spectral background significantly
in conventional X-ray fluorescence (XRF) measurements (cf. figure 2.7). By measuring at a very
small angle of incidence the X-ray beam is totally reflected at a flat substrate (often glass or
quartz) carrying the sample material. Thus, radiation excites mainly the sample but hardly the
substrate to fluorescence because the beam penetrates only few nm into the substrate bulk. Fur-
ther, the reflected beam again passes the sample material and thus increases signal intensity. The
excited X-ray fluorescence radiation is then detected by an energy dispersive detector. Liquid
nitrogen cooled Si(Li) detectors were very common but are nowadays often replaced be easier
to handle and smaller solid stated detectors. In contrary to the common 45◦ geometry in XRF
experiments the detector in TXRF measurements is perpendicular to the sample carrier and thus
exposed to far less scattered intensity and influences from the primary beam. These effects im-
prove the signal-to-noise ratio so well that limits of detections can be reduced to nanograms and
even picograms [2].
Conventional XRF analysis suffers from so-called matrix effect. These are deviations from
the linear concentration-signal relation appearing in "thick" (i.e. some tens of nm for metallic
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samples to some tens of micrometers for organic material, hence called matrix effects) samples
caused by secondary fluorescence (a fluorescence photon excites another atom) or absorption of
a fluorescence photon. This leads to a higher or lower detected element concentration. In TXRF
measurements are performed at an "infinitely thin" sample thickness (again depending on the
material between few nanometers and few micrometers) [76] that means thin enough to prevent
those matrix effects.
The linear concentration-signal relation permits a simple calibration by introducing an internal
standard, i.e. a reference element of known concentration that is not yet present in the sample.
Knowing the concentration of the internal standard and specific sensitivities of the set-up and
detector for each element, the absolute concentrations in the sample can be obtained directly.
Calculation procedures for intensities of a given standard and an unknown sample were described
in detail by Klockenkämper [72]. Element detection and concentration calculation can nowadays
be performed automatically by commercial instruments and software if the sample structure is
not too complicated.
In practice, several aspects ought to be considered during measurements. Using hard X-rays
(of several keV) the energy flow and absorption in materials for p- and s-polarization is (virtually)
equal. This is not the case for soft x-rays [32]. Further, the sample film should be rough enough
not to reflect the entire beam. Only the radiation which is absorbed in the sample (and not
reflected from the top layer) can cause fluorescence radiation [72]. And TXRF signal intensity is
oscillating very much for αi < αc if film thickness is lower than ≈ 100 nm, thus films in TXRF
measurement should be of several 100 nm thickness if possible [72]. This oscillating effect is
related to X-ray standing waves that are discussed in detail in section 2.3.
The energy spectrum of fluorescence radiation from a sample in a TXRF but also an XSW
measurement delivers a very detailed structure of energy distributions not only showing fluores-
cence energies of elements on the sample but also several additional features. Fig. 2.8 shows a
spectrum obtained in a TXRF measurement of a quartz substrate covered with a thin layer con-
taining S, Cl and a small amount of Fe. Other elements present in the layer (C, O, N, H) cannot
be seen because energy of their fluorescence radiation is so low that it is absorbed by air on the
way to the detector. The Kα fluorescence peaks of S (2.308 keV) and Cl (2.622 keV) are very
obvious. The difference between Kα1 and Kα2 is so small that it cannot be resolved. The Kβ
peak of Cl (2.816 keV) is visible as a shoulder on the right sight of the Cl Kα peak, the Kβ signal
of S (2.464 keV) is not visible because it is located between the Kα peaks of S and Cl. Further,
much lower Kα (6.404 keV) and Kβ (7.058 keV) peaks of Fe are visible whose concentration in
the sample is much lower. Si denotes the Kα peak of silicon (1.749 keV) that is present in the
quartz substrate (SiO2). "Esc" denotes the escape peak caused by a Cl fluorescence photon that
hits a Si atom leading to a remaining energy of
EEsc = ECl − ESi = 0.873 keV. (2.39)
The peak at "2Cl" is generated when two Cl fluorescence photons enter the detector in a time
too short to separate them imitating a photon of double energy 5.244 keV. The elastic peak
("Elast") results from electrons that are elastically scattered at electrons in the sample keeping
their energy but changing direction towards the detector. There, they deposit the energy of the
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Figure 2.8.: A typical TXRF spectrum. Explanation in the text.
incident radiation that is equal to the fluorescence energy of Mo (17.479 keV) in this case using a
Mo X-ray tube. Finally, the second peak at high energies, the Compton peak ("Com"), is caused
by Compton scattering. In this case the photon hits an electron and changes direction and energy
(respectively wavelength). Compton scattering gives a continuous energy spectrum (depending
on the angle of scattering ϕ) from 0◦ to a maximum Compton energy at 180◦ scattering. The
photon wavelength change of the scattered photon is [86]
∆λ = λC(1− cosϕ) (2.40)
with the so called Compton wavelength
λC =
h
mec0
= 2.4263106 · 10−12m. (2.41)
Here h = 6.6260755 · 1034 is Planck’s constant, me = 9.1093897 · 10−31 kg the electron mass
and c0 = 299792458 m/s the velocity of light in vacuum. At grazing incidence, most photons
reach the detector at an angle change of ϕ = 90◦ leading to a wavelength change of the incident
photon with wavelength λ0 of ∆λ = λC. Using the energy-wavelength relation E = hcλ the energy
of the Compton peak can be calculated by
EC =
hc
λ0 + λC
=
hc
hc
E0
+ λC
=
E0
1 + E0
hc
·λC
=
E0
1 + λC
λ0
. (2.42)
Typical values of the Compton peak energy for photon energies used in this work are listed in
table 2.2.
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Incident energy (keV) Compton peak energy
8.048 (Cu Kα) 7.923
8.398 (W Lα) 8.262
10.050 9.856
13.000 12.677
15.000 14.572
15.200 14.761
17.479 (Mo Kα) 16.901
Table 2.2.: A selection of Compton peak energies.
2.3. X-ray standing waves (XSW)
X-ray standing waves are a phenomenon that occurs when an X-ray beam is reflected on one
or several interfaces between materials of different refractive indices. As dimensions of X-ray
standing waves are in the nanometer range they are not visible in many types of measurements
because the scanned region is much larger. For example, a TXRF measurement is basically a
scan of X-ray standing waves that averages over the whole XSW field region and thus does not
show any wave characteristics. To detect an XSW field so-called markers are necessary. A layer
material itself can serve as a marker as it is the case e.g. for the Ge layers on Si introduced
in section 3.1.1, or the layer may comprise certain marker atoms that do not affect the XSW
field [160, 174] but fulfill their marker function by emitting fluorescence radiation as e.g. in the
phospholipid-buffer layer system described in section 3.2.2. Another important requirement to
create X-ray standing waves is (longitudinally) coherent radiation as explained in section 2.3.1
to permit interference effects. Monochromaticity is also important in measurements. In principle
radiation of two or more different wavelengths can form superposed XSW fields but creation and
evaluation of scans taken from such complex intensity fields can get rather complicated. Thus,
calculations performed in this work consider monochromatic radiation. Finally, roughness (as
discussed in chapter 2.4) is an aspect to consider in the calculation of XSW fields, too.
An overview article on XSW was published by Zegenhagen [171]. Mathematics of XSW fields
was discussed in detail by de Boer [32] and Klockenkämper [72]. These publications are the
starting point of calculations and simulations in this work. Other authors [23, 160, 162, 163, 174]
also give a short introduction into the calculation process of grazing incidence (variable period)
XSW.
2.3.1. Coherence
Coherence of two electromagnetic waves is mandatory for interference and thus for the creation
of X-ray standing waves. Coherence of radiation in an X-ray experiment can be quantified by
two values called transverse coherence length and longitudinal coherence length. The transverse
coherence length ξt is defined as the distance in the observation plane at which two wavefronts
A and B, which are emitted from both ends of a radiation source of size ds and observed at a
distance Rs, are phase-delayed by exactly the wavelength λ. As can be understood from figure
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Figure 2.9.: Left: Definition of the transverse coherence length ξt. Two wavefronts A and B are emitted
from both ends of a radiation source of size ds and observed at a distance Rs. At one end of a detector
of width 2ξl the waves are in phase and at the other end they are phase-delayed by exactly λ defining the
transverse coherence length ξt.
Right: Definition of the longitudinal coherence length. A wave A of wavelength λ and a wave B of a
shorter wavelength λ − ∆λ have the same amplitude at a distance ξl = Nλ. This distance defines the
longitudinal coherence length ξl.
2.9 it follows, with ∆θ being the angle at which the radiation source is seen from the observation
plane,
tan(∆θ) =
λ
2ξt
=
ds
Rs
. (2.43)
This leads [46, 147] to the transverse coherence length
ξt =
λRs
2dS
. (2.44)
With Rs usually limited it is possible to improve ξt by introducing a pinhole of some tens or
a hundred micrometers diameter to minimize the source size [81]. This is mainly limited by
beam intensity going down with smaller diameter. Taking a pinhole or cross slit of diameter
ds = 0.1 mm as a source 1 m from the detector the transverse coherence length at 15 keV is
ξt = 413 nm. At lower energies these values increase, e.g. ξt = 775 nm for E = 8 keV.
The longitudinal coherence length ξl is, as illustrated in figure 2.9, the shortest distance be-
tween two positions at which a wave A of wavelength λ and a second wave B of a shorter
wavelength λ − ∆λ have equal amplitudes. With a wavelength difference of ∆λ this happens
after N + 1 = λ
∆λ
wavetrains. As N generally is a huge number N + 1 ≈ N holds, and the
longitudinal coherence length is [122, 137, 146]
ξl = N ·∆λ =
λ2
∆λ
. (2.45)
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Thus, reducing the energy bandwidth of incident radiation increases the longitudinal coherence
length. With a monochromator resolution of ∆E/E = 10−4 the longitudinal coherence length is
ξl = 827 nm at E = 15 keV and ξl = 1550 nm at E = 8 keV.
ξt is less important in XSW measurements, thus efforts are focussed on improving the longitu-
dinal coherence. Generation of a well-defined XSW intensity field requires coherent superposi-
tion of incident and reflected wave amplitudes. This criterion is met if the maximum path length
difference ∆L between incident and reflected beam is significantly smaller than the (longitudi-
nal) coherence length ξl of the incident beam [151, 152]. In other words, the coherence length
must be larger than the structures to be analyzed, e.g. layer thicknesses d. Considering the Bragg
condition
mλ = 2d sinα with m ∈ N (2.46)
with incident angle α, X-ray standing waves can only be expected in layers of thickness [151,
152]
d <
ξl
2 sinα
. (2.47)
d is in the range of some tens of micrometers for hard X-ray radiation and angles up to 1◦, thus
this condition is fulfilled for all samples investigated in this work.
2.3.2. XSW at Bragg reflection and at normal incidence
X-ray standing waves at Bragg reflection and at normal incidence are common XSW methods
that are outlined here only shortly because measurements presented in this work were performed
by XSW at grazing incidence. The latter are covered extensively in the next chapters.
In contrary to grazing incidence XSW, X-ray standing waves at a Bragg reflection angle of a
lattice structure can naturally only be performed on crystal samples. The principle is outlined
here following Scherb [127] and Zegenhagen [171, 172]. XSW measurements at the Bragg
reflection are usually performed to localize foreign atoms (like implants or dotations) in a crystal
structure. Fluorescence radiation of these foreign atoms, called adatoms here, depends on their
position inside the sample structure. This position is described by two factors both in a range
between 0 and 1. The coherent distance (also called coherent position) Dc describing the distance
zD of the adatom relative to the lattice planes (in units of the distance DB between Bragg planes)
Dc =
zD
DB
. (2.48)
If the adatoms occupy several positions Dc represents the weighted average value of those posi-
tions. The coherent fraction fc represents the lateral distribution of adatoms around the coherent
position. fc takes its maximal value 1 for a sharp lateral distribution, i.e. all positions are equiv-
alent, fc = 0 means that the adatoms are distributed homogeneously. Coherent position and
coherent fraction also represent amplitude and phase of Fourier components of the correspond-
ing atoms’ distribution functions. Fluorescence intensity from the adatoms can be calculated
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Figure 2.10.: Schematic illustration of the XSW triangle above a substrate. Typical values (calculation
see below) are: λ = 8.27 · 10−11 m (E = 15 keV); α ≈ 0.1◦; hbeam ≈ 0.1 mm; h∆ ≈ 0.05 mm; ∆h ≈ 24
nm; n = h∆/∆h ≈ 2080.
by
IF = I0 · e(α) ·
(
1 +R(α) + s
√
R(α)fc cos(φ− 2piDc)
)
(2.49)
with a phase factor φ, the incident angle α, the angle dependent reflectivity R(α), and e(α)
being a factor representing the absolute depth of the foreign atoms in the sample. e(α) is ≈ 1 if
the adatoms are above or slightly (some tens of nm) below the surface and angle dependent for
deeper implantations with rising from 0 to 1 when the reflectivity decreases from maximum to 0.
A similar technique is normal incidence XSW analysis (NI-XSW). Like in the Bragg reflec-
tion version a crystal lattice is required and localization and distribution of foreign atoms in the
lattice plane structure are determined using the values of coherent position and coherent fraction.
Calculations are similar and explained together with experiments by Schreiber [131, 132].
2.3.3. Lateral dimensions in XSW at grazing incidence
If a rectangular shaped beam is reflected at a flat surface or interface there is in a cross-sectional
view a triangular area (figure 2.10) above the surface in that incoming and reflected beams inter-
sect and - if the radiation is monochromatic and longitudinally coherent - interfere. Depending on
the wavelength of the radiation and the angle of incidence a typical pattern of interference max-
ima and minima (so-called antinodes and nodes) forms above the surface. If matter is present
within this pattern atoms located in an antinode will be excited to strong fluorescence while
atoms in a node will emit little or no fluorescence radiation.
The area covered by the beam, its footprint, amounts to
F =
hbeam
sinα
(2.50)
and with the vertical dimension of the beam hbeam the height h∆ of this triangle (figure 2.10) can
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Figure 2.11.: Path length difference between incident and reflected beam at intersection point P (calcula-
tion see text).
be calculated by
h∆ =
F
2
· tanα =
hbeam
2 · cos(α)
, (2.51)
with the angle α between incident beam and the surface (cf. figure 2.11). For small angles this
equation can be simplified to
h∆ ≈ 1
2
hbeam. (2.52)
At an arbitrary position P at height h above the mirror surface (figure 2.11) inside this trian-
gle exactly two beams interfere, and depending on the path length difference of both beams
(∆ x = x2 − x1) constructive or destructive interference may occur. Geometrical considera-
tions lead to path lengths
x2 =
h
sinα
(2.53)
x1 = x2 · cos(2α) =
h · cos(2α)
sinα
. (2.54)
Constructive interference occurs if the path length difference is a multiple of the radiation’s
wavelength
x2 − x1 = h− h · cos(2α)
sinα
=! n ·λ (2.55)
h = n ·
λ · sinα
1− cos(2α) . (2.56)
Obviously, positions of the nodes/antinodes only depend on the angle of incidence and wave-
length. The distance between two adjacent nodes or antinodes is the same throughout the whole
triangle and amounts to [11, 12, 21]
∆h =
λ · sin(α)
1− cos(2α) =
λ · sin(α)
1− cos2(α) + sin2(α) =
λ
2 sin(α)
. (2.57)
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α (◦) 5 keV 10 keV 15 keV
0.01 710.4 355.2 236.8
0.05 142.1 71.0 47.4
0.10 71.0 35.5 23.7
0.20 35.5 17.8 11.8
0.50 14.2 7.1 4.7
1.00 7.1 3.6 2.4
2.00 3.6 1.8 1.2
5.00 1.4 0.7 0.5
Table 2.3.: XSW intensity antinodes distances (in nm) for different photon energies and angles of inci-
dence α.
For small angles this approximates
∆h ≈ λ
2α
. (2.58)
Some calculated antinodes distances for various angles of incidence α and photon energies E are
listed in table 2.3.
In addition to the antinode spacing, the distance from the reflecting surface is of interest. Only
considering the geometry of the problem an antinode would be expected directly at the surface.
However, X-ray radiation that is totally reflected undergoes an angle dependent phase shift of
[11, 72]
φ = arccos
[
2
(
α
αc
)2
− 1
]
. (2.59)
Thus the phase difference between incident and reflected beam at the point of reflection on the
surface decreases from pi at an incident angle of α = 0◦ (parallel to the surface) to 0 for the
critical angle αc and above [11, 12, 72, 176]. This means that there is a node of XSW intensity
at the surface for α = 0◦. The first antinode approaches the surface from infinity (at α = 0◦) and
reaches it at the critical angle. The period of nodes and antinodes at the critical angle αc is called
critical period [12] and amounts to
hc =
λ
2αc
=
λ
2
√
2δ
=
√
pi
2
√
ρere
. (2.60)
with electron density ρe and electron radius re introduced in equation 2.14. If a given atom is
located at h = j ·hc above the substrate then j+ 0.5 antinodes will pass the position of the atom
when scanning α from 0 to αc [12]. For α ≥ αc the first antinode remains at the surface [11, 12]
and the others are "compressed" towards it like an accordion.
Figure 2.12 illustrates the position of nodes and antinodes for a 10 keV beam reflected at a
Si surface at different angles whereas figure 2.13 displays the intensity at different heights when
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Figure 2.12.: XSW intensity versus height above a Si substrate for different angles of incidence for a
photon energy of 10 keV. Angles of incidence: α = 0.02◦ (black), α = 0.08◦ nm (red), α = αc = 0.179◦
nm (blue), α = 0.25◦ (green). Intensity oscillates between 0 and 4I0 below the critical angle of total
reflection and with smaller amplitude above αc.
the angle of incidence is scanned. Calculation and properties of the curves are described in the
subsequent chapter.
As already mentioned, position of nodes and antinodes is only dependent on angle of incident
and wavelength but not on the substrate material. This can be advantageous because in general
any (sufficiently flat and smooth) material can be used as a substrate. On the other hand, there
are little possibilities to tune the strong maxima position especially when very short distances
are needed at limited angles as intensity as well as nodes distance decrease with increasing angle
(above total reflection).
One chance to achieve different maxima positions is using so-called waveguide structures as
a substrate [175, 176]. Instead of a homogeneous substrate a layer system of several elements
(e.g. Ni/C/Rh on glass) is used to carry the sample to be observed. The incident beam is then
reflected on all interfaces of the substrate leading to a strong XSW intensity inside the carrier at
certain angles (waveguide mode) and a shifted position of maxima above the substrate making
different maxima positions possible. Further, the XSW signal (intensity versus angle of incidence
as explained in more detail later) is intensity modulated thus leading to a more complex curve
that lets less degrees of freedom in fitting and might increase resolution of the measurement.
A similar possibility would be positioning of a spacer layer with optical properties very similar
to the sample layer on the substrate. Then the substrate would still act as a mirror, but the
whole sample system would be shifted laterally by a distance equal to the spacer layer thickness.
Thus, the smaller period XSW maxima would reach the sample layer at lower angles providing
a yardstick different from the one of a mirror without spacer.
2.3.4. Calculation procedure for XSW
In the following, a matrix formalism to calculate the XSW field in samples is introduced that is
necessary for analyzing XSW scans and utilized in the program MXSW (cf. chapter 5). First,
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Figure 2.13.: XSW intensity versus angle for different heights above a Si substrate for a photon energy
of 10 keV. From left to right: h = 40 nm (blue), h = 20 nm (red), h = 0 nm (black). The most significant
peak is at the critical angle of Si (αc = 0.179◦).
the simple case of an XSW field above a thick and flat substrate is discussed. In a second step,
calculations are expanded to a thin layer on this substrate. Finally, the general case of a multiple
layer sample is calculated.
Thick and flat substrate
A beam hitting a surface at angle αi is partly reflected at angle αr = αi and partly transmitted
into the layer below at the transmission angle
αt =
√
α20 − 2δ + 2iβ (2.61)
defined in equations 2.34 and 2.243 with α0 being the incident angle in vacuum (and not the
actual incident angle in the layer above the interface) if δ and β are (as commonly done) defined
as values relative to vacuum. This is the case even if the respective interface is inside a multilayer
and not in contact with vacuum. αt on the other hand is the angle inside the layer below the
interface as explained in chapter 2.1.1. The well-known Fresnel formulae for the electrical field
amplitudes of incident (Ei, αi), reflected (Er, αr) and transmitted (Et, αt) beam are (cf. equations
2.21 and literature [72])
r =
Er
Ei
=
αi − αt
αi + αt
(2.62)
t =
Et
Ei
=
2αi
αi + αt
. (2.63)
3In some XSW and TXRF literature [32, 72] the form αt =
√
α2i − 2δ − 2iβ appears based on a different defini-
tion as already mentioned with equation 2.9. This leads to complex conjugate values in some equations in this
chapter as discussed and calculated in appendix D.6.
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Conversion of these formulae to Ei and equalization leads to
Er ·
αi + αt
αi − αt = Et ·
αi + αt
2αi
(2.64)
Er
αi − αt =
Et
2αi
(2.65)
and it follows ([72])
Ei =
αi + αt
2αi
·Et (2.66)
Er =
αi − αt
2αi
·Et. (2.67)
For a single interface between vacuum (or air) and an infinitely thick substrate, it can be assumed
that there is no reflected beam inside the substrate. Further, normalizing the incident beam to
Ei = 1 the amplitudes of the electrical field can be written in a matrix form[
1
Er
]
=
[
m1 m2
m3 m4
]
·
[
Et
0
]
(2.68)
with
m1 = m4 =
αi + αt
2αi
(2.69)
m2 = m3 =
αi − αt
2αi
. (2.70)
The intensity at height z above the surface (z = 0 on the surface, z > 0 above) can be calcu-
lated by adding the electrical field vectors of incident and reflected beam (which interfere) and
squaring this sum
Ivac(α0, z) = I0 · |Ei exp(−ik0α0z) + Er exp(ik0α0z − iφ)|2 (2.71)
with wave vector k0 = 2pi/λ and the phase shift φ of the beam at total reflection (above the
critical angle there is no phase shift) calculated by (eq. 2.59, [72])
φ(α) = arccos[2(α0/αc)
2 − 1]. (2.72)
It follows [12, 72, 174] with Ei = 1
Ivac(α0, z) = I0 · [1 + |Er|2 + 2|Er| cos(2k0α0z − φ)]. (2.73)
Here, the relation between XSW field intensity I and (measurable) reflectivity R = |Er|2 is
obvious. Further, it can be seen that Ivac(α0, z) oscillates between the values 0 and 4I0 in the
region of total reflection (|Er| = 1), with smaller amplitude right above and only little amplitude
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around I0 when |Er| and even more |Er|2 become very small at high angles of incidence. This is
illustrated in figure 2.12. Within the substrate, there is just one wave (z is now counted from the
surface downwards, with positive values inside the substrate) of intensity
Isub(α0, z) = I0 · |Et exp(ik0αtz)|2. (2.74)
Using equations 2.69, 2.24 and equation 2.28 for the attenuation length
zn ≈ λ
4pi ·αt,i
(2.75)
some conversions deliver
Isub(α0, z) = I0 ·
∣∣∣∣ 2α0α0 + αt
∣∣∣∣2 · exp(− zzn
)
. (2.76)
This means there is no oscillation anymore and the wave intensity decreases exponentially.
Thin homogeneous layer on a substrate
A beam hitting a (thin) layer at angle α0 is reflected at angle αr,0 = α0 and transmitted at angle
α1 =
√
α20 − 2δ1 + 2iβ1. (2.77)
After crossing the layer it is again reflected (at angle αr,1 = α1) and transmitted into the substrate
at angle
αs =
√
α20 − 2δs + 2iβs. (2.78)
As in the previous chapter, the electrical field amplitude of the incoming beam shall be Ei0 = 1
and there shall be no reflection inside the substrate, meaning Ers = 0. Then we can form an
equation for each interface similar to equation 2.68:[
1
Er0
]
= M0,1 ·
[
Ei1
Er1
]
(2.79)[
Ei1
Er1
]
= M1,s ·
[
Eis
0
]
(2.80)
with
M0,1 =
[
m1,1 m2,1
m3,1 m4,1
]
(2.81)
M1,s =
[
m1,s m2,s
m3,s m4,s
]
(2.82)
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wherein the matrix elements are
m1,1 =
α0 + α1
2α0
exp
(
−ik0
2
α1d1
)
m1,s =
α1 + αs
2α1
exp
(
−ik0
2
α1d1
)
(2.83)
m2,1 =
α0 − α1
2α0
exp
(
+i
k0
2
α1d1
)
m2,s =
α1 − αs
2α1
exp
(
−ik0
2
α1d1
)
(2.84)
m3,1 =
α0 − α1
2α0
exp
(
−ik0
2
α1d1
)
m3,s =
α1 − αs
2α1
exp
(
+i
k0
2
α1d1
)
(2.85)
m4,1 =
α0 + α1
2α0
exp
(
+i
k0
2
α1d1
)
m4,s =
α1 + αs
2α1
exp
(
+i
k0
2
α1d1
)
. (2.86)
The matrix elements corresponding to equations 2.69 and 2.70 are expanded here by a phase
shift factor dependent on the wave vector k0 = 2pi/λ (respectively wavelength), thickness d1 of
the layer and angle α1 inside the layer. Based on these parameters the transfer matrices for both
interfaces, M0,1 (vacuum - layer) and M1,s (layer - substrate) can be calculated. To obtain the
electric field amplitudes Er,i0,1,s in vacuum, layer and substrate the equation[
1
Er0
]
= Mt ·
[
Eis
0
]
(2.87)
with the total transfer matrix
Mt = M0,1 ·M1,s =
[
m1,t m2,t
m3,t m4,t
]
(2.88)
has to be solved. With the boundary conditions for the incident beam in vacuum, Ei0 = 1, and
reflected beam in the substrate, Ers = 0, it follows
1 = Eis ·m1,t (2.89)
Er0 = E
i
s ·m3,t (2.90)
and
Eis =
1
m1,t
(2.91)
Er0 =
m3,t
m1,t
. (2.92)
Then [
Ei1
Er1
]
= M1,s ·
[
Eis
0
]
=
[
m1,s/m1,t
m3,s/m1,t
]
(2.93)
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gives the field amplitudes inside the layer. XSW field intensities in vacuum and substrate are
analogue to the previous section
Ivac(α0, z) = I0 · | exp(−ik0α0z) + Er0 exp(ik0α0z − iφ0)|2 (2.94)
Isub(α0, z) = I0 · |Eis exp(ik0αsz)|2, (2.95)
while inside the layer
I1(α0, z) = I0 · |Ei1 exp(ik0α1z) + Er1 exp(−ik0α1z + iφ1)|2 (2.96)
holds with z being the position inside the layer ranging from −d1/2 to d1/2 with positive values
towards the substrate. Both, in vacuum and layer a phase shift in the reflected beams
φ0 = arccos[2(α0/αc,1)
2 − 1] (2.97)
φ1 = arccos[2(α0/αc,s)
2 − 1] (2.98)
occurs (only) in the case of total reflection, i.e. α0 ≤ αc,1 or α0 ≤ αc,s. This happens for small
angles of incidence at the vacuum-layer interface and can occur at the layer-substrate interface if
δ1 < δs.
Several layers on a substrate
The preceding considerations can finally be expanded to a system of an arbitrary number of
layers. Figure 2.14 illustrates a multilayer system of N layers already outlined in chapter 2.1.3.
The beam enters from vacuum at angle α0, penetrates each layer j (if it is not totally reflected
at an interface) at an angle αj depending on the corresponding refractive index and is partly
reflected at each interface. Electrical field amplitudes Ein and Ern in every layer have to be
calculated and added similar to the procedure discussed in the preceding sections:[
Ein
Ern
]
= Mn,n+1
[
Ein+1
Ern+1
]
. (2.99)
First the transfer matrices Mn,n+1 for all interfaces between a total of N layers have to be cal-
culated. n = 0 here represents the vacuum and n = N+ 1 the substrate, both considered to be
infinite. The transfer matrices are then
Mn,n+1 =
[
m1,n+1 m2,n+1
m3,n+1 m4,n+1
]
(2.100)
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Figure 2.14.: Schematic illustration of a multilayer system with layers of different indices of refraction.
with matrix elements
m1,n+1 =
αn + αn+1
2αn
exp
[
−ik0
2
(αndn + αn+1dn+1)
]
(2.101)
m2,n+1 =
αn − αn+1
2αn
exp
[
−ik0
2
(αndn − αn+1dn+1)
]
(2.102)
m3,n+1 =
αn − αn+1
2αn
exp
[
+i
k0
2
(αndn − αn+1dn+1)
]
(2.103)
m4,n+1 =
αn + αn+1
2αn
exp
[
+i
k0
2
(αndn + αn+1dn+1)
]
. (2.104)
These can be understood as a combination of matrix elements in equation 2.83 representing upper
and lower interface of each layer. Calculation of the electrical field amplitudes is performed in
an analogue way as in the previous section with the total transfer matrix
Mt =
N∏
n=0
Mn,n+1 =
[
m1,t m2,t
m3,t m4,t
]
. (2.105)
Again, [
1
Er0
]
= Mt ·
[
EiN+1
0
]
(2.106)
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with
Eis =
1
m1,t
and Er0 =
m3,t
m1,t
(2.107)
holds, and electric field amplitudes in all layers can be calculated by subsequently multiplying
transfer matrices and electrical field vectors from the substrate[
EiN
ErN
]
= MN,N+1 ·
[
Eis
Ers
]
(2.108)
to vacuum [
Ei0
Er0
]
= M0,1 ·
[
Ei1
Er1
]
(2.109)
where Ei0 is supposed to be 1. Finally, XSW intensity depending on incident angle α0 and
position z inside layer j can be calculated by
Ij(α0, zj) = I0 · |Eij exp(ik0αjzj) + Erj exp(−ik0αjz + iφj)|2. (2.110)
Here, zj is the position inside the layer ranging from −d1/2 to d1/2 with positive values towards
the substrate. z values in vacuum and substrate are positive inside the respective layer with their
origin at the border. Again, a phase shift
φj = arccos
[
2(α0/αc,j)
2 − 1] (2.111)
can occur at total reflection in vacuum and all layers.
2.4. Roughness
The preceding calculations for specular and diffuse scattering as well as XSW apply to perfectly
smooth interfaces at which the refractive index jumps from one layer to the next. However,
in reality interfaces have a finite roughness so that the refractive index n not only depends on
the coordinate z perpendicular to the surface but also on its coordinates x and y within the
plane leading to a relation n(x, y, z). Usually, roughness of single-layer films increases with
film thickness. Roughness of multilayer films depends on the types of materials, e.g. a W-on-C
interface is rougher than a C-on-W interface, because the surface free energy of W is higher:
σW < σC [51]. Finally, it is noticeable that large roughness limits the applicability of XSW.
If large thickness variations occur the phase relation between X-ray is lost and the typical XSW
intensity distribution vanishes. The cosine term in equation 2.73 becomes 0 in average resulting
in a beam intensity of I ≈ I0 + R (with reflectivity R). Thus, the maximum XSW intensity is
reduced from 4I0 to 2I0 [32, 176]. Further, marker atom distribution can be modified by rough
interfaces [174]. If the roughness structure of a reflecting interface is reproduced on the marker
layer - a so-called conform roughness - the detected marker layer thickness (marker distribution
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range) is thicker than in an ideal flat sample. Generally, XRR measurements (especially at higher
angles) are favorable to XSW scans in regard of roughness determination [51]. On the other
hand, XSW with its element sensitivity can determine the transition between two element layers
accurately even for large roughness values that would complicate XRR scans, which just rely on
differences in electron density, a lot. Several works have been published related to roughness,
some are discussed below.
The program LsFit [134, 135] utilized to analyze X-ray reflectivity scans provides the possi-
bility of calculations using both modified Fresnel coefficients and effective density model. XSW
calculations with the program MXSW (introduced in detail in chapter 5 and appendix E) per-
mit implementation of roughness after the effective density model, too, and using Debye-Waller
factors. Those roughness models are described in the following.
2.4.1. Debye-Waller factor
An approach to model roughness effects uses the fact that (little) interfacial roughness does not
disturb the beampath very much but mainly damps reflectivity and thus interference and XSW
intensity [32, 151]. Thus, if roughness is small then this damping can be included in the reflection
coefficients rj as a Debye-Waller type factor
DF = exp
[−(2k0 sin(α)σ)2] = exp [−(qσ)2] (2.112)
with k0 and q defined as in equation 2.3 and 2.35 and an rms (root mean square) roughness σ
leading to
r′j = rj exp
[−(qσ)2] . (2.113)
Here, roughness effects are strongly dependent on the angle of incidence α. Implementing this
factor into the matrix calculation of the XSW field described in section 2.3 is performed as
described in appendix D.7 and leads to
Ei =
αi + αt
(1 +DF )αi + (1−DF )αt ·Et = m1,4 ·Et (2.114)
Er =
DFαi −DFαt
(1 +DF )αi + (1−DF )αt ·Et = m2,3 ·Et (2.115)
replacing the matrix elements m1 to m4 in equations 2.101ff. In the limit σ → 0 it follows
DF → 1 and Ei and Er converge to the values given in section 2.3.
2.4.2. Modified Fresnel coefficients
As the wave vector transfer ~q in (specular) reflectivity scans is perpendicular to the sample sur-
face the detected signal does not deliver any direct information about the lateral structure of the
surface. The same applies for XSW scans as the XSW field intensity only varies with height. In
the detector all contributions of the x-y-plane (for one specific z) are summed up leading to an
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Figure 2.15.: Illustration of roughness of an interface between two layers 1 (light gray) and 2 (dark gray)
of different refractive indices n1 and n2. The straight horizontal line represents the "nominal" interface at
z = z0 between n1 and n2 but at a rough interface n2 can also be found at some positions above z0 and
vice versa. The average deviation of the interface from z0 is zero but the rms roughness (cf. equation
2.118) is > 0. If measurements of n are only sensitive in vertical direction (like in XRR and XSW) a value
n(z) averaged in horizontal dimension is detected. n(z) is equal to n1 and n2, respectively, far from z0
and varies continuously from n2 to n1 in a transition region. Roughness can be quantified by the thickness
of this region, for example by the above mentioned rms roughness.
averaged index of refraction or electron density n(z) and ρe(z), respectively, that itself is only
dependent on z as illustrated in figure 2.15. n(z) is continuous and can be written as
n(z) = lim
X,Y→∞
1
XY
∫ X
0
∫ Y
0
n(x, y, z) dx dy. (2.116)
Thus, at each height z0 the refractive index n(z0) is the integrated refractive index in the x-y-
plane at z0. n(z) approaches a Heaviside step function for infinitely low roughness and leads to
the case of perfectly smooth layers with n jumping at interfaces as discussed in section 2.1.3. A
rough system can be regarded as if the interface between the two layers is not only at position z0
as for a smooth interface but distributed around z0 at positions z = z0 + z′.
In the general case of multiple layers the transition from one layer j to the next one j + 1 can
be modeled by a number of smooth layers around zj . Their absolute z-values are then calculated
from zj and the relative layer coordinates z′ to be z = zj + z′. Defining Pj(z′) dz′ as the
probability to find interface j in the region between zj + z′ and zj + z′ + dz′ and with∫
z′Pj(z′) dz′ = 0 (2.117)
vanishing because zj is the average position of the interface∫
z′2Pj(z′) dz′ = σ2j (2.118)
defines the so-called "root-mean-square" (rms roughness) that is 0 only for a perfectly flat inter-
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face. It gives a quantitative measure of the distortion of the interface from the perfectly smooth
shape. With the mean value
µj =
∫
zPj(z) dz (2.119)
and the function
fj(k) = exp(ikµj) ·
∫
exp(−ikz)Pj(z) dz (2.120)
the Fresnel coefficients rj+1,j and tj+1,j introduced in equation 2.21 can be changed (cf. [42,
149]) to the so-called modified Fresnel coefficients
r˜j+1,j =
fj(kz,j+1 + kz,j)
fj(kz,j+1 − kz,j)rj+1,j (2.121)
t˜j+1,j =
1
fj(kz,j+1 − kz,j)tj+1,j (2.122)
that can be applied in calculation of a layer system like the "ordinary" Fresnel coefficients. If the
refractive index between two neighboring layers is continuous (in kind of a hyperbolic tangent
or error function shape as discussed in appendix D.8) Pj(z) shows a Gaussian profile
Pj(z) =
1√
2piσj
exp
(
− z
2
2σ2j
)
, (2.123)
and the modified Fresnel coefficients can be written as [149]
r˜j+1,j = exp(−2kz,jkz,j+1σ2j ) · rj+1,j (2.124)
t˜j+1,j = exp
[
(kz,j − kz,j+1)2σ2j
2
]
· tj+1,j. (2.125)
2.4.3. Effective density model
The modified Fresnel coefficients deduced in the preceding chapter only make sense for small
roughnesses σj  dj , because otherwise the resulting refractive index profile can get discon-
tinuous and lead to unrealistic results. Silicon substrates (as they are also used in this work) for
example are usually covered with an oxide layer of which thickness and roughness often both are
in the range of few nm. To be able to use the Parrat algorithm the previously introduced method
has to be modified to the so-called "effective density model" [133, 134, 139, 143, 149].
Here, the continuous refractive index profile n(z) is split into sufficiently thin slices (usually
in the sub-nm range) and an individual average nj can be calculated for each slice. Then, the
sample is again treated like a multilayer system with smooth interfaces but more layers. For
smaller roughnesses the effective density model merges into the case for individual layers. In
the following, the calculation of the index of refraction n(z) using the effective density model is
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outlined. Detailed calculations can be found in [149].
Regarding a rough interface between layers j and j − 1 the dispersion δ(z)4 can be described
by calculating the fraction of material j at position z by
Wj(z) =
{
1
2
[1 + Yj(z − zj)] for z ≤ ζj
1
2
[1− Yj(z − zj−1)] for z > ζj
(2.126)
with the shape of the δ(z) profile defined by the error function (cf. appendix D.8)
Yj(z) = erf
(
z√
2σj
)
(2.127)
like in the previous section. At the position
ζj =
σjzj−1 + σj−1zj
σj + σj−1
(2.128)
the neighboring layers’ profiles are connected continuously. The dispersion profile of the entire
layer sample composed of N layer with individual dispersion δj can then be described by
δ(z) =
∑N+1
j=1 δjWj(z)∑N+1
j=1 Wj(z)
(2.129)
with the boundary conditions of infinitely thick vacuum (layer 0) and substrate (layer N +1) and
roughness 0 at their outer boundaries. For small roughnesses σj  dj this profile corresponds to
the one calculated with modified Fresnel coefficients. Thus, it is a generalization of reflectivity
calculation for rough interfaces (see 2.4).
Nevertheless, it has to be considered that the parameters have a slightly different meaning
here. The "layer thicknesses" dj = zj−1 − zj define the parameter zj of the Wj(z) functions.
The "roughness" σj symbolizes the width of the intermediate layer between layers j and j + 1
that can become thicker than the layer itself for large roughnesses. In this case the real (physical)
dispersion can be much smaller than δj (in the interval [zj−1, zj]), and 2.129 denotes an "effective
dispersion or density in depth z". That is why this way of parameterization is called "effective
density model".
Summarizing, considering roughness of an interface between two neighboring layers means
that both layers contribute to the optical behavior in the transition region, the influence of one
layer gradually decreasing with the other one increasing. Roughness is then defined as the overall
thickness of these transition layers, at the same time decreasing the thickness of the neighboring
layers to maintain the overall sample thickness. Using this method the sample system can still
be treated like a layered sample with sharp (but numerous) interfaces and the Parrat algorithm
[113] is still applicable.
4With n = 1 − δ + iβ and both δ and β proportional to the electron density ρe, δ can be regarded here instead of
n following calculations by [149].
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Figure 2.16.: Simulation of interface roughness by a cosine shaped stepwise transition.
2.4.4. Implementation of roughness in the XSW calculation
program
Two different roughness models are implemented in the XSW calculation program MXSW de-
veloped during this work, a kind of effective density model and a Debye-Waller type damping
factor.
The effective density roughness model is similar to the one used in [134, 135] and described in
the previous section. A "roughness" σ between two layers A and B here means that the physical
properties of the material in a range ±0.5σ around the interface position are different from those
of the pure materials A and B. Roughnesses can generally be of any size but the program prevents
roughnesses that are thicker than the neighboring layers because these would cause unreasonable
results. Further, overlapping of roughness regions from neighboring interfaces are prevented for
the same reason.
A rough interface effects that at any position inside this roughness area at height h above the
substrate material A or B can be encountered with the probability for A higher near the A bulk
region and lower near the B bulk region. As XSW technique is only sensitive in a direction
perpendicular to the surface, measurements show an average of physical properties of both mate-
rials for an infinitesimal thin layer at height h above the substrate, contribution of each material
weighted with the position. Thus, a continuous transition between the values of material A and
B occurs in the roughness region that is modeled in a sine/cosine shape (other transition shapes
such as tanh, erf, exp, linear can also be selected) to prevent non-differentiable points ("edges")
as illustrated in figure 2.16.
As XSW calculations in the program are based on layer models this continuous transition
has to be divided into a number of discrete layers each with homogeneous optical properties as
proposed by the effective density model (cf. chapter 2.4.3). If the number of these intermediate
layers is large enough the simulation of a continuous transition is rather accurate.
Alternatively, the Debye-Waller roughness model can be implemented, but this is only recom-
mended for small roughnesses. In contrary to the effective density model, it uses the given layer
structure as it is but simulates roughness by modifying the Fresnel reflection and transmission
coefficients. Calculation is described in detail in section 2.4.1.
Being always approximative the different roughness models can deliver different results. Thus,
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it has to be kept in mind that the roughness values of these two models have a different meaning
and cannot be compared directly.
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3. Samples
In this work, a wide variety of sample types was analyzed by XRR and XSW measurements.
With the main focus on GI-XSW, samples were selected that could test the capabilities of this
method. A certain marker element was mandatory for each sample. This marker preferably
needed to be a heavy element (heavier than Si) for most measurements. Only scans with soft X-
rays at the plane-grating monochromator (PGM) beamline for undulator radiation [136, 130] at
the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) [119] laboratory at BESSY II [14], Berlin, per-
mitted analysis of light elements. Further, one or several specific properties of the sample were
interesting for analysis. Layer thicknesses or concentration/material amount were of interest in
some samples while others were analyzed to determine the lateral orientation or distribution of
certain components. Table 3.1 lists the sample systems analyzed during this work together with
the corresponding marker and purpose of measurements.
Sample type Marker Specific property, purpose of measurement
Ge layers on Si Ge thickness determination of a single layer
Ion implantations in Si As, Co, Zn position of buried layers, marker distribution,
concentration
Phospholipid bilayers P layer thickness, orientation of laterally
ordered bio-molecules
Clusters on polymer Au, Ag layer thickness, concentration/coverage,
total material amount
Dendrimer - gold layer Au layer thickness, density, coverage
Nitrobenzene films N, C, Au layer thickness, orientation, density
Multilayer laser mirror Ti element composition, layer thicknesses, periodicity
Buffer solution K, Cl ion distribution in a solution
Table 3.1.: List of sample systems analyzed in this work together with the selected marker atoms and
sample properties to be investigated.
3.1. Semiconductors
Semiconductors are of increasing importance in modern technology especially in computers and
other electronic devices. As produced structure dimensions are constantly getting smaller, analy-
sis tools to characterize thicknesses of thin semiconductor layers or forms are required. Further,
properties of semiconductors applied in modern technology can be enhanced by implanting for-
eign atoms into the material. Thus, characterization of such doped structures is of high interest.
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Sample No. Substrate Implant. E (keV) Nominal implantation dose (cm−2)
XSW010* 20 Si As 100 1.0 · 1017
XSW011 10 Si As 100 1.0 · 1017
XSW012 13 Si Co 25 1.0 · 1016
XSW015 9 Si Co 100 1.0 · 1017
XSW016 8 Si Co, Zn 100 Co: 1.0 · 1017, Zn: 0.49 · 1017
XSW017 12 Si Co, Zn 100 Co: 1.0 · 1016, Zn: 1.0 · 1016
Table 3.2.: List of implantation samples that were analyzed with XRR and XSW. Implantation was per-
formed at 100 keV or 25 keV at normal incidence (* Sample XSW010 was implanted at 60◦).
3.1.1. Semiconductor layers
As examples for semiconductor layers a set of commercially available Ge layers on Si wafers
(JENOPTIK, Jena, Germany) with different layer thickness (29 nm, 76 nm, 309 nm) [158] was
analyzed. XRR and XSW measurements were performed to obtain information about layer thick-
nesses and roughnesses of the sample systems.
3.1.2. Implantations
Different kinds of implantation samples were analyzed with XRR and XSW techniques in this
work. Table 3.2 lists the samples under investigation. Implantation was performed at Johannes
Kepler University of Linz [73, 74, 75, 77] by bombarding a silicon substrate with different ions
(As, Co, Zn) at 100 keV (sample XSW012: 25 keV). The nominal implantation dose was be-
tween 1.0 · 1016 cm−2 and 1.0 · 1017 cm−2. Implantation was executed at normal incidence (one
sample was implanted at 60◦) at room temperature without subsequent annealing. Several sam-
ples of this type (cobalt [73, 74, 77] and arsenic [74, 75] ion implantations in silicon) have
been characterized in the past utilizing destructive methods like repeated etching in combination
with Rutherford Backscattering (RBS) and Total Reflection X-ray Fluorescence (TXRF) anal-
ysis [73, 74, 75, 77]. Contrarily, in this work the layered structures were determined by XSW
technique which is non-destructive. Furthermore, no sample preparation was needed and mea-
surement time was short.
3.2. Bio-organic samples
Links between physics, chemistry and biology are rapidly growing in modern technology and
science, terms such as bio-engineering and life science are indicating these connections. Thus,
biological and organic materials are often subject to physical analysis. X-ray related methods
with their nanometer scale resolution are capable of analyzing basic components of life-forms
such as proteins and lipids and other organic materials such as polymers, dendrimers or nitroben-
zene that have important functions in industry and technology. In this work, the potentials of
XRR and XSW with this family of samples are analyzed.
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Figure 3.1.: Left: Schematic illustration of the primary structure of a protein composed of a large number
of amino acids.
Right: Three-dimensional (tertiary) structure of myoglobin with colored alpha helices (secondary structure
elements), the first protein structure to be characterized using X-ray crystallography by Kendrew et al.
[70, 165].
3.2.1. Proteins
Background
Proteins are essential components of every living cell and thus subject to wide examinations. The
word protein is derived from the Greek word "protos" (primary, first) and was introduced in 1839
by Gerardus Johannes Mulder [100] after a suggestion from Jöns Jakob Berzelius. The functions
of proteins in organisms are widespread, from enzymatic catalysis of biochemical reactions,
signaling functions, cell adhesion to formation of the cytoskeleton of a cell. Being composed of
amino acids linked by peptide bonds, proteins form a complex chain consisting of a huge number
of atoms as illustrated in figure 3.1. Proteins often join complexes to perform certain biological
functions.
The structure of a protein can be described as follows [156]. First, the primary structure of a
protein is the sequence of amino acids linked to compose the protein. As a linear chain is not the
energetically most favorable structure it folds to a so-called secondary structure. Some known
types of these secondary structures are α, pi or 310 helices, β sheets, β turns and random coils.
Generally, a mixture of different secondary structures occurs in a single protein. Thus, helices,
sheets and other components form a three-dimensional bundle called tertiary structure as shown
in figure 3.1. The quaternary structure is an arrangement of several equal proteins to a larger
complex.
Apart from its elemental composition, the three-dimensional structure and orientation of a
protein are important for its functionality [156]. Commonly, structure determination of pro-
teins with atomic resolution is performed by X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy. The
worldwide Protein Data Bank [13, 169] lists thousands of solved proteins structures as Cartesian
coordinates of all atoms inside the structure. Figure 3.1 shows the three-dimensional structure of
myoglobin, the first protein structure determined by X-ray crystallography by Sir John Cowdery
Kendrew et al. in 1958 [70] rewarded with the Nobel Prize in Chemistry. As X-ray crystallogra-
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Figure 3.2.: Three-dimensional representation of cytochrome c secondary and tertiary protein structure.
The roughly spherical shape shows helices (gray) in the outer region and the iron (magenta) containing
hem molecule (colored) in the center. Image from [126].
phy is the main structure determination technique, proteins that can be crystallized (for example
globular proteins) form the majority of so-far known structures [38, 106] while other proteins
such as membrane proteins are generally less well known. As 20-40% of all proteins cannot be
crystallized [97] other methods have to be used [96, 125].
Like all biological molecules, proteins are radiation sensitive and get damaged or even de-
stroyed if X-ray intensity is too high. The conventional damage barrier for protein molecules is
about 200 X-ray photons per Å2 for X-rays of 12 keV energy (1 Å wavelength). It may be ex-
tended to very high dose rates at very short exposure times [107]. Within about 10 femtoseconds
biomolecules can withstand an X-ray intensity of≈ 3.8 · 106 photons/Å2 with minimal structural
changes [97]. Thus the Free Electron Laser (FEL) is a promising tool for future protein analyses.
Cytochrome
Cytochromes are proteins acting as redox catalysts in biochemical processes like photosynthesis
or cellular respiration. Approximately 50 types of cytochromes are subdivided into groups called
cytochrome a, b, c, and d, depending on their light absorption properties ("cytochrome" is Greek
meaning "cell coloring"). Each cytochrome comprises one or more heme molecules containing
an iron atom. Cytochrome c, which was analyzed during this work, is one of the best known cy-
tochromes. Its three-dimensional molecular structure (illustrated in figure 3.2) containing around
100 amino acids is well characterized by protein crystallography. Contrarily to most other cy-
tochromes, cytochrome c is soluble in water and acts as an electron mediator in oxidation and
reduction but cannot bind oxygen. It is a quite small cytochrome (molecular weight about 12
kg/mol, diameter approximately 3.4 nm [126]) and present in plants, animals and many unicellu-
lar organisms. As a rather old protein (regarding evolution of life-forms) it is useful in biological
taxonomy of animals because closely related animals show little differences in the structure of
their cytochrome c.
In this work cytochrome c was utilized as a representative protein model system with a nat-
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Figure 3.3.: Picture of quartz carriers covered with silane solution.
urally embedded marker atom (Fe) necessary for X-ray fluorescence studies. To permit XSW
measurements, cytochrome c molecules had to be immobilized on a reflecting substrate. Quartz
glass carriers were chosen as substrates for these films.
First, the carriers were cleaned in a special cleaning procedure that has proven to be useful
during years of application at ISAS. This procedure is explained in detail in appendix C.1. Then
15 µL of a silane solution (3-(Triethoxysilyl)-propylamine (C9H23NO3Si); Merck Schuchardt,
Hohenbrunn, Germany) were dropped onto the carrier (cf. figure 3.3) and dried to prepare a
hydrophobic surface.
A cytochrome c solution was prepared and immobilized on the sample carrier in cooperation
with Dunja Zimmermann [177] at ISAS Dortmund. The multi-step procedure is described in
detail in appendix C.2. These samples were then investigated using TXRF and XSW technique
as described in sections 4 and 6.2.1. It had to be checked if those methods were capable of
detecting the little Fe concentration in this sample and, with the help of Fe as a marker, could
measure sample parameters like distances inside the molecule or relative to the substrate.
3.2.2. Lipids
Background
Like proteins, lipids are essential components of living cells, important both for structure and
function. The term lipid is deduced from the Greek word "lipos" (fat), but fat (biological term:
"triglyceride") is just a subgroup of the lipids [156]. Many lipids show a polar (hydrophilic) head
group combined with a non-polar (hydrophobic) tail of one, two or three hydrocarbon chains.
Phospholipids are amphiphilic (at the same time hydrophobic and hydrophilic) lipids composed
of a hydrophilic, phosphorus-containing head and two hydrophobic hydrocarbon tails (cf. figure
3.4). Being so-called membrane lipids phospholipids are a major component of lipid bilayers
in biological membranes and cell walls. Biomembranes can selectively block or let pass ions
to maintain a certain concentration inside the cell [43, 176]. Due to their amphiphilic behavior
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Figure 3.4.: Calotte models and structural formulae of two phospholipids: POPC (left) and DOPC (right).
The head containing phosphorus and nitrogen is hydrophilic, the two hydrocarbon tails are hydrophobic.
Images from [3].
Figure 3.5.: Schematic of a phospholipid bilayer and micelle. In contact with water or other polar liquids,
phospholipids form structures to minimize contact of their hydrophobic tails to the solution such as the
bilayer or spherical micelle shown here. The nonpolar tail region (blue) tends to evade water, the polar
head (red) is oriented towards the water molecules outside the sphere or above the bilayer [64, 165].
phospholipids form bilayers, spherical micelles or other shapes at contact with water or polar
liquids to minimize contact of their hydrophobic tails to the solution (cf. figure 3.5).
Furthermore, phospholipids can be well analyzed with XSW measurements because they in-
corporate atoms of typical elements such as phosphorus that virtually do not affect the XSW field
[160, 174] formed by substrate and phospholipid layer but can serve as marker atoms. Addition-
ally, absorption effects inside a lipid are much smaller than refraction effects, i.e. β/δ < 0.001
[161, 174], thus β may be negligible in some calculations.
Phospholipids in experiment
In cooperation with Prof. Niemeyer (Biological-Chemical Microstructure Technology Group
[64, 108], Department of Chemistry at the University of Dortmund), phospholipid bilayers on
mica were analyzed. Ideally, the lipids are compressed to a maximum density and form a "solid"
layer of molecules aligned exactly perpendicular to the substrate surface as illustrated in figure
3.6. If the lipids are not packed in the closest way the molecules are still able to move in certain
limits similar to a liquid (cf. figure 3.7) leading to a lower bilayer thickness [64]. Two different
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Figure 3.6.: Schematic structure of a phospholipid bilayer sample: Phospholipids adhere to a thin mica
substrate glued to a glass carrier. A second layer of phospholipids is located on the first layer with reversed
orientation and in contact with a stabilizing KCl buffer solution.
Figure 3.7.: 3D calotte model representation of POPC (left) and DOPC (right) bilayers [41]. As can
be seen the phospholipids are not packed in the closest way here, thus the bilayer is kind of flexible or
"liquid". Due to this flexibility phospholipid chains are not exactly perpendicular to the substrate surface
and the bilayer thickness is lower than in a "solid" bilayer. Tails of the phospholipids are colored in gray,
the phosphorus containing part green and the nitrogen containing head violet. A thin water film is shown
as blue molecules.
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Figure 3.8.: Illustration of the Langmuir-Blodgett technique to create ordered mono- or multilayers. A
solution containing the amphiphilic molecules dissolved in chloroform is spread onto a water-filled Lang-
muir trough leaving the amphiphiles on the water surface. The molecules are compressed isothermally
by a Teflon barrier to form an ordered lipid monolayer. Then a sample carrier (on the left side of each
image) is pulled out of the solution slowly taking along a monolayer of the amphiphilic molecules. When
the carrier is introduced again an additional layer adheres to the sample. Illustrations based on data from
[54, 64].
types of phospholipids were analyzed, POPC and DOPC, that only vary slightly in the structure
of their tails as shown in figure 3.4.
Samples were prepared by Jessica Irrgang [64] applying the Langmuir-Blodgett method [16,
110, 129] as described in the following. A solution containing the amphiphilic phospholipid
molecules dissolved in chloroform was spread onto a water-filled Langmuir trough leaving the
amphiphiles on the water surface. The molecules were compressed isothermally by a movable
Teflon barrier to form a "solid" phospholipid monolayer (cf. figure 3.8). Then a mica substrate
glued to a glass carrier (for easier handling) was pulled out of the trough taking along the phos-
pholipid monolayer that adhered to the substrate by the polar heads of the phospholipids. With
the pressure and thus the monolayer on the solution remaining, the substrate was again put into
the trough then taking along a second layer that was applied via the tails of the lipids to the first
monolayer to create a bilayer, a so-called solid supported phospholipid bilayer (SPB). After de-
position of the second lipid monolayer, the remaining lipids on the water surface were removed.
The coated substrate was then taken out of the water and immediately stored in an aqueous KCl
buffer solution. By repeating this procedure, in principle a third, forth and further phospholipid
layers can be attached to the substrate with orientation of heads and tails switching each turn.
The polar heads of the first layer adhered to the mica substrate and the heads of the second
layer were in contact with an aqueous cover film, so this bilayer remained relatively stable.
A schematic structure of such a bilayer is shown in figure 3.6. However, if the water/buffer
evaporates into air stabilization of the second layer is expected to break down (especially in a
"liquid" Langmuir-Blodgett film) letting the sample decompose to a monolayer.
After preparation of the film an AFM (atomic force microscope) scan was performed on the
sample as shown in figure 3.9 to check if the production process was successful. Finally, the
sample was analyzed by XRR and XSW measurements as described in the experimental chapter
4.
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Bond Bond length (Å) Bond angle (◦) Length in chain (Å) Source/Remarks
C-C 1.48-1.54 109.5 1.26 [28, 123, 154]
C-C 1.40 120 1.21 benzene ring [28]
C=C 1.33 180 1.33 [28, 123]
C-H 1.08-1.10 109.5 0.89 [123]
C-O 1.43 (110) 1.17 [80, 154]
C=O 1.22 (110) 1.17 [80]
C-O 1.31 120 1.17 in CO2−3 [80]
C-N 1.47-1.54 (110) 1.26 [22, 154]
N-O 1.47 (120) 1.27 [57]
N=O 1.15 (120) 1.00 [57]
O-H 0.96 104.5 0.76 angle for HOH [123]
P-O 1.50 104 1.18 [40]
Table 3.3.: Bond lengths in biomolecules used in this work. The bond length is the distance between
centers of two bond atoms, length in chain is the length contribution of this bond to a long molecule
because in most cases atoms are not in a stretched chain but form a zigzag structure with different bond
angles as can be seen in figure 3.4. The bond angles in brackets are estimated. It has to be kept in mind
that the bond length can be shorter or longer in certain compounds.
To facilitate evaluation the chain lengths of the phospholipids can be estimated by taking into
account the known structure of the molecule (cf. 3.4) and typical bond lengths (distance between
centers of two bond atoms) and bond angles (the angle between the straight lines connecting an
atom in a molecule chain with its direct neighbors) in biomolecules. Table 3.3 shows tabulated
bond lengths and bond angles of compounds used in this work as well as the resulting length in
a molecule chain. In most cases atoms are not in a stretched chain but form a zigzag structure
with different bond angles, thus the overall length of the chain is shorter than the sum of the
individual bond lengths. The total length of POPC molecules analyzed in this work amounts to
approximately 35.3 Å, composed of a head length of 10.6 Å and chain lengths of 24.7 Å and
Figure 3.9.: AFM image of DOPC phospholipids on a mica substrate [64].
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23.4 Å, respectively. The DOPC molecule is slightly longer (36.6 Å) with the same head size as
POPC and both tails with equal length 25.9 Å.
3.2.3. Polymers
Background
Polymers are important materials in state of the art technology [66, 81, 116, 164, 168]. They can
be produced and processed easily and inexpensively. Depending on their chemical composition
they feature a wide range of physical and chemical properties (e.g. elasticity can vary from very
soft to extremely hard) and thus can be applied in many fields. Polymers occur in everyday life for
example as polycarbonate in CDs and DVDs, in the form of acrylic bone cement in prostheses, as
adhesives (as a welding alternative) [20] or embedding polymer electrolytes for metal catalyzers
in fuel cells [87] in automobile production. Polyacrylates are also applied as binding materials
in paints and varnishes (acrylic paints), as material in dental medicine and many other fields.
Further, polymers are utilized as substrates for metallic conductors in integrated circuits [29,
168], organic displays [63] and other applications in the field of micro-electronics. Especially
in technological applications, a combination of metals and polymers is important, for example
as metallic conductors on polymer substrates or aluminum coatings of CDs and DVDs. Metal
atoms in the form of clusters rather than continuous layers on polymers have been analyzed
using different X-ray techniques [15], like X-ray reflectivity (XRR) or X-ray photon correlation
spectroscopy (XPCS) [68, 81, 164], but to our knowledge not yet using XSW. However, the
combination of a nanometer range layered structure with metals as good fluorescence markers
can be analyzed very comfortably by X-ray standing waves technique.
Polymer layers with and without metal clusters
Several samples of silicon substrates covered with a native oxide layer of approximately 1 nm
were coated with polystyrene. Figure 3.10 shows a styrene monomer [C8H8] which is the basis
of polymer chains that can be composed of up to several ten thousands of these monomers. Thus
molecular weight of those polymers is typically in the range of tens or hundreds of kg/mol.
PS mass density at 25◦C is 1.05 g/cm3 [116] and its monomer’s molecular weight amounts
to 104.1 g/mol. A second type of polymer utilized in this work is poly(butyl-methacrylate),
shortly PBMA. Like polystyrene it is a polymer that forms long chains composed of thousands
of butyl-methacrylate monomers [C8H14O2] displayed in figure 3.10. The molecular weight of
each monomer is 142.20 g/mol and its mass density at 25◦C is 1.053 g/cm3 [116]. Depending
on the orientation of side groups, polymers can be subdivided into isotactic (all side groups are
located on the same side of the main chain), syndiotactic (alternating regular orientation) or
atactic (irregular orientation) polymers. Polymers investigated in this work belong to the latter
group that cannot be crystallized because of their irregular structure but show a glass transition
from the liquid to the "solid" state when cooled. Strictly speaking a glass is still a liquid but
moving very slowly because of its high viscosity. The glass transition temperature is defined as
the temperature at which the viscosity reaches the value η = 1012 Ns/m2 [47, 164].
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Figure 3.10.: Structural formulae of a polystyrene [C8H8] (left) and PBMA [C8H14O2] (right) monomer.
Further monomers are connected to the C-C string forming the linear polymer chain of hundreds or thou-
sands of monomers.
Figure 3.11.: Photos of the silicon substrate carrying a 134 nm PBMA film with silver clusters.
Polymer films in this work were produced using the spin-coating technique. This was done by
dropping a small amount of the respective polymer solution onto the center of a clean, untreated
silicon wafer rotating at a defined speed. Due to rotation the solution was spread homogeneously
on the substrate, excess solution flowed from the wafer. After vaporization of the solvent a thin
polymer film remained on the silicon. The thickness of this film could be adjusted by changing
rotational speed and concentration of the polymer solution. To remove remaining solvent and
to turn the polymer film into equilibrium the samples were annealed for several hours above the
glass transition temperature and cooled down slowly afterwards to prevent dewetting (contract-
ing of the polymer layer due to surface tension). Later, gold or silver were evaporated onto the
polymer samples in a high vacuum evaporation chamber. If evaporation was performed suffi-
ciently slowly the metal atoms did not form a continuous layer but agglomerated to nanometer
sized clusters. A detailed description of the preparation process and devices can be found in
[81, 164].
Pure polymer layers and polymer layers covered with Au or Ag clusters (the latter sample
is shown in figure 3.11) were measured. These samples were prepared at Lehrstuhl E1a, De-
partment of Physics, University of Dortmund [81, 142, 145]. Table 3.4 lists parameters of the
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Sample Number Polymer Mw (kg/mol) dP (nm) Metal dM,n (nm)
scan21 PS N/A 6.9 – –
scan20 PS N/A 16.5 – –
scan18 PS N/A 45.3 – –
scan19 PS N/A 71.3 – –
XSW003 PS 34.4 80 Au 1
XSW004 PBMA 337 134 Ag 1.5
Table 3.4.: Polymer and polymer/metal samples analyzed in this work: Two types of polymers have been
used: Polystyrene (PS) and PBMA. Mw is the molecular weight of the polymer chains, dP the thickness
of the polymer layer and dM,n the nominal thickness of the metal layer evaporated onto the polymer. This
is the thickness of a continuous layer. However, as the metals occur as clusters the actual thickness of the
"layer" is larger.
Figure 3.12.: PAMAM dendrimer of the second generation shown as structural formula and as ball-and-
stick model [34]. The tree branch growing structure is obvious.
samples under investigation.
3.2.4. Dendrimers
Background
Dendrimers (Greek "dendros" means "tree") are (artificial) macromolecular chemical structures
that grow in a dendritic (reticulated) way, similar to the branches of a tree. This means that, start-
ing from an initiator core, with each new "generation" repetitively similar molecules are attached
to the existing structure forming a huge macromolecule that finally - due to steric reasons - ap-
proximates a spherical shape. Figure 3.12 shows the 2D and 3D structure of an ethylenediamine-
core poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimer. Figure 3.13 illustrates the fast rising of molecular
weight and number of functional groups at the dendrimer surface with each new generation.
Dendrimers are especially useful because of the multiple functionality of their surface and the
large number of functional groups leading for example to strong adhesion even if adhesion forces
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Figure 3.13.: Diameter (left), number of functional groups and molecular weight (right) of PAMAM den-
drimers from 0th to 10th generation [34]. Molecular weight and group number are growing exponentially
while the molecule diameter increases approximately in a linear way.
of a single functional group are weak [4].
Dendrimers with gold
In this work PAMAM dendrimers (Dendritech Inc., Midland, MI, USA [34]) of the forth gener-
ation with a molecular weight of Mw ≈ 14 kg/mol, 64 amino surface groups and a diameter of
roughly 4.5 nm were used to immobilize DNA molecules bound to gold atoms or clusters on a
glass substrate. These samples were prepared at Microstructure Technology Group, Department
of Chemistry, University of Dortmund [64] by successively attaching NH2, glutaric acid anhy-
dride (GA), NHS, PAMAM (from a 10% amino-PAMAM solution) and NH2 activated DNA
hybridized to complementary functionalized gold particles.
3.2.5. Nitrobenzene
Background
Nitrobenzene is an important intermediate product in chemical industry. It is colorless, liquid
at room temperature, and has a large index of refraction. As the magneto-electrical Kerr-effect
of nitrobenzene is rather strong, it is utilized in Kerr cells to rotate the polarization planes of
incident light. Some physical properties of nitrobenzene are listed in table 3.5.
Ultrathin nitrobenzene films
Ultrathin nitrobenzene (C6H5NO2; figure 3.14) layers on Si have been analyzed in cooperation
with the Interface Spectroscopy Group [124] of ISAS - Institute for Analytical Sciences, Depart-
ment Berlin. The nitrobenzene layers were produced by Jörg Rappich at Hahn-Meitner Institute
(HMI) Berlin [55] by electrochemically depositing nitrobenzene onto etched H-passivated silicon
substrates [50, 56, 121]. However, oxidation of the surface could have taken place on samples
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Property Value
Molecular weight 123.06 g/mol
Density 1.19867 g/cm3
Melting point 5.85◦C
Boiling point 210.85◦C
Flash point 88◦C
Autoignition temperature 525◦C
Index of refraction (for visible light) 1.55
Table 3.5.: Physical properties of nitrobenzene for norm conditions (index of refraction for 20◦C).
Sources: [153, 155]
Figure 3.14.: Structural formula and calotte model of a nitrobenzene molecule (C6H5NO2). The overall
length of the molecule is approximately 0.6 nm, the distance between N and the center of the benzene ring
is about 0.3 nm. (Values estimated from bond lengths listed in table 3.3).
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Figure 3.15.: Different possible orientations of nitrobenzene (NB) molecules and gold atoms on the
substrate: The nitrobenzene molecules can form a monolayer, bilayer or multilayer. They can be ordered
or disordered (with different density), and gold can stay on top of the NB layer or diffuse down to the
substrate.
that were stored in air before deposition. Depending on air humidity a significant oxide layer
forms on Silicon within 1-2 hours. Thickness of this layer then increases for 1-2 days [62]. In-
formation about (native) oxide layers can also be found in the literature [17, 111]. Further, gold
was sputtered onto some of the nitrobenzene layers in vacuum [124].
The prepared samples were then characterized by Katy Roodenko [124] at ISAS Berlin using
spectroscopic ellipsometry technique [7, 50, 61]. However, further studies were necessary to
determine the sample structure. It had to be clarified if the nitrobenzene layers were ordered
or disordered, if the gold atoms stayed on the top surface or diffused to the substrate and if a
monolayer or multilayers were formed. The different possibilities are illustrated in figure 3.15.
3.3. Other sample types
Apart from the sample types presented in the previous sections countless other system might be
analyzed by XRR and XSW. Exemplarily, two very different types of sample systems will be
presented. First, a periodic multilayer mirror was be subject to analysis. With numerous smooth
reflecting interfaces and several elements to be detected this mirror appears to be an ideal system
for XSW analysis. On the other hand, ion distributions presented thereafter usually do not have
a smooth reflecting interface if at all an interface is present. Nevertheless, these distributions still
provide a lateral distribution of marker atoms that might be gaged by the moving XSW maxima.
3.3.1. Periodic multilayers
A commercial multilayer laser mirror (Spectra-Physics, Mountain View, USA) of unknown com-
position was investigated. Periodic multilayers with known element content have been analyzed
using XSW at the Bragg reflection by Ghose at al. [51]. However, as not only layer thicknesses
but also element composition were not known another approach had to be made. Typically a
multilayer mirror consists of multiple (here 24) double layers of appropriate materials with the
condition that each layer thickness corresponds to 1/4 of the central laser wavelength divided by
the index of refraction of the respective layer. This results in a phase shift of 2pi if the beam is
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Material Refractive index
TiO2 2.700
MgO 1.740
SiO2 1.548
Quartz glass 1.462
LiF 1.394
Table 3.6.: Indices of refraction of possible component materials at λ = 570 nm of the investigated
multilayer laser mirror. Data from [91].
passing and being reflected at a bottom of each double layer leading to constructive interference
at normal incidence.
The central laser wavelength utilized with this mirror was about 570 nm and possible materials
for the mirror were TiO2, MgO, SiO2, quartz glass or LiF. Indices of refraction of these materials
at 570 nm are listed in table 3.6. Measurement and corresponding evaluation procedures to
characterize this mirror are described in detail in the respective chapters.
3.3.2. Ion distribution
At liquid-solid interfaces but also in some solids, atoms of the included elements are not arranged
in layers but distributed with a concentration dependent on the position e.g. height z above the
substrate
c = c(z). (3.1)
A prominent example for such ion distribution is the lateral dependence of ion concentration
near a charged surface or interface (like biologically important interfaces such as membranes).
Several models have been developed to describe this ion distribution [12, 151].
The most simple approach is a so-called Helmholtz layer [58]. The electrical field of a neg-
atively charged surface is compensated by a thin layer of positive ions, so-called counter-ions,
packed closely at the surface. The thickness of this layer is equal to the ion diameter dion and
electrostatic potential decreases linearly from φ0 at the surface to 0 at the outer side of the ion
layer:
φ(z) = φ0 ·
(
1− z
dion
)
. (3.2)
The thermal motion of counter-ions is ignored in the simple Helmholtz model. If it is taken
into account, the Gouy-Chapman model [26, 52] emerges. This model comprises a diffuse ion
layer above the charged interface with ion concentration decreasing with distance. The resulting
potential (for a small surface charge) amounts to [12]
φ(z) = φ0 · exp
(
− z
LD
)
(3.3)
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with φ0 being the potential at the surface
φ0 =
σLD

. (3.4)
Here σ represents the surface charge density and LD the so-called Debye length
LD =
√
kT
Se20
(3.5)
as a measure for the thickness of the diffuse layer with  being the permittivity
 = r · 0 (3.6)
calculated from the relative permittivity r and the permittivity of free space 0. Further, k is
the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, e0 the elementary charge and S the ionic
strength
S =
∑
i
z2i ci. (3.7)
with the charge valence zi and bulk concentration ci of ion i.
Stern [141] expanded the Gouy-Chapman model by introducing a type of Helmholtz layer of
counter-ions bound to the charged interface by ion binding that does not completely compensate
the surface charge. This layer, also called Stern layer [173], is followed by a diffuse layer like
in the previous model. This combination leads to a potential that first decreases linearly (in
the vicinity of the surface i.e. within a distance corresponding to the ion diameter) and then
exponentially from the summed potentials of charged surface and Stern layer. All three models
are illustrated in figure 3.16 with their ion distribution and their position dependent electrostatic
potential φ. Using these models [12] for a system with only one kind of counter-ions leads to an
ion concentration distribution
c(z) = cS exp(−z/L′) + c0 (3.8)
in the diffuse region with the bulk concentration c0, the concentration at the surface (relative to
the bulk) cS and the ion Debye length L′. The potential Debye length LD is only equivalent to L′
if the surface potential is weak and the electrolyte is dilute, otherwise L′ is somewhat smaller.
Successful results of a few XSW measurements of ion distributions were published in the past.
Trainor et al. [151] scanned the ion distribution near a substrate-solution interface, Bedzyk et al.
[12] investigated the distribution of ions in an electrolyte solution in contact with a phospholipid
membrane. In this work, ion distributions were incorporated in several samples that were investi-
gated for other parameters, too. Thus, ion concentration inside the KCl buffer solution above the
phospholipid bilayer (cf. section 3.2.2) and the non homogeneous distribution of implantation
ions in silicon (cf. section 3.1.2) were investigated.
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Figure 3.16.: Schematic illustration of ion distribution near a negatively charged surface. From left to
right: Helmholtz model, Gouy-Chapman model, Stern model. Positions of the ions are depicted above,
the electrostatic potential φ is shown below. Detailed explanations can be found in the text.
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4.1. Measurement stations
Measurements performed in this work were accomplished at different measurement stations.
Some element contents were determined at a TXRF spectrometer at ISAS, Dortmund. XSW
and XRR scans were performed at beamline BL9 of DELTA synchrotron, Dortmund. Finally,
a sample cell developed for measurements of volatile liquids or under vacuum conditions is
described.
4.1.1. TXRF spectrometer EXTRA II
TXRF measurements in this work were performed at ISAS by a commercial "X-ray spectrometer
EXTRA II" (Seifert, Ahrensburg, Germany; now Atomika Instruments GmbH / CAMECA GmbH,
Oberschleißheim, Germany) that is depicted in figure 4.1. Radiation can be selected between
a tungsten (W) or molybdenum (Mo) anode. Tube voltage and current can be chosen up to
values of 50 kV and 38 mA. Evaluation of measurement data is supposed to be performed using
the attached control computer. Due to the age of the instrument (built in 1991) there are no
suitable options to export measurements at formats readable by other programs. Thus, the binary
EXTRA II save file had to be analyzed and a conversion program had to be developed to extract
measurement data into multi-platform compatible ASCII data files. This conversion program is
outlined in appendix E.2.
4.1.2. DELTA synchrotron radiation source
The utilization of synchrotron radiation in X-ray analysis provides several significant advantages.
Generally, X-ray radiation from a synchrotron is much more intense than from a laboratory tube,
it is polarized and shows low divergence. Photon energy can be chosen by a monochromator
from a continuous energy spectrum giving the possibility to apply a wavelength optimal for the
respective measurement.
Most measurements presented in this work were performed at DELTA (Dortmunder Elektro-
nen Speicherring Anlage) synchrotron facility [128, 150] at the University of Dortmund. DELTA
is a third generation synchrotron radiation source that supplies - with the help of special mag-
netic structures (insertion devices) - soft and hard X-ray radiation (synchrotron radiation) for
non-destructive analysis of various kinds of samples. The synchrotron facility consists of three
main components: A linear accelerator (Linac) to pre-accelerate electrons to energies of 75 MeV,
a booster synchrotron (BoDo) for further acceleration up to 1.5 GeV and a storage ring (Delta)
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Figure 4.1.: Photos of the X-ray spectrometer EXTRA II (Seifert, Ahrensburg, Germany; now Atomika
Instruments GmbH / CAMECA GmbH, Oberschleißheim, Germany) utilized for TXRF measurements in
this work. The left picture shows the entire instrument with tube and generator section (left), measurement
section with radiation protection door (center) and control computer (right). The right picture displays a
more detailed view of the measurement section. The selectable Mo and W X-ray tubes are located in the
boxes on the left and behind, respectively. Samples can be introduced using a sample changer box (in
front). Fluorescence radiation is measured by a nitrogen cooled Si(Li) detector (above).
to store the electrons with energies between 300 MeV and 1.5 GeV [33]. Electron current in
the storage ring amounts to ≈ 120 mA after injection and decreases exponentially until the next
injection. During experiments it is usually roughly between 60 and 120 mA. Re-injection is per-
formed if the electron current and thus the intensity of the generated synchrotron radiation gets
too low. This is usually necessary every 8-12 hours. DELTA comprises 13 beamlines (cf. fig-
ure 4.2) located at different insertion devices and optimized for different types of measurements
[85, 159]. The superconducting asymmetric wiggler beamline BL9 (section 4.1.3), where most
experiments described in this work were performed, is described in more detail below.
4.1.3. Beamline BL9 (SAW2) at DELTA
The BL9 beamline (SAW2) [85] is located behind a superconducting asymmetric wiggler (SAW)
with critical energy 7.9 keV. The magnetic flux density at the SAW is 5.3 T (in asymmetric mode)
and 2.79 T (in symmetric mode), respectively. Horizontal beam divergence (opening angle)
ranges from ±13 mrad (symmetric mode) to ±25 mrad (asymmetric mode) [33]. The horizontal
beam fan generated by the wiggler is distributed to three neighboring beamlines (BL8, BL9,
BL10) providing approximately 5 mrad to each beamline (in asymmetric mode). Vertical beam
divergence is calculated by 1/γ and amounts to ≈ 0.7 mrad [142].
The distance from the source (wiggler) to the sample at this beamline is approximately 34-
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Figure 4.2.: Layout of DELTA synchrotron facility and position of beamlines.
Parameter Value E (keV) ξl (nm)
Selectable energy range 4-30 keV 10.05 1234
Max. photon flux 13.00 954
- total, with mirror 2 · 1010 mm−2s−1 15.00 827
- monochromatic, without mirror 5 · 107 mm−2s−1mA−1 15.20 816
Energy resolution ∆E/E ≈ 10−4 (0.01%)
Table 4.1.: Important parameters of BL9 beamline (SAW2): Photon flux, energy parameters and longitu-
dinal coherence length ξl for different energies calculated using equation 2.45.
36 m [114, 142]. A computer controlled silicon (311) double crystal monochromator permits
selection of radiation energies between 4 keV and 30 keV. The second crystal can be utilized for
sagittal focusing. Further features of this beamline are a focusing silicon mirror, an absorber and
fast-shutter system (XIA LLC, Hayward, CA, USA), variable slit systems (JJ X-Ray, Roskilde,
Denmark) and computer control of all devices by a SPECTRA software [33]. Distances and
devices at BL9 from the source to the detector are illustrated in figure 4.3.
Achievable photon flux is around 2 · 1010 mm−2s−1 or 5 · 107 m−2s−1mA−1 for monochromatic
radiation [142]. Energy resolution of the monochromator is ∆E/E ≈ 10−4 (0.01%). This leads
to a longitudinal coherence length ξl between 816 nm (at 15.2 keV) and 1234 nm (at 10.05 keV)
for energies used in this work.
A 6-axis diffractometer (Huber Diffraktionstechnik, Rimsting, Germany) and a spectrometer
in Rowland geometry permit small angle, wide angle and inelastic X-ray scattering experiments.
Various detector systems are available: A NaI point detector e.g. for reflectivity scans, an en-
ergy dispersive detector (Amptek Inc, Bedford, MA, USA) e.g. for fluorescence analyses and a
Mar345 area detector (Marresearch GmbH, Norderstedt, Germany) e.g. for (surface) diffraction
measurements. A schematic set-up (for XRR measurements) of the experimental hutch of beam-
line BL9 is shown in figure 4.4. The specific set-ups for measurements performed in this work
are described in detail in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.3. According to sample requirements different
photon energies were selected during the different beamtimes at BL9. The energy of the exciting
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Figure 4.3.: Schematic representation of the set-up of the set-up at BL9 from the source (wiggler) to the
detector.
Figure 4.4.: Schematic representation of the experimental hutch of BL9: Path of the beam from the
entrance slit to the sample and detector for XRR measurements.
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Figure 4.5.: Design drawing of the sample cell. From left to right: Top view, side view, front view. A
removable Kapton window (3) can be seen on each side of the top and side view drawing. The beam
enters from one side, hits the sample on the carrier in the middle and leaves the cell on the other side.
Fluorescence radiation can be detected by the EDX detector that can be fixed by a brass ring (5) and
sealed with an O-ring in the removable top cover (2) of the sample cell. The front view of the cell shows a
connection flange (4) for a vacuum pump including gas pressure sensor on the left side and a vacuum plug
(lower right) for electrical temperature control devices. Further, an optional flange (upper right) permits
easy venting of the cell or flooding of the cell with gases like helium or nitrogen. Finally, the copper block
(1) carrying the sample holder can be cooled or heated.
photons had to be higher than the energy of the fluorescence radiation to be observed [5, 84, 146]
(cf. table B.4), to be more exact, higher than the binding energy [6, 24, 49, 146] of the electron to
be ejected. Also the current set-up of the beamline at the date of measurement was regarded. If
the actually adjusted energy at the beamline was appropriate, time-consuming modification and
re-alignment of the set-up could be prevented.
4.1.4. Sample cell for liquid, vacuum and gas measurements
While many XSW scans can be performed at atmospheric pressure without much preparation
in the experimental hutch, some samples require special measurement environments. Samples
comprising thin liquid films have to be stored in a closed cell during long-time measurements
to prevent vaporization of the liquid over time. This was e.g. necessary for the cytochrome and
phospholipid samples that were covered with a thin film of buffer solution. By positioning these
samples in a small cell (eventually together with a little container filled with additional liquid)
vaporization can be reduced significantly because the small gas volume inside the cell is saturated
with vapor.
Another application of a closed sample cell is measurement in a shielding gas or vacuum.
Particularly X-ray fluorescence of light elements like C or Si is difficult to detect because the
emitted low-energy photons (cf. table B.4) are strongly absorbed by air. Replacing air in the cell
by helium or even better vacuum reduces absorption of fluorescence photons between sample
and detector significantly and reduces detection limits. Measurements of the laser multilayer
mirror and polymer layers on silicon were performed at vacuum conditions.
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Figure 4.6.: Photos of the sample cell. Left: Set-up during experiment. The beam enters through the
window on the right side, the vacuum flange on the left side is closed during experiments with constant
liquid vapor pressure. The energy-dispersive detector is mounted on top of the cell. Right: Top view of the
open cell. The beam passes from right to left, electronics connections can be seen in the upper, vacuum
pump flange in the lower part of the picture.
A sample cell for measurements of liquids and samples in gases or vacuum was developed
during this work (cf. figures 4.5 and 4.6). The cell is made of brass and sealed with O-ring
sealings. It comprises two windows made of Kapton (polyimide) foil (DuPont, Wilmington,
USA) to permit the X-ray beam to enter and exit, and a trough to hold buffer solution or water.
Connection flanges for a vacuum pump, gas pressure sensor, and for easily venting or flooding
the cell with nitrogen or helium are provided. Further, a multi wire vacuum plug permits easy
and flexible connection to different electrical devices e.g. for temperature control. Vapor pressure
and thickness of liquid films in the cell can be regulated by changing the temperature. For this
purpose, a Cu block carrying an aluminum sample holder comprises an electrical resistor for
heating and a peltier element (Telemeter Electronic GmbH, Donauwörth, Germany) for cooling.
Temperature can be measured and controlled by a Pt100 sensor (Telemeter Electronic GmbH,
Donauwörth, Germany) also located inside the Cu block. Due to the big heat capacity of the Cu
block temperature can be controlled very precisely.
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Figure 4.7.: Schematic illustration of the set-up in XRR measurements. The angle of incidence αi is
defined by tilting the sample. Specular scans are performed with the detector at αfi = αi, (in-plane)
longitudinal diffuse scans at a shifted exit angle αfd = αi +∆α with an angle offset ∆α.
4.2. Experimental set-ups and procedures
Different types of X-ray measurements were performed in this work. The corresponding set-ups,
measurement and evaluation procedures for XRR, TXRF and XSW methods are described in the
following.
4.2.1. XRR
A schematic illustration of the set-up in X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements is shown in
figure 4.7. As the synchrotron cannot be moved the angle of incidence αi is defined by tilting the
sample. In (specular) reflectivity scans the exit angle is then defined by moving the (NaI point)
detector to αf = αi relative to the sample surface, i.e. 2αi relative to the incident beam. At BL9
beamline, the incident angle is denominated θ and the detector angle (relative to the incident
beam) 2θ. This is why this set-up is called θ-2θ geometry. However, for conformity reasons the
denomination α is used in this work. To measure (and subtract) the intensity contribution caused
by diffuse scattering from the total measured intensity another reflectivity scan is recorded with
the detector shifted by ∆α = 0.1◦ from the specular position αfi = αi. This so called longitudinal-
diffuse (LD) scan shows intensities orders of magnitudes lower than the specular scan in the low
angle area around total reflection but becomes comparable to the specular scan at higher angles.
Thus, the accessible angle range (and by this the resolution) down to background noise can be
improved by considering the LD scan.
As angles are measured very accurately in XRR scans, a precise alignment of the sample is
mandatory for reliable results. The center of rotation for the angles must be located exactly on
the surface in the middle of the sample. This is achieved by the alignment procedure described
in the following. First, the detector angle ("2θ") range is scanned without a sample, the position
of maximum intensity is defined as 2θ = 0. Then, the sample is positioned in the center of the
sample stage by visual judgment. The angle of incidence (sample angle) is set to θ = 0 and
intensity at 2θ = 0 is recorded while the sample position z is moved upwards into the beam.
The sample position where the intensity reaches half of the full intensity (the "half-shading")
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is selected because at that position the center of the beam hits the center of the sample for all
angles of incidence. Then a "rocking scan" is performed by tilting the sample from θ = −0.5◦
to θ = 0.5◦ with 2θ = 0. The scan should have the shape of a symmetric triangle with its vertex
at 0◦. If this is not the case the angle of incidence θ is moved to the maximum and the z-scan for
the "half-shading" is repeated. Once alignment is finished, it has to be checked at higher angles
of incidence. θ is moved to 0.2◦ and 2θ to 0.4◦ and another rocking scan of θ around 0.2◦ is run.
The maximum of intensity should be at specular position (θ = 0.2◦). If not, θ is moved to the
maximum and declared to be 0.2◦ at that position. After completing this control, a third test is
performed at θ = 0.5◦ and 2θ = 1.0◦ equivalently, and finally at θ = 0◦ and 2θ = 0◦ again. After
that, sample and set-up are aligned. Further information about aligning and XRR scans can be
found in [42, 81].
Typically, a reflectivity scan is run from 0◦ to 2◦-6◦ with a step size of 0.002◦ or larger de-
pending on the structure of the reflectivity curve. Short period oscillation from layered samples
demand a small step size while e.g. the simply exponentially decreasing reflectivity of a pure
silicon surface can be scanned with larger steps. Measurement time for each point depends on
the angle of incidence. While intensity is very high at low angles around total reflection and even
an absorber has to be introduced into the beam to prevent damage to the detector, it decreases
rapidly at high angles requiring acquisition times of 40-60 seconds per point. Total scanning
time for one reflectivity curve (depending on the angle range covered) typically amounts to 1 to
4 hours. Due to the lower intensity, LD scans take roughly twice the time as specular scans. For
most samples presented in this work both XSW and XRR scans were accomplished. The two
measurements can be performed with the same combined set-up and they can deliver comple-
mentary information [51] allowing kind of an iterative evaluation process.
For evaluation of reflectivity scans, intensities at longitudinal diffuse scattering (LD) position
αfd = αi + ∆α have to be subtracted from intensities at specular position αfi = αi. The LD-
scattering corrected curve usually provides better accuracy than the specular reflectivity scan,
especially for large angles with lower signal-to-noise ratio. As angles in specular and LD scan
are not directly comparable (αfd 6= αi) they have to be transformed to wave vector transfers qz
according to formula 2.35
qz =
2pi
λ
(sinαi + sinαf) (4.1)
with radiation wavelength λ and αf being αfi or αfd, respectively. Then intensities for corre-
sponding qz can be subtracted and the difference be re-transformed to the angle space by
α = arcsin
(
λ · qz
2pi
)
. (4.2)
This procedure can be done automatically using the program D8opt outlined in appendix E.3.
The measured reflectivity curve must then be compared to a calculated one to obtain the sam-
ple structure responsible for the measured scan. For this purpose, a layered structure is assumed
and reflection, transmission and absorption of X-ray radiation in this model is calculated. This
task was handled using the LsFit software [134, 135]. Thickness and roughness (as discussed
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Figure 4.8.: Illustration of the reduced reflectivity due to a footprint effect: If a beam of height hbeam
hits a sample of length F0 at angle α0 the beam covers the whole sample and is completely reflected
(considering respective reflection coefficients). If the incident angle is larger than α0 it only covers part
of the sample and again the whole beam is reflected. However, if the incident angle is αi < α0 the beam
footprint Fi is larger than the sample and radiation beyond the borders of the sample is lost.
in chapter 2.4) need to be input for each layer as well as the optical constants δ and β of the
respective materials. These values are tabulated [31, 59] for all elements and a number of impor-
tant compounds. Further, experimental parameters such as photon energy, detector resolution,
sample size or intensity offset must be considered, too. Then, parameters are varied to achieve
the best possible fit. Here, δ and β are usually fixed (if the layer is homogeneous), parameters
like detector resolution have to be determined only once for a whole set of measurements, and
thicknesses are often limited to certain ranges. Thus, the number of free parameters reduces and
the fit can be optimized "by eye" rather well. For fine-tuning, LsFit provides the possibility to
utilize a fitting procedure based on minimizing the chi-square deviations that can improve results
but might also lead to non-physical values. Thus, an evaluation of the calculated parameters is
mandatory. If the sample structure cannot be described by a discrete layers system quality of
fits is limited. This might be the case if roughnesses are too large, materials are mixed inhomo-
geneously at interfaces or if the sample is not plane but bended. Some examples of fitting and
interpretations are given in the evaluation chapter.
Furthermore, it has to be considered that, in contrary to the calculated Fresnel reflectivity
curves presented in figure 2.2, measurements do not show constant maximum intensity for angles
below the critical angle of total reflection but decrease for angles below αc. This happens due to
a geometric effect: At very low angles, the footprint of the beam (i.e. the area of the sample that
is covered by the beam) is larger than the sample itself as illustrated in figure 4.8.
At a footprint angle α0 the beam covers the whole sample and is completely reflected (consid-
ering respective reflection coefficients), the same holds if αi > α0. Then the beam only covers
part of and its footprint is entirely on the sample and thus reflected. But if the incident angle is
smaller than the footprint angle, αi < α0, the beam footprint Fi exceeds the sample area1 F0 and
radiation beyond the borders of the sample is lost. This effect can be corrected by calculating the
1Actually, the expressions "sample area" and "footprint area" denote a length namely the length of the region
covered by the beam footprint. The width (in the surface plane, perpendicular to the length) of the illuminated
area is not affected by effects discussed here. Thus, every "footprint length" is related to a "footprint area" and
both expressions are utilized here.
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ratio of radiation beyond the sample boundaries. With the footprint angle
α0 = arcsin
(
hbeam
F0
)
(4.3)
and the footprint at incident angle αi
Fi =
hbeam
sinαi
(4.4)
the ratio of theoretical and detected reflectivity intensity is
ffoot =
Fi
F0
=
sinα0
sinαi
. (4.5)
Thus, the measured intensity has to be multiplied by (or the theoretical intensity divided by) the
factor ffoot for angles αi < α0. This geometrical correction not only applies to XRR measure-
ments but also to XSW scans [51] as discussed in the simulation chapter 5.
4.2.2. TXRF
The principle of TXRF is explained in theory section 2.2.2, a schematic set-up is displayed in
figure 2.7. As a commercial instrument was used for this measurement performing scans did not
require a special set-up or alignment. Samples were fixed to a quartz sample carrier or dropped
onto the carrier as a solution and dried in air, an oven or by an infrared heating lamp. Then, the
carrier was introduced into the spectrometer and illuminated by X-ray radiation at a small fixed
angle (0.1◦) below the critical angle of reflection of the carrier material. Fluorescence radiation
was detected by a Si(Li) energy dispersive detector and transmitted to an analysis computer.
As no export function of measurement data to another computer was available a program was
developed to handle this task. The conversion process is described in appendix E.2.
TXRF scans consist of a large number of data channels (typically 2048 or 4096) related to
a certain photon energy and containing the number of photons of this energy counted. Analy-
sis of such a spectrum first requires alignment of the energy scale (if it is not yet aligned in a
commercial instrument) usually by localizing known typical fluorescence lines of elements in
the sample or a reference sample. The structure of a TXRF spectrum is discussed in the theory
section 2.2.2, alignment calculations are explicated in appendix D.9. Having the energy scale
aligned, the other peaks present in the spectrum have to be characterized concerning two aspects.
First, the energy position of each peak has to be compared to tabulated values [5, 84, 146] to
determine the respective element. And second, the height of each element’s peaks is a measure
of its concentration in the sample [72] which can be calculated with the concentration of a known
internal standard element. These analyses can in to a large extent be performed by commercial
software or programs developed during this work (cf. appendix E.2).
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Figure 4.9.: Experimental Set-Up for XSW, explanations can be found in the text.
4.2.3. XSW
A schematic set-up for XSW measurements is shown in figure 4.9. Synchrotron radiation for
XSW experiments presented in this work was generated inside a superconducting asymmetric
wiggler (SAW) at beamline BL9 (cf. section 4.1.3) of DELTA synchrotron (cf. section 4.1.2),
and photons of the desired energy were selected by a Si (311) double crystal monochromator.
Energies used for measurements in this work ranged from 10.05 keV to 15.20 keV.
Subsequently, radiation was focused and bended down by a curved silicon mirror. Then it
passed two slit systems to reduce the beam profile to 100-150 micrometers in height and 1 mm
in width. Finally, the beam illuminated the sample placed on a goniometer at small angle, partly
being reflected and partly exciting fluorescence radiation. An energy dispersive X-ray detector
(XR-100CR, Amptek, Bedford, Ma, USA) was adjusted as outlined in appendix D.9 and positioned
approximately 1 cm perpendicular above the sample (cf. photo in figure 4.6 and schematic in
figure 4.9). The energy spectrum of the fluorescence radiation was recorded and one or up to
three regions of interest (ROIs) comprising peaks of the marker elements to be observed were
defined as shown in figure 4.10. For example, the channels containing the Kα and Kβ peaks
of germanium fluorescence were selected for a Ge XSW scan. Due to overlapping these peaks
appeared to form one broad peak with a shoulder at the position of the Kβ peak.
Attention has to be paid when measuring certain (especially light) elements that might appear
in the set-up, too, and lead to misinterpretation of the sample composition. N, O and Ar are
present in air, Si or Ge can occur in the substrate, mirrors and the solid state detector crystal
[37], and several metallic elements could be part of the stage, goniometer or other components.
Problems may also occur if peaks of different elements overlap or if the peak of a certain element
of interest is very weak. Then, the total number of photons counted in a selected ROI may
contain high unwanted contributions from other elements or background noise that can lead to
errors. This effect might be prevented or at least reduced significantly by fitting a calculated peak
shape into the peak of interest and only counting the area below this calculated peak. This fitting
procedure can be performed during measurement by automatically calculating the peak shape for
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Figure 4.10.: Fluorescence radiation energy spectrum for a 29 nm Ge layer on Si. The peak around 15
keV incorporates the elastic scattering peak (15.200 keV) and the Compton peak (14.761 keV). Ge Kα1
(9.886 keV) and Kα2 (9.855 keV) fluorescence form the high peak in spectrum. Ge Kβ1 (10.982 keV)
is visible as a shoulder in this peak. The shaded area represents the selected MCA channels (region of
interest, ROI) recorded for an XSW scan. For energies below 2 keV a background noise peak arises.
each energy spectrum before saving the integrated intensity of this peak. Alternatively, the entire
energy spectrum recorded for each angle during an angle scan can be saved and fitting of the
peaks is performed during evaluation afterwards. The latter method requires more data storage
space while the former method needs more computing power and might lead to longer scanning
times. However, neither method was available at SAW2 beamline at the time of measurements
but it would be advantageous to implement this feature in future.
Angle scans were performed by tilting the goniometer sample stage. In that way, the angle
of incidence of the synchrotron radiation onto the sample was changed in small steps of 0.002◦
from 0.01◦ to 0.3◦-0.8◦ (depending on the sample) while the detector recorded fluorescence ra-
diation for the defined ROIs at each angle position. Subsequently, but with the same set-up, a
reflectivity scan (cf. section 4.2.1) utilizing a scintillation counter positioned behind the sample
was performed under specular conditions αin = αout. This reflectivity scan served as cross-
check (minima in reflectivity should coincide with maxima in XSW signal) and as additional
information for determining the layer structure of the sample.
With typical values for the beam height (defined by the entrance slit) of hbeam = 0.150 mm
and incidence angle αi = 0.6◦, the footprint, i.e. the sample area covered by the incident beam
(as calculated in the theory chapter) amounts to F > 14 mm and thus usually covers all or at least
most of the sample. Consequently, lateral resolution mainly depends on position and opening of
the detector. With a distance between detector and sample of roughly 1 cm, a detector area of 7
mm2 and an opening angle of approximately 110◦ the observed area is 3.5 cm in diameter. Thus,
only averaged values of the whole layers are measured. By reducing the detector entrance slit
a scan area diameter of a few mm and thus lateral mapping of a sample is feasible, however at
expense of signal intensity and longer measurement times.
XSW scans as described above give an intensity versus angle of incidence curve. As the elec-
tron current in the synchrotron and thus intensity of the incident beam decreases with time, first
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the measured intensity has to be divided by the incident intensity that is automatically recorded
during the scan, too. Then, measured intensity is normalized to a value of 1 at the largest mea-
sured angle similar to the procedure in [151] because at large angles intensity approximates a
value of 1 like in a wave without interference. This normalization is only valid for small angles
of incidence, thus in virtually all scans performed with hard X-rays of several keV. If soft X-
rays around or below 1 keV are utilized scan angles increase to several degrees. Them, further
geometric effects have to be considered as outlined in the simulation chapter 5.1.6.
This adjusted measured curve is then compared to a calculated one of selected sample param-
eters using the program MXSW that is described extensively in chapter 5. Parameters are varied
manually or automatically until a satisfying agreement between experiment and calculation is
achieved delivering the best fit parameters (like layer thicknesses or element distribution) of the
sample. Often, it is helpful to combine results of XSW and XRR scans [51] to approach the best
fit in kind of an iterative process with using approximative preliminary XRR results to improve
the XSW fit and vice versa. For complicated sample systems further considerations and calcu-
lations such as a Fast Fourier Transform have to be applied which as described in detail in the
respective sample evaluation sections. Evaluation of other XSW analysis methods (cf. theory
chapter 2.3.2) like measurements at a Bragg peak [36, 37, 51] or at normal incidence [35] are
described elsewhere.
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5. Simulation
For fitting curves from XSW measurements it is necessary to simulate the whole sample system
(with electron densities, diffraction and absorption) and change various parameters until a best fit
is reached. Thus, the fitting procedure is somewhat complicated. Several computer programs to
calculate X-ray reflectivities and X-ray fluorescence signals for multilayers have been published
[89, 92, 134, 135, 167]. However, neither of these programs fulfills all requirements to analyze
the samples discussed above neither is expansion of these programs for further problems possible.
Thus, a computer program called MXSW was developed in this work that is capable of calculating
XSW fields in various kinds of multilayer samples and at the same time expandable to cover new
areas and include further parameters. Basic calculation procedures are based on [32, 60, 72].
Also, aspects discussed in [10, 93, 94, 167] are included as well as in numerous works cited in
the theory chapter 2.
In the following sections the calculation of XSW intensity fields and scans are presented.
First, the main steps of the simulation program MXSW developed during this work are listed and
explained. Then, an evolutionary fitting algorithm also included in MXSW is outlined. Finally,
some exemplary calculations are shown to illustrate the functionality of the program and some
general aspects of XSW intensity fields. Some screenshots of MXSW can be found in appendix
E.
5.1. Calculation of X-ray standing waves
In this section, the calculation procedure of the simulation program MXSW developed during this
work is described step by step in the same order in which the tasks are handled by the program,
starting with a list of parameters required for calculation.
5.1.1. Required parameters
Before an XSW field can be calculated several parameters of the sample have to be provided
to the program. In the following the parameters included in calculation are listed and explained.
This list relates to MXSW program version 1.1 at the time of writing of this work. Future versions
may include further values. Several parameters are also discussed in detail in the following
sections.
• Material of each layer (element or compound) to calculate δ and β
• Dispersion δ and absorption constants β for each layer (can be calculated automatically)
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• Absorption coefficient µ for each layer (can be calculated automatically)
• Thickness d and roughness σ in nm for all layers (thickness values are also needed for
vacuum above and substrate below the layer system to define the region to be displayed)
• Step size (i.e. resolution) for thickness ∆d and roughness ∆σ calculation
• Selected roughness model (effective density, Debye-Waller or none)
• Energy E or wavelength λ of exciting and detected radiation (can be calculated automati-
cally for emission lines of all elements)
• Position of the markers/marker layer
• Shape of the marker atom distribution (homogeneous, linear, sin/cos, tanh, erf, exp)
• Angle range [αmin, αmax] and resolution ∆α
• Detector resolution (in ◦) and detector length1 D (in mm)
• Length of the sample L (in mm) and height of the beam hbeam (in micrometers)
• Footprint angle αF (i.e. angle at which the sample is entirely covered by the beam, can be
calculated from sample length and beam height)
• Scaling factor for XSW measurement data
5.1.2. Optical constants
Apart from layer thicknesses and roughnesses that are subject to fitting and should be at least
approximately known, the dispersion and absorption constants δ and β for the material of each
layer for the energy of the incident beam and the absorption constant µ for the fluorescence
radiation to be observed need to be known. These values can be obtained from literature or
electronic sources [31, 59] or calculated. To simplify the procedure automatic calculation of these
values was implemented. Equations 2.10 and 2.11 for mono-elemental layers can be written as
δ =
λ2
2pi
reρe ·
f 0 + f ′(E)
Z
(5.1)
β =
λ2
2pi
reρe ·
f ′′(E)
Z
. (5.2)
Replacing the electron density ρe by the density of atoms
ρA =
ρe
Z
(5.3)
1The term "detector length" is explained in section 5.1.6.
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and renaming
f1(E) = f
0 + f ′(E) (5.4)
f2(E) = f
′′(E) (5.5)
leads to
δ = f1 · ρAre ·
λ2
2pi
(5.6)
β = f2 · ρAre ·
λ2
2pi
. (5.7)
The atom density ρA can be calculated from the mass density ρ (g/cm3), atomic weightM (g/mol)
and Avogadro’s number NA by
ρA =
NA · ρ
M
, (5.8)
and the atomic scattering factors f1 and f2 are tabulated for all elements up to uranium [31, 59]
for an energy range between 30 eV and 30 keV. These f1, f2 tables have been integrated into
the program to calculate δ and β automatically. There are no scattering factor files available for
many compounds. But δ and β can be calculated from [31] for a number of common compound
materials. Utilizing a set of 500 δ, β values for each material and inverting formulae 5.6 and 5.7
f1 =
2piδ
ρAreλ2
(5.9)
f2 =
2piβ
ρAreλ2
(5.10)
the required f1, f2 tables for the program were computed for compounds occurring in measure-
ments during this work such as air, mica, polystyrene, quartz and water. Others can be added to
the program easily. Further parameters necessary for the simulation can be calculated from the
given radiation energy E or wavelength λ, respectively, δ and β by formulae 2.11 and 2.18
µ =
4piβ
λ
(5.11)
αc ≈
√
2δ. (5.12)
5.1.3. Calculation of the 3D XSW field
If monochromatic and longitudinally coherent radiation hits a flat surface or interface always an
XSW field is generated. Usually, it is necessary to calculate the XSW intensity for each angle of
incidence α and each position z above or even below the substrate that might be of interest. This
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Figure 5.1.: XSW field above a pure Si wafer for E = 15 keV
leads to an intensity distribution
IXSW = IXSW(z, α). (5.13)
Thus, the XSW field can be displayed in a 3-dimensional form with one I value for each combi-
nation of α and z. Calculation of I with a matrix formalism is described in detail in the theory
section 2.3. Also, roughness of interfaces can be considered during calculation. The user may
selected a kind of effective density model and a Debye-Waller type damping factor. Implemen-
tation is explained in section 2.4.4.
A typical calculated X-ray standing waves field above a Si substrate at photon energy E = 15
keV is shown in figure 5.1. This 3-dimensional graph can be read in two different ways. First,
if the angle of incidence is fixed (e.g. to 0.7◦) and the excitation position of a "marker" atom
changes (for example during diffusion processes in liquids) while crossing minima and maxima
of the XSW field, an intensity curve as shown in figure 5.2 appears. This graph can be calculated
for any angle in the program MXSW where it is called "angle cut". The second reading is related
to the more common praxis of XSW measurements: The position of observation ("marker posi-
tion") is fixed (e.g. inside one layer in a multilayer system) and the angle of incidence changes
(by moving the X-ray tube or turning the sample) and intensity minima and maxima of the excit-
ing field are moving through the marker layer and generating detectable fluorescence emission
patterns. A typical scan at fixed position is shown in figure 5.2, too.
The oscillation field shown in fig. 5.1 cannot be measured directly, because a detector inside
the XSW region would disturb and alter the standing waves field dramatically. Nevertheless,
if a tiny probe (a so-called marker atom) is positioned inside the field it hardly disturbs the
standing waves field in its neighborhood, but on the other hand the XSW excite the atom to emit
fluorescence radiation with intensity proportional to the XSW field intensity at its position. This
fluorescence radiation can be detected far away (several mm or cm) from the region of XSW.
Thus, marker atoms at a certain position above the reflecting surface make the XSW intensity at
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Figure 5.2.: Left: XSW field intensity for various positions from 20 nm below to 120 nm above the
substrate surface at fixed angle 0.0708◦ ("angle cut").
Right: XSW field intensity for incident angles from 0◦ to 0.2◦ at fixed height 45 nm above the substrate
("angle scan").
their position visible as is demonstrated in Fig. 5.3.
5.1.4. Extraction of a 2D scan
Generally, observation of the XSW field intensity is performed with the help of markers, atoms
of a certain element that are already located inside the layered sample or positioned artificially
as a probe without disturbing the rest of the structure to be analyzed. These marker atoms are
usually not only located at one defined z position but distributed over a wider z range like a layer.
Sometimes, an already existing layer of the sample can be employed as fluorescence marker (e.g.
Ge in section 3.1.1). Alternatively a layer may include certain marker atoms whose effect on the
XSW field is negligible [160, 174] but that nevertheless work as markers by emitting fluorescence
radiation with intensity proportional to the XSW field at their position as for example in the
phospholipid-buffer layer system described in section 3.2.2.
The procedure to extract the 2-dimensional XSW scan from the 3-dimensional XSW field is
illustrated in figure 5.3. Here marker atoms are supposed to be distributed in the region between
40 nm and 45 nm above the substrate. Consequently, if only fluorescence radiation of these
markers is detected contributions from the rest of the sample disappear and the full XSW field in
figure 5.3a reduces to the detectable part shown in figure 5.3b. Scanning the angle of incidence,
the integrated fluorescence intensity of all marker atoms between 40 nm and 45 nm is detected as
a function of the angle. Figure 5.3c displays the corresponding intensity vs. angle measurement.
With a given marker layer position the computer program returns the integrated XSW intensity
for all positions inside this region for each angle leading to a fluorescence intensity versus angle
relation that can be compared to an experiment.
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Figure 5.3.: Extraction of the measured XSW scan from the 3D XSW field:
(a:) 3D simulation of XSW in vacuum for a photon energy of 15 keV above a Si substrate for positions
from 20 nm below to 120 nm above the surface (left axis) and angles of incidence from 0.01◦ to 0.2◦ (right
axis).
(b:) Only the part of the XSW field between 40 nm and 45 nm above the surface where marker atoms are
located is visible.
(c:) Resulting fluorescence signal versus angle of incidence from marker atoms distributed between 40
nm and 45 nm above the surface.
5.1.5. Marker atom distributions
Often, marker atoms are not distributed homogeneously inside a certain z region but their con-
centration varies with position. An example for this are ions in a liquid near an interface as
described in section 3.3.2 or marker atoms in biological films. To cover problems like this a vari-
able marker distribution is implemented in the MXSW program with several possible options.
Apart from a homogeneous (layer) marker distribution a linear decrease or increase of marker
concentration from one boundary of the marker region to the other can be implemented. This
might be the case in industrial samples in which a linear transition between two materials occurs
e.g. in coatings. To simulate a "soft", more "natural" transition without edges application of a
sine/cosine, a hyperbolic tangent or error function shape are possible. Finally, an exponential
decrease (or increase) can be chosen as expected for ions as already mentioned. The different
kinds of marker distributions are illustrated in figure 5.4. The effect of such marker distribution
is that the XSW signal from the marker region contributes to the measured signal in a weighted
way depending on the position of interest inside the region. For example, the XSW field in the
left part of the region contributes with almost full intensity and in the right part with hardly any.
Further, the resulting XSW signal must be renormalized to be comparable to a homogeneous
marker layer.
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Figure 5.4.: Different models of marker distribution (from left to right): Linear decrease, "soft" cosine
decrease, exponential decrease.
Figure 5.5.: Influence of beam footprint and detector length: At small angles the footprint F of the beam
on the sample is larger than the detector length D. Then, only part of the incoming intensity can generate
detectable fluorescence radiation.
5.1.6. Geometrical effects
Detector length
If the incoming beam hits the sample at very low angles (as it often happens in experiments
described in this work) the footprint (area covered by the beam) gets large and can exceed the
"detector length" as shown in figure 5.5. Here, "detector length" denotes the part of the sample
(in direction of the beam) that can be "seen" by the detector. This length increases with distance
of the detector from the sample and with a larger detector solid angle. The latter depends on the
sensor size inside the detector housing, the size of the detector window and distance between
these two components. As especially the detector solid angle is often unknown, the value of the
detector length is utilized in the program MXSW. For one fixed set-up the detector length has to
be determined just once.
If the beam footprint is larger than the detector length only part of the fluorescence radiation
generated by the incident beam will be detected and the signal will be lower. With a given
detector length D, a beam height hbeam and an angle of incidence α respectively a footprint
of F = hbeam/ sinα the detected intensity ID is lower than the total intensity from the whole
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illuminated area IF:
ID = IF ·
D
F
= IF ·
D · sinα
hbeam
. (5.14)
Thus a small beam height or larger detector window lead to higher intensities at low incidence
angles. If the angle of incidence exceeds a critical footprint angle
α = arcsin
(
hbeam
D
)
(5.15)
the beam footprint is completely inside the detectable area D and
ID = IF. (5.16)
Footprint larger than sample
A very similar effect can occur at small angles when the beam footprint
Fi =
hbeam
sinαi
(5.17)
is larger than the sample length F0 as already discussed for XRR measurements in section 4.2.1.
The same calculations lead to a footprint angle
αF = arcsin
(
hbeam
F0
)
(5.18)
at which the entire sample is covered by the beam and a "footprint corrected" detected intensity
ID = IF · f
−1
foot (5.19)
with the correction factor
ffoot =
Fi
F0
=
sinαF
sinαi
for αi < αF (5.20)
f−1foot is 0 at incident angle αi = 0◦ and increases to 1 for values ≥ αF.
Both effects have the same origin that only part of the beam hits the sample in a detectable
location and detected intensity decreases. Thus, only the more limiting effect i.e. the smaller
dimension (sample length F0 or detector length D) needs to be taken into account in calculations
of MXSW.
Path length
Finally, a third geometric effect has to be included in calculations. With incident angles usually
very small in GI-XSW measurements the difference between layer thickness dj of a layer j and
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Emission line Energy (keV) Sample composition Absorption (%)
Mg Kα1 1.254 Mg below a 100 nm Zn, 50 nm Mg bilayer 41.9
Si Kα1 1.740 Si below 100 nm of Ge 18.8
Si Kα1 1.740 Si below 80 nm PS and 1 nm Au 0.7
P Kα1 2.014 P below 20 nm of water 0.6
Ge Kα1 9.886 Ge below 100 nm of Si 0.1
Table 5.1.: Absorption of fluorescence radiation inside different layered samples.
the path length of the beam inside this layer
Lj =
dj
sinαj
(5.21)
is huge and also changes rapidly with αj . With the X-ray beam exciting fluorescence photons
on its entire length in the sample, the detected fluorescence yield ID is proportional to the path
length
ID ∼ Lj (5.22)
and the above calculated fluorescence intensity IF has to be corrected by
ID =
IF
sinαj
. (5.23)
For measurements with hard X-rays and consequently small angles the above mentioned foot-
print and path length effects roughly cancel each other out and the resulting angle scan approx-
imates the XSW field intensity deduced in section 5.1.4. However, for soft X-rays around or
below 1 keV these geometric effects cannot be neglected.
5.1.7. Absorption
Absorption of the radiation penetrating the sample is already considered in the calculation of
the XSW field described above. But it is still important after fluorescence radiation is generated
inside the marker atoms. This fluorescence radiation has a wavelength that is element specific
and different from that of the incident beam. Thus, absorption of photons of this wavelength has
to be considered on the way from the point of origin of the fluorescence radiation (POF) to the
sample surface within all layers. The beampath to be considered is the shortest way from the
POF to the uppermost surface (i.e. perpendicular to the surface) and independent of the angle of
incidence because the detector is positioned directly perpendicular above the sample. Distance
between the uppermost sample surface and detector can be neglected because it is the same for
all photons generated inside the sample and not important after normalization of the measured
curve. For the same reason it is irrelevant for calculation if the sample is in vacuum, air or another
gas. Table 5.1 lists absorption of fluorescence radiation in some exemplary layered samples.
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5.1.8. Scaling of the measured curves
While XSW calculations directly deliver absolute normalized values for XSW intensities at any
angle of incidence (for the case of hard X-rays when geometrical effects cancel each other out
as explained in section 5.1.6) normalization of the measured data is a bit more complicated. By
default the program normalizes intensity to 1 at the highest measured angle because in the high
angle range XSW oscillations approximate the intensity of 1 like in a wave without interference
[151]. Due to limited measurement time, scans are often only performed up to a small angle
below 1◦ where the high angle condition is not yet fulfilled. Then the XSW measurement data
must be multiplied by a constant factor in the program manually. This scaling is also necessary
if geometrical effects have to be considered and the calculated intensity curve shows values far
above 1.
5.1.9. Fit quality
To obtain information about the sample under investigation it is necessary to modify the param-
eters (cf. section 5.1.1) of the system until the calculated curve fits to the measured one as good
as possible. This can be done by visual judgment or automatically. For the latter case it is nec-
essary to quantify the quality of the fit by a single number that can be minimized/maximized. In
the MXSW program, a version of the least-squares method is utilized that is well established in
non-linear fitting procedures [44, 45]. For this case the accordance between experimental IE and
fit intensity IF for each angle α is quantified by the deviation factor
f(α) =
(IE − IF)2
IE
. (5.24)
Then the average deviation factor for all measurement points is calculated by
favg =
∑
f(α)∑
IE(α)
(5.25)
and normalized to 100% for a perfect fit
f% = 100 · (1− favg). (5.26)
This quality factor f% can then be utilized to optimize manual or automatic fitting procedures
like the evolutionary fitting algorithm introduced in chapter 5.2.
5.2. Evolutionary fitting algorithms
With more complex layered samples the parameters to fit in the simulation can get too numerous
to comfortably achieve a good fit manually. Thus, so-called evolutionary algorithms have been
implemented into the simulation program to achieve automatic results easily. The method of
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evolutionary algorithms is described below, followed by a description of the implementation of
this algorithm in the MXSW simulation program.
5.2.1. General description of evolutionary algorithms
Hildebrand [60] has described evolutionary fitting strategies in detail. Here, a short description
of the method is given. Generally, the object of fitting is a set of values pj (here experimental
parameters listed in section 5.1.1 such as layer thicknesses, marker positions, detector resolution,
. . . ) that can be written as a vector V , for example
V = [p1; p2; p3; . . .]. (5.27)
A fitting interval Ij = [p1,min, p1,max] of possible values for each parameter has to be defined
to limit the variable space to be analyzed. Further a stepwidth σj for the fit procedure (i.e.
an average or maximum value by which this parameter is changed in each evolution step) is
assigned to all parameters pj . As a simplification just one (relative) stepwidth σ can be assigned
to all parameters of the vector and the absolute stepwidth for each element is calculated by
σj = σ ·
p1,max − p1,min
2
. (5.28)
Finally, a "fitness parameter" Ψ is assigned to each vector which defines how well the vector
fulfills the given task, e.g. the root-mean-square deviation. Thus V can be written as
V = [Ψ;σ; p1; p2; p3; . . .]. (5.29)
Step 1
To start the fitting algorithm a first set of vectors Vi (usually 3 or 8) is generated by creating
(linearly distributed) random parameter values pi,j and stepwidths σi for each vector in the set:
V1 = [Ψ1;σ1; p1,1; p1,2; p1,3; . . .]
V2 = [Ψ2;σ2; p2,1; p2,2; p2,3; . . .] (5.30)
V3 = [Ψ3;σ3; p3,1; p3,2; p3,3; . . .].
The values of Ψi are not yet defined in this step.
Step 2
The three (eight) vectors are then recombined randomly to create 24 (alternatively 100) new vec-
tors. Different recombination methods are possible. The easiest one is just mixing the parameters
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of the three parent vectors to create 24 child vectors, for example
V1 = [Ψ1;σ3; p2,1; p1,2; p3,3; . . .]
V2 = [Ψ2;σ1; p3,1; p3,2; p3,3; . . .] (5.31)
V3 = [Ψ3;σ1; p1,1; p2,2; p2,3; . . .]
V4 = . . .
· · · (5.32)
The Ψ values do not need to be changed in this step. A better method of recombination is to
utilize average values as new parameters, e.g.
V1 =
[
Ψ1;
σ1 + σ3
2
;
p2,1 + p1,1
2
;
p2,2 + p2,2
2
;
p3,3 + p1,3
2
. . .
]
V2 =
[
Ψ2;
σ2 + σ3
2
;
p1,1 + p1,1
2
;
p3,2 + p1,2
2
;
p1,3 + p2,3
2
. . .
]
(5.33)
V3 =
[
Ψ3;
σ2 + σ3
2
;
p3,1 + p2,1
2
;
p3,2 + p3,2
2
;
p1,3 + p2,3
2
. . .
]
· · ·
Of course, other combinations are possible here, too.
Step 3
As recombination only leads to more or less discrete values the parameters pj are mutated by
adding a normal distributed random value Nj .
pj → pj +Nj (5.34)
with the center of mass of Nj being 0 and the full-width half-maximum equal to σj/2 or σj
(depending on the model utilized). Then possible results are distributed continuously around the
start value pj .
Step 4
Now, the fitness parameter Ψi for each of the 24 (100) generated vectors Vi is calculated, e.g.
by determining the root-mean-square deviation of calculations using the parameters given by Vi
from a measurement curve. The three (eight) vectors with best fitness parameters are kept, the
others dropped. In this step, two different strategies can be distinguished: If both the µ (here
µ = 3) elder vectors from the start and the λ child vectors (here λ = 24) can be candidates to
be one of the three fittest vectors, the method is called (µ+ λ) strategy or shortly "+" strategy. If
the elder vectors are always skipped and only child vectors are allowed for the next generation,
it is called (µ, λ) or shortly "," strategy. The "," strategy can be advantageous because all vectors
are new in each generation, thus it is easier possible to move out of a local (but not global)
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minimum and not getting stuck by a relatively fit vector pointing to that minimum that survives
all generations. After determination of the three fittest vectors calculation starts again at step 2
with these vectors as starting vectors.
Stop criterion
The evolutionary algorithm is continued until a stop criterion is fulfilled. This can be a fixed
number of calculation turns, a desired fitness value to be reached or the effect that the fitness
value did not improve any further within a certain number of calculations.
5.2.2. Implementation of evolutionary algorithms in MXSW
To allow both manual and automatic fitting and analysis, MXSW is built up in a modular way.
All parameters of the sample can be entered manually or as an input parameter file in a special
format. Then, MXSW calculates XSW field and a theoretical curve that can be compared to the
measurement. Quality of the fit is quantified by the quality factor f% introduced in section 5.1.9
that can be assigned as fitness parameter to the evolutionary fitting algorithm. Then, the sample
parameter file is modified (in given limits) following the algorithm to achieve a better quality
factor until a maximum is achieved. Of course, finally it has to be checked manually if this result
is physically reasonable. In the following, it is described how the calculation procedure outlined
in section 5.2.1 is realized in MXSW. The fitting vector V is set up from experimental and sample
parameters:
V =

fit quality
evolution stepsize
beam size (µm)
detector resolution (◦)
sample length (mm)
detector length (mm)
XSW measurement scaling
lower marker limit (nm)
upper marker limit (nm)
. . .
thickness of layer 1 (nm)
thickness of layer 2 (nm)
thickness of layer 3 (nm)
. . .

. (5.35)
Combination is performed randomly using the average value method described in step 2. The
normal distributed mutation factor Nj in step 3 is calculated using the Box-Muller method [19,
78, 98, 166] to be
Nj =
√
−2 · ln(1− v1) · cos(2pi · v2) ·σj (5.36)
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with v1 and v2 being some (linearly distributed) random numbers between 0 and 1. The gen-
erated parameter vectors are then introduced into the MXSW simulation program which returns
a fit quality value that is used as fitness parameter to be optimized towards 100%. To prevent
misinterpretation of local minima the "," strategy for selecting the fittest (surviving) vectors was
chosen for the program described here. The stop criterion in the fitting procedure is a manu-
ally set number of calculation steps. If agreement between measurement and calculation is not
satisfying after these number of calculations another run can be started.
5.3. Discussion of exemplary calculated intensity fields
To illustrate the functionality of MXSW but also to give an overview over different types of XSW
intensity fields that can occur in different samples, some exemplary calculated XSW fields are
presented in this section. First, the simple case of a flat silicon surface is presented. Then, single
layers of germanium on silicon are discussed, followed by a more complex sample structure of
gold clusters on a polymer film. Finally, the effect of interface roughness on the XSW field is
discussed.
5.3.1. Pure silicon wafer
A calculation of a typical XSW field at 10 keV above a simple flat silicon wafer as reflecting
surface is presented in figure 5.6 showing XSW intensities both dependent on angle of incidence
and distance from the reflecting surface. The silicon-vacuum interface is located at z = 0 with
z positive in direction towards vacuum. It can be seen that virtually no radiation penetrates the
substrate at an angle of incidence smaller than the critical angle of total reflection for silicon
(αc = 0.102◦) and that XSW intensity decreases exponentially with depth inside the substrate for
higher angles. Above the substrate, oscillations occur that are caused by interference between
incident and reflected beam. Amplitudes of these oscillations are higher in the region of total
reflection because more (virtually all) radiation is reflected. Intensity reaches values of four
times the intensity of the incident beam. This effect can be explained by the fact that in an
antinode electrical field amplitudes of the incident and reflected wave sum up to a double value,
squaring this amplitude to calculate the intensity leads to the factor of four. On the other hand,
intensity in the nodes goes down to zero when two opposing amplitudes extinguish each other. In
contrary, in the region above the critical angle part of the radiation enters the substrate and thus
the reflected wave amplitude is smaller than the incident one’s leading to smaller oscillations
around the intensity value of the incoming beam, neither reaching a value of 0 nor 4.
Furthermore, figure 5.6 displays the XSW field intensity inside the Si wafer itself. As dis-
cussed before, no oscillations occur inside the substrate but nevertheless the intensity is depen-
dent on incident angle and depth. The narrow peak near the surface (z ≈ 0) and critical angle of
Si is caused by the XSW field above the substrate that only penetrates few nm.
Of course, the Si itself can be utilized as marker, too. Then the entire material of the substrate
(in practice just the first micrometers as the attenuation length of SiKα fluorescence radiation
inside Si is about 12 µm) acts as marker. By averaging over a large marker region the typical
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Figure 5.6.: XSW field above (left) and inside (right) a thick pure Si wafer for E=10 keV for angles of
incidence (backside axis) between 0◦ and 0.2◦ and z region (side axes) up to 100 nm above and 2000 nm
below the surface, respectively.
significant structure of XSW angle scan curves presented before then turns into the ones shown
in figure 5.7. As expected, signal intensity is almost 0 for incident angles below αc = 0.102◦.
Above, radiation penetrates the wafer resulting in a rapid increase of signal intensity. Still in the
low angle region, intensity then increases roughly linearly with incident angle as known from
literature [72]. Finally, with higher angles of several degrees intensity approximates a constant
value.
This can be understood considering the path of the beam in the sample. First, almost all radia-
tion is reflected and thus cannot excite the Si to fluorescence. Beyond the angle of total reflection,
more and more radiation penetrates the sample with decreasing reflectivity and thus fluorescence
constantly increases. Finally, when radiation penetrates the sample several micrometers, absorp-
tion of the generated fluorescence radiation deep inside the material plays a more important role
and fluorescence intensity growth slows down.
5.3.2. Germanium layers on silicon
One or several layers of matter on the substrate lead to different and more complicated field
patterns, especially inside the layers. Figure 5.8 shows XSW calculations for germanium layers
of various thicknesses on silicon substrates like the ones analyzed in this work.
The XSW field above the Ge layer is quite similar for both samples but the structure inside the
layer differs notably. Inside the 29 nm thick layer there are oscillations visible at angles above
the critical angle of Ge (αc = 0.168◦). These oscillations are not as high as the ones above the Si
substrate shown before (cf. figure 5.7) or in the gold-polystyrene-silicon sample that is described
in the next section because the critical angle of Ge is higher than that of Si. Thus, the photons
entering Ge also penetrate Si and only part of them is reflected.
Contrarily to that, the sample with a 309 nm thick layer does not show any oscillations inside
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Figure 5.7.: Calculated XSW intensity (ordinate) versus angle of incidence (abscissa) a pure Si wafer at
10 keV. Angles range from 0◦ to 0.2◦ (left) or 6◦ (right). The Si wafer is mirror to create and marker to
detect the XSW field at the same time. Intensity is almost 0 below the critical angle (αc = 0.102◦) then
first rises rapidly and later roughly linearly with incident angle. Finally, for high angles of several degrees
intensity approximates a constant value of 1.
Figure 5.8.: XSW 3D simulation for Si covered with a 29 nm layer (left) and with a 309 nm layer (right)
of Ge for a photon energy of 15 keV. The vertical position (in nm) inside the sample is shown on the left
axis, the angle of incidence (in degree) on the right axis. It is obvious that the oscillations visible inside
the 29 nm thick Ge disappear with rising thickness leading to an exponential decrease in the 309 nm thick
Ge layer.
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Figure 5.9.: XSW 3D simulation for a layered structure of gold clusters on an 80 nm polystyrene film on
a Si substrate for a photon energy of 15 keV. Angle of incidence is shown on the left axis, height above or
depth below the substrate surface on the right axis.
the germanium but only an exponential decrease of intensity. This can be explained by high
absorption of radiation on its rather long way through the layer leading to much lower ampli-
tude of the reflected wave. This reflected wave virtually does not affect the incoming wave by
interference, thus constructive or destructive interference do not appear.
5.3.3. Gold clusters on a polymer layer
Fig. 5.9 shows the calculated XSW field for a sample consisting of a silicon substrate, an 80 nm
thick layer of polystyrene on this substrate and a loose layer of gold of 1 nm nominal thickness
for a photon energy of 15 keV as it was analyzed in this work. Gold does not form a continuous
layer here but discrete clusters [81, 164] as already discussed in the experimental section. This
loose layer can be modeled by a homogeneous gold layer with lower dispersion and absorption,
incorporating the averaging effect of XSW in a plane parallel to the surface. It can be seen that
there is no XSW field inside the 80 nm polystyrene layer below the critical angle of polystyrene
(αc = 0.085◦), because hardly any radiation enters the layer. Furthermore, only a very weak
field occurs inside the polystyrene for angles above the critical angle of silicon (αc = 0.119◦)
because most of the radiation also penetrates the substrate, too, and is not reflected. Between
these two angles the XSW field rises to huge values (much higher than the maximum possible
value 4I0 in vacuum), especially at angles where layer thickness is a multiple of the oscillation
wavelength. Such a signal can easily be measured and comfortably be compared to theoretical
values as shown in the results chapter 6.2.4.
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Figure 5.10.: XSW field at 15 keV above a Si wafer covered with 80 nm polystyrene of different rough-
nesses: 0 nm, 10 nm and 20 nm (from left to right). Each roughness region is simulated by 5 homogeneous
intermediate layers. The left axis represents the z position while the angle of incidence is given on the
right axis. Further explanations can be found in the text.
5.3.4. Roughness
Figure 5.10 shows calculations of an XSW field at 15 keV above a Si wafer covered with a 80
nm polystyrene film of different roughnesses: 0 nm, 10 nm and 20 nm. Each roughness region is
simulated by 5 homogeneous intermediate layers using the effective density model (cf. section
2.4.3). It is clearly visible that amplitudes of oscillations above the critical angle of Si (0.119◦)
decrease with increasing roughness. This is a result of lower contrast between the layers (caused
by the slower and not sharp transition between refractive indices of the two materials) leading
to less coherent incident and reflected beams. Apart from the decrease in oscillation amplitudes
described above it can be seen that less radiation penetrates the sample especially above the
critical angle of Si if the roughness is lower (and thus reflectivity is higher). It is somewhat
surprising that the amplitude of the highest interference peak is hardly affected by roughness,
contrarily to the other oscillations. It might happen because its oscillation period is much longer
than the region of roughness, in contrary to the short period oscillations at higher angles.
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6. Evaluation and results
In this chapter measurement results of the samples analyzed in this work are presented and eval-
uated. Samples are presented in the same order as introduced in chapter 3 and applied methods
for each sample system are discussed and compared.
6.1. Semiconductors
6.1.1. Semiconductor layers
Three different Ge layers on Si were analyzed using XRR and XSW technique at a photon en-
ergy of 15.2 keV. First, XRR measurements were evaluated following the procedure described
in section 4.2.1. Results are listed in table 6.1 and compared to nominal values and XSW mea-
surements. Agreement between nominal parameters and thicknesses obtained from XRR scans
is rather good. However, some XSW results deviate significantly as discussed in the following.
XSW measurements and calculated fits are displayed in figure 6.1. For each scan two cal-
culated curves are shown: One curve was calculated for the nominal thickness provided by the
manufacturer (JENOPTIK, Jena, Germany) that in some cases does not agree very well with
measurement. And another calculation was aimed to achieve the best agreement between mea-
surement and computing even if the thickness of the calculated curve deviated strongly from the
nominal one. Calculations were performed with the simulation program MXSW (cf. chapter 5)
for various thicknesses with tabulated optical properties [31, 59] of Ge and Si at 15.2 keV listed
in table B.2. Results for the best fits with variable thickness are listed in table 6.1. The measured
thickness for the thinnest Ge layer meets the one provided by the manufacturer with an error be-
low 1.5 nm, showing that XSW method can provide accurate results for thin samples. The signal
of the sample of 76 nm nominal thickness leads to experimental values between 57 nm and 60
nm. The deviation for the 309 nm Ge sample is even more dramatic. The best fit is reached for a
thickness of 106 nm. The calculated theoretical XSW curves for the nominal thicknesses (76 nm
Thickness (nm)
nominal XRR XSW
29 29.5 ± 0.2 29.0 ± 1.5
76 69.8 ± 0.2 58.5 ± 1.5
309 306.1 ± 0.5 106.0 ± 4.0
Table 6.1.: Thicknesses of Ge layers obtained from XSW and XRR measurements. Explanations can be
found in the text.
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Figure 6.1.: Fluorescence intensity versus angle of incidence of the X-ray beam. Measurements and best
fits based on a computer simulation by MXSW are shown for germanium layers of different thickness
(from top to bottom: 29 nm, 76 nm and 309 nm) on silicon substrates. The energy of the incident beam
is 15.2 eV. For the 76 nm and 309 nm samples two fits are shown: A calculated curve for the nominal Ge
thickness and a best fit calculation leading to thicknesses of 59 nm and 106 nm, respectively. It can be
seen that deviations between the 309 nm simulation and measurement are huge while the best fit for the
29 nm leads to the nominal thickness exactly. Curves are shifted vertically for clarity.
and 309 nm) displayed for comparison in figure 6.1, too, show that deviation from measurement
is huge for the thickest sample.
Figure 6.2 illustrates problems of characterization of thick layers by XSW. The 3D graph
shows the calculated XSW field for 15.2 keV radiation impinging onto a 100 nm Ge layer on
Si. Oscillations inside the Ge layer are clearly visible for angles of incidence above the critical
angle of Ge (αc = 0.166◦). However, these oscillations have disappeared in the XSW angle
scan shown in the figure, too. This is due to the fact that fluorescence radiation from the entire
Ge layer contributes to the measured signal. Thus, integration is performed over tens of nodes
and antinodes leading to a virtually not oscillating average signal. Obviously, XSW offers best
resolution and results if the size of the structure to be analyzed is of the same order of magnitude
as the XSW antinodes distance. Hence, a thickness of approximately 100 nm can be regarded as
an upper limit for characterizable Ge layer samples under this experimental conditions.
This accessible distance can be increased by reducing the angle of incidence (with a lower
limit at the critical angle of Ge below that no radiation can penetrate the layer) or by increasing
the wavelength of the incident radiation, i.e. reducing its energy as can be understood from
equation 2.58: ∆h ≈ λ/(2α). However, the energy of the incident beam has to be higher than
the binding energy of the inner electrons of Ge (11.1 keV) to be able to excite fluorescence
radiation. Consequently, even with lower energies the maximum thickness is limited to roughly
140 nm. Nevertheless, layers of larger thickness can in principle be analyzed if not the thick
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Figure 6.2.: XSW calculation for a 100 nm Ge layer on Si at E = 15.2 keV.
Left: In the 3D visualization of the XSW field (XSW intensity versus height above the substrate and angle
of incidence) oscillations are clearly visible.
Right: Angle scan calculated by integrating the intensity of the entire Ge layer for each angle shows hardly
any oscillations.
Figure 6.3.: Schematic illustration of implanted ion concentration distribution c depending on depth z in a
silicon substrate based on measurements with RBS and TXRF [73, 74, 75, 77] (black) and approximation
of this distribution by a number of layers of homogeneous concentration (red).
layer itself but a thin film above the layer serves as a marker as shown with other sample systems
in section 6.2.4, 6.2.4 or 6.3.1.
Although XRR gives good results for this kind of sample here, the thickest sample represents
an upper limit for thickness determinations using XRR, too, because a layer thickness of 300 nm
results in an oscillation of reflectivity (cf. equation 2.37) of period 0.008◦. With a goniometer
resolution of 0.002◦ this corresponds to only 4 measurement points which is a minimum of points
to display a sine shaped curve.
6.1.2. Implantations
Another type of samples analyzed with XRR and XSW at a photon energy of 15.2 keV are Si
wafers containing implanted ions. Interpretation of XSW scans of ion implantations is more dif-
ficult than characterizing a layered system. Due to the implantation process ions do not form a
distinct layer but are distributed inside the substrate in a more complicated way [73, 74, 75, 77]
as illustrated in figure 6.3. To simulate the XSW signal of such a sample both the layer structure
and marker distribution have to be different from a simple layer structure. Thus, the situation
is similar to an ion distribution discussed in chapter 3.3.2 and analyzed in 6.2.3 or a roughness
modeled by a continuous transition explained in chapter 2.4.2. In the following, an exemplary
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Figure 6.4.: Calculated 3D XSW field for As implantations in Si. As is distributed in a 120 nm thick
region below the Si surface (from z = 120 nm to z = 0 nm). Energy of the incident radiation is 15.2 keV.
XSW field is calculated and discussed for a layer structure consisting of a Si substrate and sev-
eral thin layers (like in the effective density model presented in chapter 2.4.3) approximating the
curve in figure 6.3. After that, measurements of samples with different implantation concentra-
tions, different implantation angles and samples with implantations of two different elements are
presented and discussed.
XRR and XSW analysis of a Si substrate implanted with As ions
As an example, XRR and XSW analysis are presented for an implantation sample (XSW011)
of As in Si. Implantation was performed at 100 keV at normal incidence with a nominal im-
plant concentration of 1.0 · 1017 cm−2. Based on RBS and TXRF measurements performed on
an equivalent sample [75] the XSW field for a sample model of a Si substrate with a distribu-
tion approximated by 7 layers was simulated. Thickness of each layer was approximately 20
nm and the optical parameters δ and β were varied between those of Si and As depending on
their position. By that, a concentration distribution like the one suggested in figure 6.3 and in
[75] was approximated. Figure 6.4 shows the calculated 3D XSW field for that sample. The
corresponding calculated XSW scan was extracted by considering marker atoms in the entire
layer region above the substrate (here defined as the lower boundary of the Si-As mixture region)
with marker concentration increasing in a sine shape (cf. section 5.1.5). Layer thicknesses and δ,
β were varied to optimize the correspondence between measurement and calculated XSW scan.
Figure 6.5 shows measurement and fit for this sample. Correspondence is visible for small angles
(up to 0.3◦-0.5◦) in XSW and XRR scans. Position of the fluorescence peak is the same in calcu-
lation and measurement at ≈ 0.13◦ which is between the critical angle of silicon (αc = 0.119◦)
and arsenic (αc = 0.174◦) but closer to the Si value. This suggests that concentration of As
is significantly lower than Si concentration throughout the sample. The oscillations in the cal-
culated XSW curve around 0.15◦ are caused by strong interference maxima in the implantation
region between vacuum and bulk Si as can be seen in figure 6.4. Apparently, these oscillation
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Figure 6.5.: Calculated and measured XRR (left) and XSW (right) scans for As implantations in Si.
Energy of incident radiation was 15.2 keV. In both simulations As is distributed in a 120 nm thick region
below the Si surface modeled by dividing this region into several homogeneous layers with different
indices of refraction. Two fit curves are shown for the XRR scan: The red curve models the measurement
well until ≈ 0.5◦ but is based on a rather unlikely low roughness of the lowest layer. The blue curve gives
a better fit for large angles and a more realist roughness value. Further explanations can be found in the
text.
were not measured. Probably, this is due to a stronger deviation of the real sample from the
idealized layer system. Further, the increase of the detected fluorescence for higher angles in the
XSW scan might be caused by implantation ions deeper inside the wafer. The simulated intensity
could only be calculated for the upper part of the implantation region where As concentration is
rising.
The same might hold for the reflectivity scan that was difficult to fit. Two calculated reflectivity
curves are shown in figure 6.5 that are based on a stack of three 40 nm layers on a silicon
substrate. The index of refraction for those layers was varied similar to the system in the XSW
fit. Roughness of the layers is large (10 nm) because the real sample was no discrete layer system
but a rather continuous distribution of As ions in Si. The two fit curves differ in roughness of
the substrate below the layers. The best fit for angles below 0.5◦ is achieved for an unlikely low
substrate roughness of approximately 0.5 Å. Calculations for a more realistic substrate roughness
of 0.8 nm lead to the second curve that fits mainly for larger angles. Further, the slight modulation
in reflectivity at higher angles is reproduced by neither fit. The oscillation period corresponds
to a layer of approximately 8 nm thickness, maybe a sub-structure formed by implantation ions.
However, achieving a satisfying fit probably requires a far more complicated sample structure
model that could not be achieved here due to too little information.
Different implant concentrations
Figure 6.6 shows reflectivity and XSW scans of Co implantation in Si samples with different
Co concentration 1.0 · 1016 cm−2 (sample XSW012) vs. 1.0 · 1017 cm−2 (sample XSW015) and
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Figure 6.6.: Reflectivity (left) and XSW scan (right) for Co implantations in Si scanned at 15.2 keV. The
black curves are for a Co concentration of 1.0 · 1016 cm−2 (sample XSW012), the red ones for 1.0 · 1017
cm−2 (sample XSW015). Explanations are given in the text.
different implantation energies (25 keV vs. 100 keV). Energy of incident photons was 15.2 keV.
Regarding the reflectivity scans, strong deviations are visible. First, an intensity modulation
as already discussed with sample XSW011 in the previous section can be seen in the reflec-
tivity curve of the high concentration sample XSW015 but not the low concentration system
XSW012. Further, the detected critical angle1 for sample XSW012 is at α2c,t ≈ 0.124◦ while
it is at α2c,t ≈ 0.145◦ for XSW015. Both values are between the critical angles of pure Si
(αc,Si = 0.117◦) and Co (αc,Co = 0.221◦) with the higher angle for the higher concentration
sample as expected. Assuming a homogeneous distribution, the content of cobalt in the whole
sample (cf. appendix D.10)
nCo =
α2c,t − α2c,Si
α2c,Co − α2c,Si
(6.1)
can be calculated from the detected total critical angle α2c,t and tabulated values αc,Co and αc,Si.
The ratio implant/substrate is
nCo
nSi
=
α2c,t − α2c,Si
α2c,t − α2c,Co
. (6.2)
Table 6.2 lists this ratio extracted from reflectivities of both samples compared to published
values obtained by TXRF and RBS measurements of equivalent samples [73, 77]. Agreement of
results is rather good proving that XRR is capable of implant concentration estimations in that
kind of samples. Furthermore, a second critical angle can be seen in the reflectivity curve of
1At the critical angle αc radiation penetrates the sample and reflectivity decreases drastically. αc for a reflectivity
scan is determined by the angle position of the intersection point of the almost horizontal tangent to the part of
the graph below αc and the nearly vertical tangent to the curve above αc.
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1016 cm−2 1017 cm−2 1017 cm−2 secondary(2)
Parameter XRR XSW Lit XRR XSW Lit XRR XSW Lit
αc(
◦) 0.124 0.127 — 0.145 0.138 — 0.123 0.125 —
n(Co)/n(Si)(1) 0.048 0.075 0.04 0.209 0.152 0.245 0.043 0.058 0.06
Table 6.2.: Element concentration ratios of Co implantations in a Si substrate for two different nominal
implant concentrations analyzed by XRR and XSW in this work, and published TXRF and RBS results
[73, 77].
(1): Ratio of Co and Si concentrations. Calculated from αc for XRR and XSW scans and taken from [77]
as value at the peak plateau.
(2): Two critical angles can be observed for this sample.
sample XSW015 at a first short intensity drop. The corresponding Co/Si ratio of 0.043 might
correspond to the implant concentration directly on the substrate. As illustrated in figure 6.3
implant concentration is highest in a certain depth inside the substrate but still significant on the
surface. RBS and TXRF measurement of an equivalent sample [73, 77] had shown a value of
0.2-0.6 which is roughly the same as detected here.
Regarding XSW scans, a full analysis with perfect fit could not be achieved using the layered
system model described in chapter 5. Nevertheless, the critical angle2 can also be extracted from
XSW scans as the angle where XSW intensity jumps up. Results from these measurements are
given in table 6.2, too, showing that XSW accuracy for this task is not as good as by XRR but
still delivers results in the correct order of magnitude.
Different implantation angles
Commonly, implantation of ions is performed at normal incidence. In this work, also a sample
was analyzed that was prepared by implantation at a different angle. Figure 6.7 shows XRR
and XSW scans of two Si samples implanted with As atoms at 100 keV and a nominal implant
concentration of 1.0 · 1017 cm−2. Ions in sample XSW011 were implanted at normal incidence
while the incidence angle for sample XSW010 was 60◦. Shape of these curves is significantly
different. Determining the critical angles of total reflection in those scans and calculation of
implant concentrations like in the previous section deliver values that are listed in table 6.3.
Critical angles for the pure Si or As layers here are αc,Si = 0.117◦ and αc,As = 0.172◦. It can
be seen that results from literature [75] can be well reproduced for the normal incidence sample
XSW011. In contrary to that, the detected critical angles for sample XSW010 is equal to or
even below αc of the Si substrate. This cannot be caused by a mixture of As and Si (that would
increase αc). Perhaps an askew incidence of sputtered As atoms leads to a roughening of the
surface resulting in a lower density and thus lower critical angle that can be detected both by
2The critical angle in an XSW graph is the angle position of the inflection point of the curve in the region where
intensity rises drastically from 0 to the first peak. αc can also be determined as angle at half intensity of this
rising flank. Due to the high slope the deviation from the inflection point is minimal and usually below detector
resolution. In some XSW scans several critical angles can be defined for rising intervals interrupted by short
intensity drops or plateaus.
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Figure 6.7.: Reflectivity (left) and XSW scan (right) for As implantations in Si scanned at 15.2 keV. Both
samples were prepared at 100 keV with a nominal As concentration of 1.0 · 1017 cm−2. Sample XSW011
(black curves) was prepared by implantation in a common way at normal incidence, sample XSW010 (red
curves) at an incidence angle of 60◦. Analysis and explanations are given in the text.
XSW010 XSW011
Parameter XRR XSW Lit XRR XSW Lit
αc(
◦) 0.117 0.11 — 0.127 0.128 —
n(As)/n(Si)(1) 0 – 0.2(2) 0.181 0.204 0.2
Table 6.3.: Element concentration ratios of As implantations in a Si substrate for two different nominal
implant concentrations analyzed by XRR and XSW, and TXRF and RBS literature values [75].
(1): Ratio of As and Si concentrations. Calculated from αc for XRR and XSW scans and taken from [77]
as value at the peak plateau.
(2): Value for normal incidence, no data was available for 60◦ incidence.
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Figure 6.8.: Left: Reflectivity curves for Co and Zn implantations in Si scanned at 15.2 keV. Both samples
were prepared at 100 keV. Nominal concentration for Co and Zn was 1.0 · 1016 cm−2 for sample XSW017
(black curve). Concentrations for sample XSW016 (red curve) were 1.0 · 1017 cm−2 (Co) and 0.49 · 1017
cm−2 (Zn).
Right: XSW measurements of the same samples. XSW intensity is normalized to 1 for an angle of 0.2◦.
The two curves on the left side show XSW scans for Co (black) and Zn (red) of sample XSW017. The
other curves are Co (green) and Zn (blue) for sample XSW016. Absolute detected intensities were equal
for Co and Zn for sample XSW017. In sample XSW016, Co showed an absolute intensity roughly 2 to 3
times higher than Zn. Analysis and explanations are given in the text.
XRR and XSW. Further, it might be possible that a channeling effect occurs when sputtering at
an angle of 60◦ which is equal to the angle formed by atoms in a close packed structure of Si
atoms. A channeling effect would let implant atoms penetrate deeply into the substrate with low
concentration near the surface and thus a surface behavior similar to pure silicon. Consequently,
the reflectivity curve for XSW010 in figure 6.7 resembles the one of a pure Si wafer. On the
other hand, the signal in the element specific XSW scan proves presence of As in the sample.
Implantation of two different elements
Finally, sample systems of a Si substrate with implantations of two different implantation ele-
ments (Co and Zn) were analyzed. Sample XSW016 was implanted with 1.0 · 1017 cm−2 of Co
and 0.49 · 1017 cm−2 of Zn, implantations in sample XSW017 were 1.0 · 1016 cm−2 for both Co
and Zn. Reflectivity and XSW scans for the two samples are displayed in figure 6.8.
Regarding the reflectivity measurement of sample XSW017 one critical angle of total reflec-
tion can be determined at approximately 0.118◦ which is only slightly above the critical angle for
pure Si (αc,Si = 0.117◦). Nevertheless, the shape of the reflectivity curve deviates strongly from
a curve for pure Si (cf. figure 2.2) at higher angles. Thus, the implantations have a significant
influence when radiation penetrates the sample into deeper regions. Contrarily, the reflectivity
signal for sample XSW016 (1.0 · 1016 cm−2 and 0.49 · 1016 cm−2, respectively) shows two criti-
cal angles, 0.127◦ and 0.165◦, that are between the values of pure Si and pure implant materials
(αc,Zn = 0.197◦, αc,Co = 0.221◦). Here, the surface of the substrate might have been modified
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XSW017 XSW016
Parameter XRR XSW XRR1 XRR2 XSW1 XSW2 XSW3
αc,ref(
◦) 0.118 0.127 0.165
αc,Co(
◦) 0.121 0.131 0.145 0.158
αc,Zn(
◦) 0.121 0.131 0.145 0.158
nCo 0.004 0.016 0.051 0.285 0.073 0.155 0.238
nZn 0.004 0.016 0.025 0.140 0.036 0.076 0.116
Table 6.4.: Critical angles (as defined in section 6.1.2) of total reflection and implant concentrations (ratio
nimplant/ntotal) in double implanted samples. Nominal concentration for Co and Zn was 1.0 · 1016 cm−2
for sample XSW017 and 1.0 · 1017 cm−2 (Co) and 0.49 · 1017 cm−2 (Zn) for sample XSW016. Several
critical angles (2 for XRR and 3 for XSW) can be defined for sample XSW016. No published data was
available for this sample.
by implants and total reflection on pure Si could not occur. Further, signal intensity decreases
much faster at higher angles than for the other sample, which is another indication for higher
roughness.
XSW scans for each implantation element were recorded for summed Kα and Kβ fluorescence
intensity. Measured curves are shown in figure 6.8. It can be seen that Co and Zn give virtually
the same signal for sample XSW017 as could be expected concerning the equal implantation
concentration. On the other hand, fluorescence intensity of Co was about 2-3 times higher as
Zn in sample XSW016 (not visible in figure 6.8 due to normalization) which corresponds to
the nominal element ratio of ≈ 2:1. Critical angles obtained from theses curves are listed and
compared to XRR results in table 6.4. The value of αc = 0.121◦ for sample XSW017 agrees well
with the XRR measurement. However, very different XSW curves were recorded for sample
XSW016 for Co and Zn with three critical angles, all of them lower than αc detected by XRR.
Apparently, in this sample different regions contribute to intensity jumps in XRR and XSW scans.
Nevertheless, positions of these jumps are equal for Co and Zn. Regarding the structure and
dynamics of the XSW field with increasing incident angle outlined in the theory and simulation
chapters 2.3 and 5, this means that the two implant elements are distributed equally in depth with
only their concentration being different. Published measurements of a similar double implanted
sample (As and Co in Si) [74] and single implanted samples (As or Co in Si) [75, 77] showed
that lateral distribution of implantations in the substrate is strongly dependent on the kinetic
energy of implantation ions during implantation. On the other hand, the type of element has little
influence on its final implantation position, at least if ions of similar size such as As, Co and Zn
are regarded. This effect could be confirmed using XSW measurements presented here, too.
It has been shown that XRR and XSW are capable of delivering qualitative and even some
estimated quantitative information about ions implanted in a semiconductor substrate. The im-
plants appear to change the substrate strong enough to create interfaces of dispersion contrast
that permit reflectivity observations and forming of X-ray standing waves fields. Further, XSW
has proven to be element sensitive to ions even inside a sample.
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Figure 6.9.: TXRF scan of silane/cytochrome sample 01 (above) and 02 (below). Si (from the sample
carrier), S and Cl (from the buffer solution) are clearly visible in both scans. Fe (the intended marker
element included in cytochrome) is only visible in the scan of sample 02.
6.2. Bio-organic samples
6.2.1. Proteins: Cytochrome
Thin cytochrome films on glass carriers were prepared as described in section 3.2.1 and first
analyzed by TXRF scans using a molybdenum X-ray tube (E = 17.48 keV). Figure 6.9 shows
scans of two cytochrome-silane samples analyzed using the program (cf. section E.2). In both
scans, strong fluorescence peaks of S and Cl are visible, elements that are present in the buffer
solution covering the cytochrome sample. Further, Si from the substrate material and silane
layer is visible. Only sample 02 shows an obvious iron fluorescence peak. With Fe being the
intended marker element for XSW scans of this sample this shows that sample preparation is
already a crucial part of the experiment. Furthermore, even analysis of sample 02 can be expected
to be difficult because peaks from the buffer elements are much more intense than from the
marker element. As cytochrome layers decompose with time on a scale of hours to days, new
cytochrome films were prepared for XRR and XSW measurements at DELTA shortly before the
measurements. Due to this, samples in these scans and TXRF analysis discussed above cannot
be expected to be absolutely equivalent.
Figure 6.10 shows an energy spectrum of fluorescence from a cytochrome sample recorded
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Figure 6.10.: Energy spectrum of fluorescence from a cytochrome sample at an excitation photon energy
of 13 keV. Intensity peaks from electronic noise (around 0.1 keV), Si from the sample carrier and maybe
from the detector (1.74 keV), Cl from the buffer solution (2.62 keV) and elastic scattering (13.00 keV)
are clearly visible. The signal from Fe (6.40 keV) is very weak, even much lower than the Ni signal (7.48
keV) that probably comes from some components of the set-up.
at DELTA at an excitation photon energy of 13 keV. It can be seen that fluorescence intensity
from Fe is too low to perform reasonable XSW scans with this element. Apparently, only a
small amount of Fe could be attached onto the sample carrier. A further problem is that each
cytochrome c molecule contains just one single Fe atom strictly limiting Fe concentrations in
a cytochrome film to low values. Using a peak fitting software for the Fe fluorescence peak
instead of defining a fixed ROI might permit a fluorescence scan even with low concentrations.
However, this features was not installed at SAW2 beamline. Thus, Cl (present in the buffer
solution above the cytochrome film) was chosen as a marker element to obtain information about
the layer indirectly.
Figure 6.11 shows XSW and XRR scans of the sample, both performed at 13.0 keV photon
energy. No satisfying fit could be achieved for the XSW scan. The best result, shown in figure
6.11, is for a SiO2 sample carrier with a 1 nm Si layer and a 6 nm cytochrome film covered with
1 nm of water. Cl is the marker element distributed homogeneously inside the water layer. The
significant difference between calculation and measurement for higher angles might be caused
by partly overlapping of the Cl and Si fluorescence peak or another unintended signal or noise.
Regarding the XRR scan, no oscillations (Kiessig fringes) are visible. This means that the
layer(s) on the carrier must be very thin (i.e. less than 5 nm which corresponds to an oscillation
period of 5.5◦) and/or very rough to suppress strong oscillations. However, a pure glass or silicon
surface does not deliver a theoretical reflectivity curve fitting to the measurement.
With a cytochrome c diameter of ≈ 3.4 nm these results are consistent with a mono or double
layer. However, results are not very significant. Assuming a more complex sample structure of
several layers with various parameters could lead to better fits. However, this was not possible
here due to too little information about the sample composition and materials. Obviously, utiliz-
ing Cl as an "indirect" marker element due to the insufficient Au signal was not very successful
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Figure 6.11.: XSW and XRR scans of a cytochrome film performed at 13 keV.
Left: XSW measurement and calculated angle scan for a 6 nm cytochrome film on SiO2 substrate (with
1 nm Si) covered by a 1 nm water (buffer) film. The marker atom in this scan is Cl, a component of the
buffer solution.
Right: XRR measurement of the same sample. No oscillations (Kiessig fringes) are visible. Thus, the
layer(s) on the carrier must be very thin (less than 5 nm) and/or rough enough to suppress significant
oscillations.
with this sample. Hence, future experiments with this type of sample should focus on improv-
ing preparation of the cytochrome layer to obtain a detectable concentration of incorporated iron
marker atoms.
6.2.2. Lipids: Phospholipid
A phospholipid (POPC) bilayer was prepared by Langmuir-Blodgett technique [16] on a mica
substrate glued to a glass carrier as described in section 3.2.2. This POPC sample was then
analyzed by XSW measurement. Figure 6.12 shows results of an XSW measurement performed
at 13 keV scanning three elements (P, K and Cl) simultaneously. P is part of the "head" of the
POPC chain (cf. figure 3.4), K+ and Cl− are components of the buffer solution which covers
the POPC film. This scan was performed on a "dried" phospholipid sample, that means KCl
buffer solution was drained from the sample carrier as a rather thick buffer layer disturbed XSW
measurements too much, leaving only a very thin film on the sample.
Position of XSW intensity maxima
A first interpretation of this scan can be made considering the angles of total reflection for mica
(αc = 0.151◦) that is simulated with an empirical formula of KAl3Si3O12H2, and the buffer solu-
tion (αc = 0.095◦) approximated as water. It can be seen that K and Cl show strong fluorescence
peaks at angles below the critical angle of water. In this region, radiation penetrates only few
nm of the sample i.e. just the upper part of the buffer solution but not the phospholipid bilayer
below. Consequently, hardly any signal is detected from phosphorus. Above this critical angle,
radiation penetrates the buffer solution with potassium and chlorine fluorescence decreasing and
increasing intensity from phosphorus. Fluorescence intensity from P increases continuously until
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Figure 6.12.: Evaluation of phospholipid XSW scans of K (blue), Cl (red) and P (black). Explanations
can be found in the text.
an angle of approximately 1.5◦ which is exactly the critical angle of mica. This means that more
radiation penetrates the sample and excites P atoms with rising angle. Radiation is then totally
reflected at the mica surface below the phospholipid leading to additional excitation of P by the
reflected beam. Above the critical angle of mica, an increasing amount of radiation enters into
the substrate leaving less for excitation in the phospholipid layer.
To extract quantitative results from the scan, a theoretical layer sample model had to be de-
veloped as explained in the following. As intensity maxima are rather wide, an angle range was
set as maximum position by locating the angle interval where XSW intensity is more than half
the peak intensity. These ranges are marked as boxes in figure 6.12. Then a layered sample
was simulated consisting of a 20 nm water layer on a mica substrate. This can be taken as an
approximation to a biofilm covered with buffer solution because ions of low concentration are
expected not to alter the beampath and XSW field in the water very much. Then, the lateral
positions (height above the substrate) of XSW intensity maxima for several angles of incidence
were calculated. A first maximum enters the layer below ≈ 0.1◦, a second one around 0.15◦ and
a third maximum around 0.25◦ as can be seen in figure 6.13. Each maximum wanders down-
wards through all layers exciting typical fluorescence radiation for each element at certain angle
intervals. If the measured angle intervals from figure 6.12 are marked in figure 6.13 with a rect-
angle defined by the first and last point of the curve corresponding to the angle range, a height
range corresponding to the element’s position in the sample can be obtained. Considering the
significant maximum in the XSW scan of K (0.2◦-0.35◦), it can be seen in figure 6.13 that it may
only occur if K is located in the region from 8 to 15 nm or from 17 to 30 nm. If K was between
8 and 15 nm another maximum in the angle range from 0.4◦ to 0.55◦ could be expected. In fact,
the signal is (at least a little) higher than the rest of the curve in this region. The first maximum
in the K scan is at a low angle range. As explained in the simulation chapter the first maximum
is very broad and cannot be well localized thus agreement in this range is not very good.
The second material, Cl, shows intensity maxima in the low angle range and between 0.31◦
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Figure 6.13.: Left: Analysis of the layer structure of the phospholipid bilayer. Elements K (blue), Cl (red)
and P (black) are colored like in figure 6.12. Evaluation of phospholipid scans is explained in the text.
Right: Schematic layer structure of the phospholipid bilayer with buffer as obtained from the measure-
ments with a K+ enriched water/buffer region (blue), a Cl− enriched buffer region (red) and two zones in
the phospholipid bilayer that contain P (gray).
and 0.4◦. This could be caused by a Cl layer between 15 and 17 nm. Then another maximum
would be expected at angles 0.15◦ to 0.18◦ caused by the second maximum. However, that
maximum is not visible in the scan. A Cl layer between 7 and 9 nm would show a maximum in
the observed region (caused by the second penetrating XSW maximum) and another one in the
low angle region. The measured maximum of fluorescence intensity from P between 0.41◦ and
0.52◦ can be well explained with a P layer between 5 and 7 nm. This layer would also cause a
maximum around 0.14◦ which is very obvious in the scan.
Finally, combining this possible layer positions and thicknesses with basic knowledge about
the sample, a combination (cf. figure 6.13) that makes sense can be assumed: First a thin P layer
between 5 and 7 nm above the substrate that would correspond to a phospholipid bilayer with
the P containing heads directly on the substrate surface and around 6.5-7 nm (i.e. 2 POPC chains
lengths) above the surface. A thin Cl− layer (or a layer containing more Cl− than K+ ions)
is located above the P layer, which could be expected for Cl− ions tending to be closer to the
positive N atom in the head of the POPC (cf. figure 3.4). Finally, the K+ enriched layer follows
to achieve charge equilibrium.
Of course, other layer combinations might fulfill the conditions given by the measured curves.
However, the one given here is the most simple combination that explains the measurements and
makes sense considering the known sample structure.
Analyzing the P fluorescence signal
Another approach to characterize the scan of the P fluorescence signal is to consider signals from
two P layers separately. The sample system is simulated as a mica substrate covered with some
nanometers of phospholipid (optical constants of polystyrene were taken as a model for phos-
pholipid) covered with a thin water layer. Best results were achieved for thickness, dispersion
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Layer d (nm) 106δ 106β
Water 4 1.366 0.0017
POPC 6 1.468 0.0008
Mica – 3.478 0.0224
Table 6.5.: Sample model for the phospholipid (POPC) sample providing the best fits for XSW measure-
ments. The 6 nm thickness of the POPC layer suggests the presence of a bilayer that is covered by a very
thin water (buffer solution) film.
Figure 6.14.: Left: XSW signal from P located closely above the substrate (between 0.4 and 0.5 nm).
It can be seen that the first peak position in the measurement can be explained by a P atom close to the
substrate.
Right: XSW signal from P located in a layer between 5.4 nm and 5.5 nm above the substrate. A first peak
here again appears at ≈ 0.15◦ that overlaps with the one shown in the other graph. And a second peak
arises at ≈ 0.45◦. Thus, P located between 5.4 nm and 5.5 nm above the substrate can explain both peak
positions.
and absorption values given in table 6.5. The 6 nm thickness of the POPC layer and a POPC
chain length of 3-4 nm suggest the presence of a bilayer as intended.
Assuming a P layer closely above the mica surface - as would be expected considering the bi-
layer structure shown in figure 3.5 with POPC heads in contact with the substrate - calculations
lead to an intensity peak at≈ 0.15◦ nm. This angle position agrees very well with measurements
as can be seen in figure 6.14. However, accordance in peak shape of calculation and measurement
is low, clearly showing the limits of this simple model for a complex sample system. Neverthe-
less, the calculated marker layer is between 0.4 and 0.5 nm above the substrate, which is in good
accordance with the position of the lower P atom in the layer structure shown in figure 6.13. The
second peak in the scan should then arise from the second P layer in the sample formed by the
POPC heads of the upper phospholipid monolayer. Simulations of this case lead to agreement
with measurements for a P position between 5.4 nm and 5.5 nm above the surface. This marker
position would generate a small peak around 0.45◦ and a strong one at ≈ 0.15◦ (like the P atoms
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Figure 6.15.: XSW scan and fit (fluorescence intensity vs. angle of incidence) of Cl (left) and K (right) in
buffer solution above the phospholipid sample described in sections 3.2.2 and 6.2.2. Further explanations
can be found in the text.
directly on the substrate). At least angle positions of maxima in measurement and simulation
agree well. Thus, it can be stated that P located at 0.4-0.5 nm and 5.4-5.5 nm would generate
the measured signal. These distances agree well with expectations and previous considerations
regarding a phospholipid chain length of 3-4 nm. Thus, they give an additional evidence of the
correctness of the sample model.
6.2.3. Ion distribution: Buffer solution
In addition to the phospholipid bilayer analyzed in the previous section, that sample provides
another interesting type of structure. The buffer solution film above the bilayer contains K+ and
Cl− ions that are not be expected to be located homogeneously in a layer but in a concentration
distribution depending on the distance from the positive P comprising heads of the lipids as
already mentioned in section 6.2.2.
Considerations made in chapter 3.3.2 suggest a somewhat exponential decrease of Cl− and in-
crease of K+ with distance from the upper boundary of the phospholipid bilayer. This distribution
was included in MXSW calculations (cf. section 5.1.5), and best fits to measurements performed
at photon energy 13.00 keV were sought. Figure 6.15 shows XSW scans and best fits for K+ and
Cl− in the buffer solution. Even though fits are far from being perfect, some semi-quantitative
results can be extracted that are listed in table 6.6 and illustrated in figure 6.16. Varying simula-
tion parameters to achieve the best fit leads to best results for an exponential marker distribution
of K and Cl rather than a homogeneous layer like for P. This is in agreement with expectations
that Cl− ions are more concentrated near the phospholipid bilayer while consequently K+ shows
higher concentration farther away near the upper boundary of the 4 nm water film.
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marker zmin zmax concentration with increasing z
K 6 10 increasing exponentially
Cl 6 8 decreasing exponentially
P 5.4 5.5 homogeneous
P 0.4 0.5 homogeneous
Table 6.6.: Marker distribution in the phospholipid sample with buffer solution depending on the distance
from the mica substrate surface at z = 0.
Figure 6.16.: Marker distribution in phospholipid buffer sample. The phospholipid bilayer of 6 nm
thickness contains P (green) atoms in the lipid heads close to its lower and upper boundary. Further, Cl−
(red) ions are more concentrated near the phospholipid while K+ (black) shows higher concentration far
away near the upper border of the 4 nm water layer.
6.2.4. Polymers: Gold and silver clusters on polymer films
Polymer layers on silicon
Samples of polystyrene layers on silicon substrates were analyzed at a photon energy of 13 keV.
Due to the elemental composition of polystyrene [C8H8]n no fluorescence signal from the film
was recorded. Hydrogen is not able to emit fluorescence radiation and carbon fluorescence is of
very low energy (277 eV) that it cannot be detected with the set-up utilized in our experiments
at DELTA. Nevertheless, Si as the substrate material emitted fluorescence radiation which was
recorded. Figure 6.17 shows XSW scans performed at four samples of nominal polystyrene
thicknesses 71.3 nm, 45.3 nm, 16.5 nm, and 6.9 nm. The curves show a similar behavior as the
theoretical ones discussed in section 5.3.1 but already level off at about 0.4◦. Calculating the
beam footprint at this angle as shown in figure 5.5 by F = hbeam/ sinα0 gives a value around
2 cm which corresponds to the size of the sample in direction of the beam. This means that the
fluorescence signal does not change further once the entire beam hits the sample. The scan of the
45.3 nm thick polystyrene layer strongly deviates from the others. The detected signal does not
correspond to a thick substrate but to a thin layer. Maybe this effect is caused by contaminations
of Si or neighboring elements such as Al or P. Furthermore, due to the featureless structure of
the curves not much information can be extracted from corresponding fits. Summarizing, it can
be stated that using the substrate fluorescence to obtain information on the layer above does not
promise to give very accurate results.
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Figure 6.17.: Left: XSW scans of four different polystyrene films (from top to bottom: 71.3 nm, 45.3
nm, 16.5 nm and 6.9 nm thickness) on a silicon substrate. Virtually no signal is detected below the critical
angle of Si for 13 keV (0.138◦) and the signal reaches a constant value for angles above ≈ 0.4◦. Further
explanations can be found in the text.
Right: Reflectivity scans for the same films (from top downwards: 71.3 nm, 45.3 nm, 16.5 nm and 6.9
nm). Weak Kiessig fringes are visible for the thinner layers but not for the thicker ones. This might be an
indication for bad sample quality.
In a second step, reflectivity scans were performed on the Si-PS samples, shown in figure 6.17.
No Kiessig fringes are visible for the thicker layers and only weak ones for the thinner layers.
This could be due to degeneration of the old samples. Fitting theoretical curves with tabulated δ,
β values [31, 59] to these scans reveals thicknesses and roughnesses listed in table 6.7. The scans
of the two thin samples showing Kiessig fringes can be fitted comfortably using the least-square
fit-program LsFit [134, 135] revealing PS thicknesses higher than the nominal ones provided
with the sample. However, no automatic thickness fitting was possible for the two thick films
because they did not show any Kiessig fringes expected for samples of these dimensions. Their
reflectivity curves are rather similar to the curve of a pure Si layer without PS film. For this
reason the result for the 45.3 nm sample is kind of estimative. Fitting of the 71.3 film scan is
even more problematic. Here the nominal thickness had to be kept fixed during evaluation and
PS roughness had to be estimated. Thus, values for this fit are rather unreliable.
However, some information can be extracted from evaluation of these scans. Calculated rough-
ness of all polymer films is huge. And the complete vanishing of Kiessig fringes in two of the
scans can only be explained by large roughness. This suggests that the spin-coating produc-
tion process did not work ideally or samples had suffered from damage for example by heat or
radiation.
Gold clusters on a polystyrene layer on silicon
A second, expanded sample system proved to give better results. The calculated XSW field
for a photon energy of 15.0 keV and a complex three layer sample structure (Au clusters on a
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Material Value 6.9 nm 16.5 nm 45.3 nm 71.3 nm
Si 106δ 2.8800 2.8800 2.8800 2.8800
106β 0.02619 0.02619 0.02619 0.02619
σ (nm) 0.020 0.1245 0.052 0.049
SiO2 106δ 2.7140 2.7140 2.7140 2.7140
106β 0.01381 0.01381 0.01381 0.01381
d (nm) 1.435 1.645 0.095 1.554
σ (nm) 0.3003 0.4850 0.6506 0.3025
PS 106δ 1.4680 1.4680 1.4680 1.4680
106β 0.00081 0.00081 0.00081 0.00081
d (nm) 7.958 21.966 41.851 71.300
σ (nm) 2.8988 3.2568 7.8248 13.300
Table 6.7.: Tabulated δ, β values [31, 59] and measured parameters (thickness d, roughness σ) for four
different PS layers on Si. Nominal thicknesses [142, 145] are given in the first row. Explanations can be
found in the text.
polystyrene film on a quartz covered Si wafer) is shown in figure 6.18.
Data supplied with the sample [145] were the nominal thickness of the polystyrene and gold
layer estimated from the settings of the spin-coater for PS and the evaporator for Au. Here, it
has to be considered that the values for gold are nominal values for a continuous layer and not
for a clustered structure. Tabulated values for dispersion δ and absorption β were taken from
CXRO database [31, 59]. Further, an X-ray reflectivity scan of the sample was performed (cf.
figure 6.19) and thicknesses and roughnesses of the layers were determined using the fit-program
LsFit. Figure 6.19 shows XSW and XRR measurements and fits. Nominal values compared to
XRR and XSW results are listed in table 6.8.
Accuracy for the parameters in XRR is rather good (better than 1% for most values), while it
varies in XSW measurement. The thickness of the polystyrene layer (80 nm) can be determined
with an error less than 1 nm while thickness of the SiO2 layer cannot be measured with XSW.
This is due to the very similar optical constants of Si and SiO2 and the position of the marker far
from the SiO2 layer. In the fits a thickness of 1 nm was assumed for the silicon oxide layer, but
a thickness of 10 nm does not change the fit very much either. Finally, a simplified simulation
of the gold layer of the sample as a continuous layer with bulk values (cf. table B.2) leads to
the curve shown in figure 6.19. It can be seen that measurement and fit already agree very
well. Considering the clustered layer structure, a layer of double thickness and at the same time
dispersion and absorption values twofold smaller can be assumed. In this case, the simulation
delivers a very similar curve. Accordingly, satisfying fits are achieved up to thicknesses of about
5dn,Au as long as the product of d and δ is kept constant. Thus, the XSW method is very accurate
for determining the nominal thickness (i.e. the total amount of gold on the sample). The accuracy
for measuring the layer thickness of this not well known structure ranges within the limits of
a few nm. Roughness characterizations with XSW at this sample - contrary to XRR scans -
appear to be not very accurate as roughness effects from the effective density model used in the
simulation are very small.
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Figure 6.18.: Calculated XSW field of the Au-PS-SiO2-Si sample for a photon energy of 15.0 keV. The
angle of incidence is given on the left axis, height above or depth below the Si substrate surface on the
right axis. Explanations can be found in the text.
Figure 6.19.: XSW (left) and XRR (right) scans and fits for a polystyrene layer on Si/SiO2 sample
covered with Au clusters. Detected intensity is shown versus angle of incidence. Given values for the
sample were 80 nm polystyrene thickness, 1 nm nominal gold thickness and silicon with a native oxide
layer of unknown thickness. The fit curves were calculated for 1 nm gold on 80 nm polystyrene on 1 nm
SiO2 on silicon for XSW and slightly different values for XRR.
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Material Value Tabulated/nominal XRR result XSW result
Si 106δ 2.159 2.159 2.159
106β 0.0149 0.0149 0.0149
σ (nm) N/A 0.1500 N/A
SiO2 106δ 2.036 2.036 2.036
106β 0.0078 0.0078 0.0078
d (nm) N/A 0.69 N/A
σ (nm) N/A 0.126 N/A
PS 106δ 1.102 1.102 1.102
106β 0.00048 0.00048 0.00048
d (nm) 80 78.644 80
σ (nm) N/A 1.7506 <2
Au 106δ 13.480 3.0092 13.480
106β 2.0217 0.00479 2.0217
d (nm) 1 3.911 1
σ (nm) N/A 1.3322 <1
Table 6.8.: Tabulated [31, 59], nominal [145] and measured parameters (dispersion δ, absorption β,
thickness d and roughness σ) of the Au-PS-SiO2-Si sample. Explanations can be found in the text.
Furthermore, the surface coverage of the sample by gold clusters can be considered. Sys-
tematic measurements and calculations on gold polymer samples [81, 164] delivered a relation
between nominal thickness and surface coverage of the gold. Using that relation leads to a cover-
age of 38% for the sample observed here which corresponds to a gold layer of roughly threefold
thickness (in comparison to the nominal thickness) with δ and β divided by the same factor.
This is in good agreement with the range of gold thickness determined by XRR and XSW rang-
ing from one to fivefold the nominal thickness. Overall, the experimental results of the XSW
measurement could be well described and showed good agreement with expected values.
An XRR measurement of this sample was already performed earlier [25, 145] with a photon
energy of 8.048 keV (Cu X-ray tube). Both XRR scans are compared in figure 6.20. After
removing differences in δ, β values and angle scale due to the different photon energies by
rescaling, still a significant difference between the two graphs is visible. Fitting procedures
using LsFit [134, 135] were performed on both scans and the dispersion profile was calculated.
Figure 6.21 shows a comparison of both δ profiles. As the 2004 scan was performed at 15 keV, δ
values in this graph are rescaled to a photon energy of 8.048 keV (as in the 2002 scan) to permit
comparison. It is obvious that the δ peak caused by the Au layer changed significantly: The
height of the peak decreased and width increased while the overall peak area remained constant.
Apparently, the total amount of gold did not change (as can be expected) but the gold clusters
moved and spread over a wider z region. Thus, a long-time degeneration of this kind of samples
was detected.
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Figure 6.20.: XRR scans (black) and fits (red) for the PS layer on Si/SiO2 with Au clusters presented in
figure 6.19 measured at two different times and energies. The reflectivity scan from November 2002 (left)
was performed at 8.048 keV, the XRR measurement in December 2004 (right) at 15 keV. The angle scale
of the latter curve is rescaled to 8.048 keV to permit comparison.
Figure 6.21.: Comparison of dispersion profiles (δ versus height z above the substrate) of the same Si-PS-
Au sample calculated from reflectivity curves shown in figure 6.20. The profile of the 2002 scan (8.048
keV) is shifted by 10 for clarity. The 2004 scan was performed at 15 keV but δ values in this graph are
rescaled to a photon energy of 8.048 keV to permit comparison. It can be seen that the δ peak caused by
the Au layer changed significantly. Height of the peak decreased with increasing width while the overall
peak area remained constant. Thus, the total amount of gold did not change but the gold clusters spread
over a wider z region.
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Figure 6.22.: Left: Reflectivity scan and fit for the Ag-PBMA-Si sample. Fitting parameters are given in
table 6.9 and discussed in the text.
Right: Calculated δ profile of the sample versus height above the substrate. Materials are (from left to
right) Si substrate, native SiO2 layer, PBMA layer (disrupted for clearness of display), Ag layer. The total
(summarized) delta value at each position is shown, too. Details are discussed in the text.
Silver clusters on a PBMA layer on silicon
As a third type of sample, silver clusters on a PBMA (poly(butyl-methacrylate), [C8H14O2]n)
film on silicon were analyzed, that time with photon energy 15.2 keV. First, a reflectivity scan
of the sample was performed. The scan and the corresponding best fit are shown in figure 6.22.
Analoguely to the gold-polymer sample, a native oxide layer had to be inserted between the
substrate and the PBMA layer during fitting procedure. Further, the silver layer is much thicker
than its nominal value but at the same time the δ value of the layer is much lower than noted in
literature [31, 59]. The product of dispersion and layer thickness δ · d (that can be regarded as a
measure for the total material amount) is the same in both cases. Apparently, again the metal is
distributed on and inside the polymer film rather than forming a continuous layer. This results
in a PMBA-Ag mixture layer with physical values between those of the pure materials. The
sample structure is well illustrated by the δ profile shown in figure 6.22. Nominal values and
experimental results of the measurement are compared in table 6.9.
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Material Value Nominal/tabulated XRR result XSW result
Si 106δ 2.103 2.103 2.103
106β 0.0141 0.0141 0.0139
σ (nm) N/A 0.1500 N/A
SiO2 106δ 1.983 1.983 1.983
106β 0.0074 0.0074 0.0074
d (nm) N/A 0.1088 N/A
σ (nm) N/A 2.00 3
PBMA 106δ 2.1706 1.102 1.14
106β 0.00120 0.00048 0.00046
d (nm) 134 116.102 122
σ (nm) N/A 1.2175 N/A
Ag 106δ 8.114 1.6494 8.115
106β 0.2456 0.00036 0.2451
d (nm) 1.5 7.482 2.06
σ (nm) N/A 0.4053 N/A
Table 6.9.: Nominal thickness values [145], tabulated δ, β values [31, 59] and measured parameters
(dispersion δ, absorption β, thickness d and roughness σ) of the Ag-PBMA-SiO2-Si sample. Explanations
can be found in the text.
Additionally, an XSW scan was performed on the Ag-PBMA sample. The measured curve
and best fit are shown in figure 6.23, sample parameters of the best fit are listed and compared to
nominal values and XRR results in table 6.9
Comparison of XRR and XSW measurements points out some differences: Like in the Au-PS
sample the nominal metal layer is modeled as a polymer-metal mixture region of larger thickness
but lower dispersion value as the metal only in interpretation of the XRR scan. This is the
result of the cluster-like distribution of Ag on and partly inside of the polymer film. XSW
measurements on the other hand propose a homogeneous Ag layer. This is due to the fact that
XSW is sensitive mainly to the total amount of marker material and less to its position if regarding
the sub-nanometer range. Similar fits could be achieved with a thicker Ag layer with lower δ
value as already outlined for the Au-PS sample. On the other hand, the XSW scan is still rather
sensitive to the thickness of the PBMA layer because it strongly affects period and position of
intensity maxima in the scan.
Furthermore, XRR and XSW scans give the same film thickness when silver and PBMA layer
thicknesses are added for the reasons discussed before. Contrary to this, the nominal thickness of
the PBMA film is about 10 nm thicker which suggests a mistake made in sample characterization
or labeling after production. Finally, it is notable that the tabulated dispersion value for PBMA
[31] (δ = 2.1706 · 10−6) differs from the measured ones (1.102 · 10−6; 1.14 · 10−6) almost by a
factor of 2. This could be caused by the fact that physical parameters of unknown compounds
are only extrapolated from known ones in [31] which can lead to errors if the molecule structure
is not known and thus the material composition is approximated in a wrong way. Other sources
give for example also deviating values for the mass density of PBMA: 1.053 g/cm3 [116] vs. 2.2
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Figure 6.23.: Left: XSW scan and fit for the Ag-PBMA-Si sample. Fitting parameters are given in table
6.9 and discussed in the text.
Right: Calculated 3D XSW field inside and above the sample. Intensity is shown versus height (left axis)
and angle of incidence (right axis) above the Si substrate.
g/cm3 [31]. The doubled mass density used by [31] leads to a doubled dispersion δ following
equations 5.8 and 5.6 as was experienced.
In summary, XSW and XRR are techniques suitable to characterize samples of unknown prop-
erties and even containing materials of which parameters are not yet tabulated or that occur in an
uncommon state. Results of both methods confirm each other. Thus, a combination of XRR and
XSW can be utilized to facilitate evaluation. Values in this chapter were achieved by iteratively
improving fits in either method and implementing the outcome of one to improve the other. And
finally they give a good cross-check for each other, especially when tabulated values might not
be sure.
6.2.5. Dendrimers: Gold and DNA on PAMAM
Two equivalent samples (616 and 617) of a thin gold covered PAMAM film (cf. sample section
3.2.4) on a glass carrier were analyzed using XSW and XRR measurements at a photon energy
of 15.2 keV. Figure 6.24 shows the detected fluorescence energy spectrum of PAMAM sample
617. It can be seen that gold fluorescence intensity is very low. Further, contributions from other
elements present in the sample cell or set-up (Au, Fe, Cu, Zn and Pb) are equal to or higher than
gold fluorescence.
Not the gold peak was selected as ROI but the Cu/Zn double peak (ROI1), the Pb peak (ROI2)
and the whole energy region from Cu to Zn (including Au) as a summarizing ROI3. Fluorescence
intensity in ROI1 (Cu/Zn) slowly decreased with increasing angle of incidence. This can be
understood considering that the sample cell in this experiments was made of brass (i.e. Cu and
Zn) and the beam reflected from the sample might have hit the cell. Contrarily, intensity in ROI2
(Pb) jumped up at the critical angle of SiO2 and remained constant for higher angles. Traces of
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Figure 6.24.: Fluorescence energy spectrum for PAMAM sample 617. Peaks are (from left to right):
Electronic noise (≈ 0.52 keV), Ar (3.00 keV), Fe (6.40 keV), Cu (8.05 keV), Zn (8.64 keV), Au (9.71
keV), Pb (10.55 keV), elastic scattering peak (15.20 keV). All metal peaks but the gold peak are caused
by components of the set-up making analysis of the sample difficult.
Pb were incorporated in the sample cell material but it was also present as a shielding material in
various locations of the set-up.
For characterization of the PAMAM sample only gold fluorescence was of importance. Thus,
intensity values from XSW scans of ROI1 and ROI2 were subtracted from XSW intensity of
ROI3 to obtain a gold XSW scan. Comparison of this scan of sample 617 to calculations is shown
in figure 6.25. Even though intensity is very low, a rough estimation of the sample structure can
be made based on the calculated curve. The best fit was achieved for 2 nm Au on 1 nm PAMAM
(due to unavailable data for PAMAM, δ and β values of C8H8 were applied here) on SiO2.
Reflectivities recorded for both PAMAM samples are shown in figure 6.26 together with best
fits obtained by LsFit [134, 135]. A sample structure of glass (SiO2) as a substrate, a PAMAM
film and a top layer modeled as a mixture of PAMAM and Au (i.e. δ and β values between those
of PAMAM and Au) was assumed. Table 6.10 lists results of XSW and XRR measurements
together with literature values. δ and β values for SiO2 and PAMAM agree for both measure-
ment techniques and literature values as well. No roughness was included in XSW calculations
because signal quality was too bad to extract the rather small roughness effect in this method.
On the other hand, it can be seen that LsFit gives roughness values for the PAMAM layer that
are more than two times the thickness value. Thus, in this model there is no real layer but only
a δ and β correction between substrate and top layer. Further, δ for the gold layer (≈ 2 · 106) is
significantly lower than the literature value (13.198 · 106). This means that no continuous gold
layer is present but a mixture of gold and PAMAM. On the other hand, XSW analysis delivers
the nominal gold value. As explained in section 6.2.4, XSW scans are more sensitive to the total
material amount than to the actual layer thickness. Thus, it is often hardly possible to distin-
guish between a thin compact gold layer and a thick amorphous layer with lower gold content.
Consequently, the detected Au layer thickness by XSW is lower than that by XRR.
To compare those values, it is necessary to consider the geometry and arrangement of the
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Figure 6.25.: XSW scan and fit for PAMAM sample 617. The signal is strongly noise affected, most
probably to the low detected fluorescence intensity and only indirect measuring by subtraction of other
scans. The best fit was achieved for 2 nm Au on 1 nm PAMAM on SiO2.
Figure 6.26.: XRR scans and fits by LsFit [134, 135] for PAMAM samples 616 and 617. The fits were
performed for a SiO2 substrate with a PAMAM layer covered by a PAMAM/Au mixture layer. Details
can be found in the text and in table 6.10.
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Layer Parameter Literature XSW617 XRR616 XRR617
SiO2 106δ 1.983 1.983 1.983 1.983
106β 7.4 · 10−3 7.4 · 10−3 7.4 · 10−3 7.4 · 10−3
σ (nm) — — 0.713 0.713
PAMAM 106δ 1.073 1.073 1.073 1.073
106β 4.626 · 10−4 4.626 · 10−4 4.6 · 10−4 4.6 · 10−4
d (nm) — 1 0.602 0.556
σ (nm) — — 1.696 1.271
Au 106δ 13.198 13.197 2.1824 1.8698
106β 1.931 1.930 0.5067 0.4341
d (nm) — 2 2.613 2.657
σ (nm) — — 2.005 1.522
Table 6.10.: Literature values [31, 59], XSW (cf. figure 6.25) and XRR (cf. figure 6.26) results for
PAMAM-Au samples 616 and 617. Due to missing data for PAMAM, corresponding δ and β values
of C8H8 were applied. d and σ denominate thickness and roughness (i.e. transition region between two
neighboring layers) of the respective layers. Discussion of results can be found in the text.
rather huge gold clusters (nominal diameter 2rCluster ≈ 25 nm) on the sample. Assuming that
XSW measurements are sensitive to the total amount of gold, a nominal gold layer thickness
dn,Au of approximately 2 nm has to be estimated. 25 nm thick clusters and holes in between lead
to an averaged "thickness" of 2 nm. On the other hand, reflectivity scans are more sensitive to the
surface coverage f , i.e. the percentage of surface that is covered by gold. The relation between
f , rCluster and dn,Au was analyzed in [81] and can be described by
f =
3dn,Au
4rCluster
. (6.3)
With experimental results from the XSW scan a coverage of 12 percent can be calculated. With
this factor for gold and correspondingly 88 percent for PAMAM a weighted dispersion factor of
δ = 2.528 · 10−6 can be calculated compared to an average XRR result of δ = 2.0261 · 10−6.
Summarizing, it can be stated that XRR and XSW scans can give a rough estimation and show
mostly agreeing results for the layer structure of the PAMAM gold samples. Due to the low
gold content in the sample, Au fluorescence intensity is only slightly higher than background
noise and thus the XSW measurement at its lower limit of quantitation. On the other hand,
interpretation of the XRR measurement is difficult due to the lack of an appropriate model sample
system. Thus, quantitative results have to be regarded with large error bars. However, both
methods concordantly show that gold is probably located about 1-3 nm above the substrate on a
thin PAMAM film and also surrounded by PAMAM. Gold was intended to be deposited on the
PAMAM film but apparently partly diffused inside that film if the thickness of a single PAMAM
molecule (≈ 4.5 nm, cf. section 3.2.4) is considered. Further, an estimation of dimensions of
the PAMAM film could be made suggesting that PAMAM forms a monolayer. To obtain more
accurate results, a more detailed sample structure needs to be applied in calculation which was
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Figure 6.27.: Reflectivity scan of the pure Si substrate.
Left: Reflectivity for specular condition (upper curve) and longitudinal diffuse scattering (lower curve).
Right: Difference between the two curves and best fit.
difficult here due to the limited data available for these samples.
6.2.6. Nitrobenzene: Thin films and nitrobenzene-gold samples
Several nitrobenzene (NB) layer samples were analyzed by XRR and XSW measurements. Pure
NB films on Si were characterized at 10.05 keV. NB films on Si onto that gold was sputtered
were analyzed using photons of 15.20 keV. A reflectivity scan (angle of incidence αi = exit angle
αf) followed by a longitudinal-diffuse scan (with the detector shifted by 0.1◦: αf = αi + 0.1◦
to measure diffuse scattering) were performed on each sample. The intensity of the longitudinal-
diffuse (LD) scan was then subtracted from the reflectivity scan according to the scattering vector
(wave vector transfer) by converting the angles of both scans into q-values as explained in section
4.2.1. Calculations lead to the curves discussed in the following.
Pure silicon wafer
Figure 6.27 shows a reflectivity and LD scan of a reference sample of pure Si. Comparing them
to the theoretical Fresnel reflectivity of a smooth silicon wafer as shown in figure 2.2, several dif-
ferences attract attention. The decreasing intensity below the critical angle of refraction appears
because the beam footprint is larger than the sample as already discussed in chapter 4.2.1. The
slight modulation of the measured curve around 0.3◦ and 0.9◦ is probably caused by the existence
of a thin native oxide layer on the silicon substrate. Finally, intensity levels off for angles above
≈ 1.5◦ when intensity of the reflected beam becomes lower than the background noise of the
set-up and detector.
Modeling the sample using the program LsFit [134, 135] to create the best agreement between
calculation and measurement leads to the curves shown in figure 6.27. This fit was achieved for
a silicon substrate with roughness 1.41 nm. Introducing a thin SiO2 layer above the silicon due
to oxidation at ambient air might improve the fit. However, this sample was analyzed as a basis
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Figure 6.28.: Reflectivity scan of a nitrobenzene film on a Si substrate.
Left: Reflectivity at specular condition (upper curve) and at longitudinal diffuse scattering (lower curve).
Right: Difference between the two curves.
for nitrobenzene films on Si described below. In contrary to the pure Si wafer, the substrates
for nitrobenzene we not exposed to air to prevent this oxide layer between Si and nitrobenzene.
Thus, only the parameters of the pure Si wafer are of importance.
Nitrobenzene on silicon
The second sample to be analyzed was a thin nitrobenzene film on a Si substrate. As electro-
chemical deposition of nitrobenzene was performed directly after H-passivating the substrate
surface, no oxide layer is expected [124]. The reflectivity scan in figure 6.28 shows typical Kies-
sig fringes [71] as discussed in chapter 2.1.3. It has to be pointed out that both the reflectivity
and the longitudinal-diffuse scattering curve have the same oscillatory form. This happens if
a "conform roughness" exists. This means, the roughness or bumps on the wafer surface are
reproduced on the NB surface which only occurs for a well defined, ordered layer.
Based on results from the pure Si wafer discussed above analysis was performed using LsFit
[134, 135]. The fit required thickness and roughness of the nitrobenzene film to be varied in
a rather wide range as not much was known about the NB layer. Furthermore, dispersion and
absorption constants δ and β of nitrobenzene do not need to be equal to tabulated values because
they are highly dependent on the order and packaging of the molecules in the sample. Figure 6.29
shows the best fit obtained for the measurement and the corresponding dispersion profile. The
resulting sample parameters are listed in table 6.11. Between Si substrate and nitrobenzene layer
LsFit inserts a thin "layer" with roughness much bigger than its thickness. This is necessary to
achieve a good fit and can be understood as a transition region rather than a real layer. Nominal
dispersion δ of this transition layer is between the values of the substrate and the nitrobenzene
layer. This comparatively high electron density might be caused by forming of surface dipoles
during electrochemical deposition of NB [56, 124]. Further, it has to be pointed out that δ for
NB (2.053 · 10−6) differs notably from the tabulated value (4.714 · 10−6 [31]) and is in the range
of δ for water (2.290 · 10−6). Thus, it is not clear if a nitrobenzene or water layer is present
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Figure 6.29.: Left: Best fit of the reflectivity scan of the nitrobenzene film on Si.
Right: Dispersion profile obtained from the reflectivity of the NB film on Si. Between Si substrate and
nitrobenzene layer LsFit inserts a thin transition "layer".
Layer 106δ Thickness (nm) Roughness (nm)
Silicon wafer 4.840 – 1.41
Transition layer 3.306 0.03 0.74
Nitrobenzene 2.053 4.95 0.65
Table 6.11.: Sample parameters of a thin nitrobenzene film on silicon. Between Si substrate and ni-
trobenzene layer, a thin "layer" of large roughness (more than "thickness") is inserted to improve the fit.
Explanations can be found in the text.
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Figure 6.30.: Soft X-ray XSW measurements and best fits of nitrobenzene on silicon.
Left: XSW measurement and fit of N located 3.0 nm above the substrate at 510 eV.
Right: XSW measurements and fits of C located 3.6 nm above the substrate at 510 eV (upper curves) and
396 eV (lower curves).
Center: Corresponding orientation of the nitrobenzene molecules in a 5 nm water film above the silicon
substrate.
on the Si substrate. Probably, a mixture of nitrobenzene from deposition and water from air
are present. Assuming the presence of nitrobenzene and considering a molecule size for NB of
about 0.7 nm, there are probably several layers (not only one monolayer) on the substrate, maybe
not very closely packed but rather loosely causing the lower (average) electron density. This is
consistent with ellipsometry measurements of the samples performed at ISAS Berlin [124] that
showed a significant difference of nitrobenzene dispersion δ between liquid NB and a NB film
on a substrate.
To improve characterization of nitrobenzene films on silicon also measurements with soft X-
rays were performed at the plane-grating monochromator (PGM) beamline for undulator radia-
tion [136, 130] at the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) [119] laboratory at BESSY
II [14], Berlin. The UHV experimental set-up of the PTB [9] has some similarities to the one at
DELTA beamline BL9 described in chapter 4.1.3. The sample was investigated under vacuum
conditions and different photon energies were selected using a plane-grating monochromator
(PGM).
Evaluation of the measured data was based on XRF spectra deconvolution techniques employ-
ing experimentally determined detector response functions embedded in a completely reference-
free fundamental parameter XRF quantitation [8, 79, 101]. Both, measurements and deconvolu-
tion were performed by Beatrix Pollakowski, PTB Berlin [119].
For simulation of the XSW field, a sample system of 5 nm water on a silicon substrate (as ac-
quired by XRR scans discussed above) was assumed for each measurement, and marker positions
were varied to achieve the best fit. Figure 6.30 shows XSW scans and fits performed at 510 eV
(exciting N and C fluorescence) and 396 eV (only exciting C fluorescence). Best accordance was
achieved for N located approximately 3.0 nm and for C about 3.6 nm above the substrate. Scans
for both photon energies delivered consistent results concerning the distance of the atom from
the reflecting substrate as well as the spacing between C and N. The latter corresponds to the size
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Excitation energy (eV) Element Peak position (◦)
396 C 3.40
510 C 2.65
510 N 2.80
684 C 2.10
684 N 2.20
684 O 2.30
Table 6.12.: Fluorescence peak positions for light elements in nitrobenzene at different excitation ener-
gies.
of a nitrobenzene molecule (≈ 0.6 nm) as can be seen in figure 3.14. Thus, these measurements
suggest the nitrobenzene to be in a monolayer located inside a thin water (or similar material)
film and oriented with its NO2 group pointing towards the substrate as illustrated in figure 6.30.
Evaluating fluorescence peak positions of the above discussed XSW scans and three additional
scans performed at a photon energy of 684 eV for three elements (C, N and O) leads to the values
given in table 6.12. It is obvious that the angle position of the peaks for each energy increases
in the sequence C - N - O. Considering the angle dependence of antinode positions in an XSW
field calculated in chapter 2.3 this means that the O atoms3 are closest to the substrate and the C
atoms the farthest. This corresponds to a molecule orientation shown in figure 6.30, too. Further,
the small angle difference suggests small distances between the atoms like in a molecule. Thus,
evaluating fluorescence peak positions gives results consistent with XSW scan fits discussed
before.
Contrarily to this orientation, nitrobenzene is expected to bond to the silicon substrate by
its benzene ring and its NO2 directed upwards [56, 121]. This applies for the first monolayer,
further nitrobenzene layers are not expected to be oriented [124]. The reason for the ordered
layer with inverted orientation that was detected by XSW measurements is not yet understood.
Explanations could be a thick nitrobenzene or water layer (as also detected by XRR and XSW
measurements with hard X-rays) that could give the uppermost layer a defined position. Further,
at low angles the XSW maxima might only scan the uppermost nitrobenzene layer. Disordered
NB layers below could give a constant fluorescence signal without significant structure. Hence,
further investigations of this sample system are necessary.
Gold on nitrobenzene on silicon
The third sample that was analyzed is again more complex. Gold was sputtered onto the NB
layer. Two possibilities of layer composition had to be taken into account: The gold atoms either
remained on top of the layer or penetrated into the nitrobenzene. Figure 6.31 shows that the
reflectivity scan (performed at 15.20 keV) can be best fitted by the theoretical curve for a gold
layer on the NB film. The corresponding layer parameters are listed in table 6.13. It can be
3As this sample was stored in air before deposition of nitrobenzene an oxide layer of up to 3 nm thickness might
have formed on the Si surface [124]. For this reason, fluorescence intensity from O atoms has to be regarded
carefully.
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Figure 6.31.: Reflectivity scan and fit for the nitrobenzene film on silicon with gold (left) performed at
15.20 keV and δ-profile obtained from the reflectivity fit (right). Explanations can be found in the text.
Layer 106δ 106β Thickness (nm) Roughness (nm)
Si wafer 2.103 0.0141 – 1.08
NB 0.990 0.00093 2.73 0.91
Au 9.832 1.438 3.49 1.00
Table 6.13.: Parameters of the fit for the reflectivity scan of NB on Si with Au. Explanations in the text.
seen that δ and β for the gold layer are lower than literature values (δAu = 13.198 · 106, βAu
= 1.931 · 106). Obviously, gold did not form a continuous layer but rather kind of particles or
clusters leading to a lower averaged electron density. Thus, the upper film could be considered
as a mixture of Au and NB like in the samples discussed in the previous chapters. Further, the
optical constants for NB are almost equal to literature values for water (δWater = 0.999 · 106,
βWater = 0.0009 · 106) like in the pure nitrobenzene films. Thus, again a thin water layer or a less
dense nitrobenzene film with water-like properties could be assumed.
Finally, characterization of the sample using an X-ray standing waves scan was performed.
The scan and best fit are shown in figure 6.32. Fit parameters are listed in table 6.14. The best
fit is not achieved for a homogeneous gold layer but a gold distribution with Au concentration
decreasing exponentially with depth. This illustrates that gold forms a layer on top of the ni-
trobenzene film with some gold atoms penetrating this film. Even though the fit and measurement
curve deviate for higher angles, there is agreement for small angles. Further, optical constants
Layer 106δ 106δ Thickness (nm)
Si wafer 2.10 0.0139 –
NB 0.99 0.00094 3.0
Au 13.20 1.930 2.2
Table 6.14.: Sample parameters of gold on a thin NB film on Si scanned with XSW.
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Figure 6.32.: XSW scan and fit of the nitrobenzene film on Si with Au. The sample system was modeled
as Au on a water film (representing NB) on a Si substrate. The intensity increase for high angles in the
measurement might be caused by some background signal not considered in calculation.
and layer thicknesses obtained by XRR and XSW are consistent considering differences in inter-
pretation of XSW and XRR results already discussed in sections 6.2.4 and 6.2.5 for the gold on
polymer and gold on PAMAM samples. XSW measurements deliver the nominal layer thickness
and bulk δ, β values (being sensitive to the total amount of gold on the surface). Contrarily,
XRR analysis leads to δ, β values averaged for a mixed layer of gold and nitrobenzene. Even
though little information about the sample system was available before, characterization of gold
on nitrobenzene layers by XRR and XSW could provide - in certain limits - various qualitative
and quantitative results.
6.3. Further samples
6.3.1. Periodic multilayers: Laser mirror
A commercially available multilayer (approximately 24 layers) laser mirror (Spectra-Physics,
Mountain View, USA) was analyzed using TXRF at 17.48 keV (Mo Kα1 fluorescence) and XSW
at 13.00 keV. TXRF showed Ti content in the mirror. However, light elements such as C, Li, Si or
Mg which were possibly incorporated in different layers were not accessible by this technique.
In XSW measurement (cf. figure 6.33) again only the Ti signal could be detected. However,
together with the angle information - that is complementary to the element information obtained
with TXRF - other materials can be characterized indirectly as shown in the following.
Fitting of the measurement shown in figure 6.33 with the XSW simulation program turned
out to be too complicate because the layout of the sample (i.e. materials and number of layers)
was not known. To extract information from the strongly noise-affected measurement, a com-
puter program was developed to calculate periodicities in the signal using Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) algorithms [30, 39, 48, 112, 120]. Transforming the frequencies of interest back to the an-
gle space leads to an oscillation wavelength spectrum shown in figure 6.33. From these angular
periods and the wavelength of the synchrotron radiation used, the typical (multi)layer thicknesses
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Figure 6.33.: XSW scan of a multilayer laser mirror, scanning the Ti fluorescence signal (left) and Oscil-
lation wavelength spectrum obtained from FFT of that scan (right).
No. No. dcalc,ges (nm) dcalc,ges (nm) dcalc,ges (nm) dcalc,ges (nm) dexp,ges (nm)
TiO2 2nd mat. MgO SiO2 quartz glass LiF scan
0 1 81.9 92.1 97.5 102.2 N/A
1 1 134.7 144.8 150.2 155.0 143.8
1 2 216.6 236.9 247.7 257.2 225.8
2 2 269.3 289.7 300.5 310.0 265.3
2 3 351.2 381.7 398.0 412.2 337.3
3 3 404.0 434.5 450.7 465.0 390.3
3 4 485.9 526.6 548.2 567.2 477.3
Table 6.15.: Calculated and measured layer thicknesses inside a multilayer laser mirror of alternating
layers of TiO2 and a second material (MgO, SiO2 or LiF).
dexp,ges listed in the last column of table 6.15 can be deduced. To obtain qualitative and quantita-
tive information about the mirror, a sample structure had to be assumed. Typically, a laser mirror
consists of several double layers of two materials. As TXRF measurements detected Ti in the
sample, titanium dioxide (TiO2) was taken as one component, the second one had to be a light
element or compound, for example MgO, SiO2 or LiF. Furthermore, each layer thickness had to
be 1/4 of the central laser wavelength (i.e. 570 nm) the mirror was used for divided by the known
index of refraction n of the respective compound.
Table 6.15 lists the added thickness values of a periodic stack of alternating TiO2 (52.8 nm)
plus MgO (81.9 nm), SiO2 (92.1 nm), quartz glass (97.5) or LiF (102.2 nm). These values are
the summarized thicknesses of the sample region that a beam passes through if it is reflected
at the first, second to the seventh interface. The very first layer is not visible because its small
thickness corresponds to a long oscillation wavelength located inside the very broad maximum
beyond the large angle limit in figure 6.33. The ratio of measured and calculated thicknesses for
different materials is illustrated in figure 6.34. It can be seen that theoretical and experimental
values agree very well (only) if, in addition to TiO2, MgO is assumed as a second component.
Thus, XSW method has proven to be capable of determining composition and thicknesses of an
unknown multilayer sample in just a single scan.
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Figure 6.34.: Ratio of calculated and measured total layer thickness in the multilayer laser mirror for
different layer materials together with TiO2. Curves are (from top to bottom) for LiF (cyan), quartz glass
(blue), SiO2 (green), MgO (red) and measured thickness (black). The best accordance is found for MgO.
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7. Summary and Outlook
It has been shown for various types of samples that X-ray standing waves at grazing incidence are
a versatile and powerful tool to analyze layered structures on a nanometer scale, both concerning
distances/layer thicknesses and element determination and distribution. As preconditions for
these kinds of analysis (basically a a flat, smooth surface or interface and any kind of marker
atoms incorporated in the sample) are often easy to fulfill liquids and solids, non-conducting
and conducting, monolayer and periodic multilayer, homogeneous and inhomogeneous could be
investigated.
Not being a standard measurement technique little evaluation software was available for graz-
ing incidence X-ray standing waves scans. Hence, a complex computer program was developed
during this work that can calculate the XSW intensity distribution for a wide variety of sam-
ples, is easy to handle even for non-specialists and provides the possibility for nearly unlimited
upgrades for handling special sample systems such as liquid/solid interfaces.
Furthermore, the high potential of a combination of X-ray standing waves and X-ray reflec-
tivity scans has been proven. Experimental implementation is simple as both techniques require
a very similar set-up. Evaluation could be performed much more effective by improving XSW
and XRR fits in an iterative way. On one hand, XRR scans are more sensitive in thickness and
roughness determination. On the other hand, XSW measurements are very accurate in measur-
ing elemental concentrations and material amounts. Further, the element sensitivity of XSW is
very useful to analyze samples of low contrast in electron density and to scan several elements
simultaneously.
Germanium layer thicknesses on a silicon substrate could be measured in a range below 100
nm. Increasing thickness of the layer corrupted the signal more and more. However, as has
been shown, the accessible thickness range can be expanded by moving to longer wavelengths.
Further, concentration and a non-homogeneous distribution of implanted ions in silicon wafers
could be measured in certain limits.
Only few methods are sensitive to low contrast interfaces especially in biological samples
that are of increasing importance in life science. As has been shown, the combination of XSW
and XRR can deliver - with limitations depending on the sample type - qualitative and even
quantitative information about element composition, concentration and orientation of biological
compounds using marker elements already incorporated in the materials under investigation.
Analysis of cytochrome and dendrimer-gold layers on a glass substrate turned out to be difficult
mainly due to problems in demobilizing sufficient amounts of the material of interest (and thus
enough marker atoms to obtain a strong fluorescence signal) and sparse information available
for calculating a model system. On the other hand, an ordered bilayer of phospholipid could
be characterized both by phosphorus atoms incorporated in the lipid as well as chlorine and
potassium ions in the buffer solution above the bilayer. Here, the possibility to scan several
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elements simultaneously delivered much information in short measuring time. Additionally, the
expected laterally varying concentration of ions in the buffer solution could be analyzed using
marker distribution features of the developed computer program.
As a model for technologically relevant metal-organic compounds samples of gold or silver
clusters on a polymer film were characterized qualitatively and quantitatively. Incorporating
heavy marker atoms, a weakly absorbing matrix and dimensions in the nm range, XSW mea-
surements appear to be ideal for this kind of sample. Further, various ultrathin nitrobenzene
films of silicon were investigated using several set-ups and photon energies in XRR and XSW
measurements. Results were in contradiction with previous expectations but consistent in the dif-
ferent scans. Thus, new aspects and new questions concerning this kind of sample have emerged
demanding further investigations.
Finally, a complicated and previously unknown periodic multilayer structure - in this case a
laser mirror - could be analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively. Combined with a Fast Fourier
transform algorithm and general information about laser multilayer mirrors, the advantages of
XSW (element sensitivity, periodicity and nm resolution) could be exploited to obtain composi-
tion and dimensions of this sample.
Limits of XSW methods have become visible during this work, too. Very thick layers or
strongly scattering materials (like buffer solutions in biological samples) can cause problems. A
marker of sufficient concentration positioned at a characteristic location in the sample is essential
for XSW measurements especially if background noise or contributions from other components
of the sample or set-up are large. Some restrictions might be reduced by changing experimental
parameters like the wavelength, photon flux, measurement time or by sample preparation. Fur-
ther, generating a theoretical curve fitting to the measurements gets increasingly difficult with
the number of unknown parameters. On the other hand, well known system structures can be
analyzed quickly, easily and accurately if only one or few parameters have to be adjusted. Due
to the need for high photon fluxes and the tunability of the energy, XSW is a typical synchrotron
technique. Nonetheless, XSW has been proven to be a versatile technique which can be em-
ployed in a wide variety of problems which otherwise are difficult to tackle. Especially in the
field of biological samples XSW promises new approaches and results based on basic research
performed in this work.
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A. List of Acronyms
AES Auger electron spectroscopy
AFM Atomic force microscope
APS Advanced Photon Source, Argonne, USA
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange
BESSY Berliner Elektronenspeicherring-Gesellschaft für
Synchrotronstrahlung, Berlin, Germany
BL Beamline
CXRO Center for X-ray Optics, Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, Berkeley, USA
Da Dalton = atomic mass unit (u)
DELTA Dortmunder Elektronen Speicherring Anlage, Dortmund, Germany
DNA Desoxyribose nucleic acid
DOPC 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
EDX Energy-dispersive X-ray (analysis)
ESRF European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, Grenoble, France
eV Electronvolt (1 eV = 1.602177 · 10−19 J)
FEL Free electron laser
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FZK Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe, Germany
GA Glutaric acid anhydride
GD Glow discharge
GI Grazing incidence
h, hex Hexadecimal number system
HMI Hahn-Meitner Institute
Im Imaginary part of a complex number
ISAS Institute for Analytical Sciences, Dortmund and Berlin, Germany
IUPAC International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
Table A.1.: List of acronyms appearing in this work (I)
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keV Kiloelectronvolt (1000 eV)
LD Longitudinal-diffuse
MCA Multi channel analyzer
MXSW Mighty X-ray Standing Waves (simulation program)
NB Nitrobenzene
NI Normal incidence
NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance
NSLS National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven, USA
OES/MS Optical emission spectroscopy/mass spectrometry
PAMAM Ethylenediamine-core poly(amidoamine)
PBMA Poly(butyl-methacrylate)
PGM Plane grating monochromator
POPC 1-Palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
PS Polystyrene
PTB Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt, Berlin and Braunschweig, Germany
PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene, Teflon
RBS Rutherford backscattering
Re Real part of a complex number
ROI Region of interest (e.g. selected detector/MCA channels)
rms Root mean square (roughness)
SAXS Small angle X-ray scattering
SAW Superconducting asymmetric wiggler
SIMS Secondary ion mass spectroscopy
SNMS Secondary neutral mass spectroscopy
SPB Solid supported phospholipid bilayer
SRS Synchrotron Radiation Source, Daresbury, UK
TEM Transmission electron microscope
TXRF Total reflection X-ray fluorescence (analysis)
UHV Ultra high vacuum
XPCS X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy
XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XRF X-ray fluorescence (analysis)
XRR X-ray reflectivity (measurement)
XSW X-ray standing waves (analysis)
Table A.2.: List of acronyms appearing in this work (I)
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B. Physical and Optical Constants
B.1. Physical constants
α 7.297353 · 10−3 fine-structure constant
c0 299 792 458 m/s speed of light in vacuum
Da 1.6605 · 10−27 kg = 931.49 MeV/c2 = u Dalton = atomic mass unit u
e0 1.602177 · 10−19 C elementary charge
ε0 8.854188 · 10−12 F/m permittivity of vacuum/
= 1/(µ0c2) electric constant
F 96485.3383 C/mol Faraday constant
h 6.626069 · 10−34 J s = 4.135666 · 10−15 eV Planck’s constant
~ = h/2pi = 1.05457 · 10−34 J s = 6.582117 · 10−16 eV Planck’s constant
k 1.38066 · 10−23 J/K Boltzmann constant
me 9.1093826 · 10−31 kg = 0.511 MeV/c2 electron mass
µ0 4pi · 10−7 N/A2 = 1.256637 · 10−6 N/A2 permeability of vacuum/
= 1/(ε0c2) magnetic constant
NA NA = 6.0221415 · 1023 1/mol Avogadro’s number
R∞ 1.097373156 · 107 1/m Rydberg constant
= α2mec0/2h
u u = 1.6605 · 10−27 kg = 931.49 MeV/c2 = 1
12
mC atomic mass unit
Table B.1.: List of physical constants used in this work. Values taken from [99, 109, 118, 144, 157].
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B.2. Optical constants of various materials
Material ρ (g/cm3) E (eV) λ (Å) 106δ 106β δ/β αc (◦)
Silver (Ag) 1.19 15200 0.816 8.115 0.2456 33.039 0.231
Arsenic (As) 5.73 15200 0.816 4.491 0.3626 12.384 0.172
Gold (Au) 19.32 15000 0.827 13.480 2.0217 6.667 0.297
15200 0.816 13.198 1.9306 6.836 0.294
Cobalt (Co) 8.9 15200 0.816 7.422 0.3368 22.034 0.221
Copper (Cu) 8.96 15000 0.827 7.612 0.4384 17.364 0.224
Iron (Fe) 7.874 13000 0.954 9.120 0.5012 18.197 0.245
Germanium (Ge) 5.323 15200 0.816 4.204 0.3114 13.498 0.166
Potassium (K) 0.862 13000 0.954 1.045 0.0253 41.376 0.083
Magnesium (Mg) 1.738 13000 0.954 2.123 0.0124 171.919 0.118
Phosphorus (P) 2.2 13000 0.954 2.646 0.0304 86.954 0.132
Selenium (Se) 4.5 15000 0.827 3.499 0.3115 11.233 0.152
Silicon (Si) 2.33 10050 1.234 4.840 0.0724 66.889 0.178
13000 0.954 2.880 0.0262 109.979 0.138
15000 0.827 2.159 0.0149 145.304 0.119
15200 0.816 2.103 0.0141 149.104 0.117
Titanium (Ti) 4.54 13000 0.954 5.215 0.1842 28.305 0.185
Zinc (Zn) 7.133 13000 0.954 8.003 0.6524 12.266 0.229
15200 0.816 5.919 0.3663 16.159 0.197
Table B.2.: Density ρ, dispersion δ and absorption β of elements used in this work at different photon
energies utilized at DELTA [31, 59, 164]. Additionally the ratio δ/β (that is needed in the LsFit program
[135]) and the critical angle of total reflection αc ≈
√
2δ (eq. 2.18) are listed.
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B.2. OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF VARIOUS MATERIALS
Material ρ (g/cm3) E (eV) λ (Å) 106δ 106β δ/β αc (◦)
Air1 1.25E-3 10050 1.234 2.575E-3 5.840E-6 441.014 0.004
13000 0.954 1.537E-3 2.078E-6 739.791 0.003
15000 0.827 1.154E-3 1.187E-6 972.011 0.003
15200 0.816 1.124E-3 1.128E-6 996.107 0.003
Cytochrome 7 1.11 13000 0.954 1.468 8.106E-4 1810.64 0.098
(C,H,O,Fe)
Magn.oxide 3.58 13000 0.954 4.388 0.0181 242.771 0.170
(MgO )
Mica2 2.83 13000 0.954 3.478 0.0225 154.802 0.151
Nitrobenzene3 2.2 10050 1.234 4.714 0.0068 696.249 0.176
(C6H5NO2) 15200 0.816 2.058 0.0013 1542.651 0.116
PAMAM7 1.1 15200 0.816 1.073 4.626E-4 2320.26 0.084
(CxHyOz)
PBMA4 2.2 15200 0.816 2.171 0.0012 1808.83 0.119
(C8H14O2) 1.053 15200 0.816 1.1 0.0005 2200 0.086
Phospholipid5,7 1.11 13000 0.954 1.468 8.106E-4 1810.64 0.098
Polystyrene6 1.05/ 13000 0.954 1.468 8.106E-4 1810.64 0.098
(C8H8) 1.11 15000 0.827 1.102 4.842E-4 2276.03 0.085
15200 0.816 1.073 4.626E-4 2320.26 0.084
Pot-Chl. (KCl) (0.862) 13000 0.954 1.038 0.0213 48.616 0.083
Quartz/Glass 2.20 10050 1.234 4.555 0.0384 118.723 0.173
(SiO2) 13000 0.954 2.714 0.0138 196.513 0.133
15000 0.827 2.036 0.0078 259.988 0.116
15200 0.816 1.983 0.0074 266.788 0.114
Rutile (TiO2) 4.26 13000 0.954 5.035 0.1069 47.105 0.182
Water (H2O) 1.00 10050 1.234 2.290 0.0049 465.976 0.123
13000 0.954 1.367 0.0017 785.938 0.095
15000 0.827 1.026 0.0010 1036.364 0.082
15200 0.816 0.999 0.0009 1059.987 0.081
Table B.3.: Density ρ, dispersion δ, absorption β and other properties of compounds used in this work at
different photon energies [31, 59, 164]. Calculations as mentioned in table B.2 and in the theory chapter
2.
1 Air = N1.562O0.42C0.0003Ar0.0094
2 Mica = KAl3Si3O12H2
3 CXRO values for nitrobenzene are estimations.
4 The first line gives values from [31], the second line values from [116] and experimental data discussed
in section 6.2.4.
5 Phospholipid = C3H9N-C2H4O-PO4-COH -C18H33O -C17O2H33
6 Density value of polystyrene differs in various references [31, 164].
7 Values for cytochrome c, PAMAM and phospholipid were not available. Values for polystyrene were
taken as alternative starting values in fitting procedures.
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B.3. X-ray emission lines of elements used in this work
No El Kα1 Kα2 Kβ1 Lα1 Lα2 Lβ1 Lβ2 Lγ1 Mα1
6 C 277
7 N 392.4
8 O 524.9
12 Mg 1253.60 1253.60 1302.2
13 Al 1486.70 1486.27 1557.45
14 Si 1739.98 1739.38 1835.94
15 P 2013.7 2012.7 2139.1
17 Cl 2622.39 2620.78 2815.6
18 Ar 2957.70 2955.63 3190.5
19 K 3313.8 3311.1 3589.6
22 Ti 4510.84 4504.86 4931.81 452.2 452.2 458.4
25 Mn 5898.75 5887.65 6490.45 637.4 637.4 648.8
26 Fe 6403.84 6390.84 7057.98 705.0 705.0 718.5
29 Cu 8047.78 8027.83 8905.29 929.7 929.7 949.8
30 Zn 8638.86 8615.78 9572.0 1011.7 1011.7 1034.7
32 Ge 9886.42 9855.32 10982.1 1188.00 1188.00 1218.5
33 As 10543.72 10507.99 11726.2 1282.0 1282.0 1317.0
34 Se 11222.4 11181.4 12495.9 1379.10 1379.10 1419.23
42 Mo 17479.34 17374.3 19608.3 2293.16 2289.85 2394.81 2518.3 2623.5
47 Ag 22162.92 21990.3 24942.4 2984.31 2978.21 3150.94 3347.81 3519.59
74 W 59318.24 57981.7 67244.3 8397.6 8335.2 9672.35 9961.5 11285.9 1775.4
79 Au 68803.7 66989.5 77984 9713.3 9628.0 11442.3 11584.7 13381.7 2122.9
Table B.4.: Photon energies of K-, L- and M-shell emission lines (in eV) of elements analyzed in this
work. Values from [5, 84, 146].
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C. Sample preparation procedures
C.1. Cleaning procedure for quartz glass carriers
The following special cleaning procedure for TXRF sample carriers has proven to be useful
during years of application at ISAS:
Required material
• quartz glass sample carriers
• PTFE disc holder
• petri dishes, glass beakers, glass covers
• RBS-50 (RBS-50 Konzentrat, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany)
• silicone solution (Serva, Heidelberg, Germany)
• concentrated nitric acid HNO3 (p.a. grade)
• distilled water
• scientific cleaning wipes (Kimwipes, Kimtech Science, Kimberly-Clark, Irving, Texas, USA)
Cleaning the quartz glass carriers
• put the sample carriers into the PTFE disk holder and the disk holder into a covered beaker
containing a 1+7 solution of RBS-50 and distilled water
• boil disk holder and carriers inside the beaker with RBS-50, cool down afterwards
• take the disk holder and carriers out, rinse them with distilled water, put them into another
covered beaker containing distilled water
• boil holder and carriers in distilled water and cool down afterwards
• remove the carriers from the holder, disassemble the holder and clean holder and carriers
with Kimwipes
• put the carriers into the disk holder and the holder into a covered beaker containing con-
centrated nitric acid
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• boil holder and carriers in concentrated nitric acid for 1 hour and cool down afterwards
• rinse holder and carriers with distilled water
• heat holder and carriers in another beaker with distilled water at ≈ 50◦C and cool down to
≈ 35◦C
• take the carriers out of the holder and dry only the borders with Kimwipes carefully
• if necessary hydrophobize one face of each carrier with silicone solution (10 µL for 3
carriers)
• fix the silicone by baking the sample carriers in closed petri dishes (5 carriers per dish) in
an oven for 1 hour at 110◦C
• check the cleaned sample carriers by TXRF for any contamination
Cleaning of the glass materials
• put petri dishes, beakers and the other glass parts into a big covered beaker filled with
approximately 3 cm concentrated nitric acid and providing a glass grid about 5 cm from
its bottom
• boil the concentrated nitric acid for 1 hour to clean the glass materials by HNO3 vapor
• rinse the glass materials with distilled water after cooling down and dry them with Kimwipes
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C.2. PREPARATION OF CYTOCHROME C FILMS
C.2. Preparation of cytochrome c films
The cytochrome c molecules were immobilized on quartz glass carriers by the following proce-
dure [53, 115, 177]:
• prepare a MES-NaCl buffer solution with 0.1 M MES hydrate powder (2-(N-Morpholino)-
ethanesulfonic acid hydrate a.k.a. 4-Morpholineethanesulfonic acid - C6H13NO4S · xH2O;
M5287, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) and 0.5 M NaCl in deionized water
• mix 4 mg EDC hydrochloride (N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochlo-
ride a.k.a. N-Ethyl-N’-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride - C8H17N3 · HCl;
E1769, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) with 1 ml of the MES-NaCl buffer
• mix 6 mg NHS (N-hydroxysuccinimide - C4H4O2NOH) with 1 ml of the MES-NaCl buffer
• mix 400 µL of this EDC solution and 400 µL of this NHS solution to create the coupling
reagent
• dissolve 50 µg of cytochrome c powder from bovine heart (C2037, Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, Missouri, USA) in 5 ml deionized water
• mix 400 µL of this cytochrome solution with 3.6 ml MES-NaCl buffer solution
• add 800 µL of EDC-NHS coupling reagent
• leave this mixture for 10 min with casual pivoting to enhance mixing
• put cleaned sample carriers (cf. section C.1) that are hydrophobized with 15 µL of a silane
solution (3-(Triethoxysilyl)-propylamine (C9H23NO3Si); Merck Schuchardt, Hohenbrunn,
Germany) into a petri dish and cover these carriers with 2 ml of the cytochrome coupling
agent solution for 20 min
• remove the solution and cover the carriers with 4 ml of deactivation reagent (1 M ethanolamine
(C2H7NO) and 1 M NaCl in deionized water) for 10 min
• remove this reagent, too, and rinse the carriers twice with 2 ml MES-NaCl buffer
• store the carriers in 5 ml MES-NaCl buffer solution at 4◦C
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D. Calculations and approximations
D.1. sin, cos, tan for small angles
As mainly very small angles are used in experiments of this work, very often some mathematical
approximations can be made when using sin, cos and tan. Taylor series [21] up to second order
lead to the following simplifications:
sin(0 + x) = sin(0) + cos(0) ·x− 1
2
sin(0) ·x2 − . . . ≈ x (D.1)
cos(0 + x) = cos(0)− sin(0) ·x− 1
2
cos(0) ·x2 + . . . ≈ 1− 1
2
x2 (D.2)
tan(0 + x) = tan(0) +
1
cos2(0)
·x+
sin(0)
cos3(0)
·x2 + · · · ≈ x (D.3)
D.2. Complex square root
Complex numbers are utilized throughout this work, thus some short remarks shall be made
concerning calculating with complex numbers. Basic arithmetic operations are trivial but expo-
nentiation and especially root extraction can be somewhat confusing. Exponentiation is defined
in the polar form
Z = |Z| · exp(iφ) = |Z| · exp
(
i arctan
Im(Z)
Re(Z)
)
(D.4)
by
Zn = |Z|n · exp(inφ) (D.5)
and consequently the root is
n
√
Z = Z
1
n = |Z| 1n · exp
(
iφ
n
+ k ·
2pii
n
)
(D.6)
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with k = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1. Thus the nth root always has n solutions. For the important case of the
square root there are two results
√
Z =
{√|Z| · exp ( iφ
2
)√|Z| · exp ( iφ
2
+ 2pii
2
)
=
√|Z| · exp (i (φ
2
+ pi
))
.
(D.7)
Utilizing Euler’s formula this can be written as
√
Z =
{√|Z| · (cos φ
2
+ i sin φ
2
)
= ZRe + iZIm√|Z| · (cos (φ
2
+ pi
)
+ i sin
(
φ
2
+ pi
))
= −ZRe − iZIm.
(D.8)
Finally, the square root of i =
√−1 shall be calculated. Here, the phase is
φ = arctan
Im(i)
Re(i)
=
pi
2
(D.9)
and the square root
√
i =
{
exp
(
ipi
4
)
= cos pi
4
+ i sin pi
4
=
√
2/2 + i
√
2/2
exp
(
5ipi
4
)
= cos 5pi
4
+ i sin 5pi
4
= −√2/2− i√2/2. (D.10)
D.3. Energy and wavelength
In particle and accelerator physics photons are usually characterized by their energy E in elec-
tronvolts (eV), for geometrical considerations it is often more useful to know the photon wave-
length λ in m or nm. Conversion is performed following Planck’s law
E = hν =
hc
λ
⇐⇒ λ = hc
E
(D.11)
with the energy unit
1eV = 1.602177 · 10−19J (D.12)
and Planck’s constant h
h = 6.626069 · 10−34Js = 4.135666 · 10−15eV. (D.13)
The conversion factor between E (in eV) and λ (in m) is then
hc = 1.239841 · 10−6. (D.14)
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Further wavelength and energy bandwidths can be converted by
∆λ
λ
=
hc
λ
(
1
E2
− 1
E1
)
=
hc · (E1 − E2)
λE1E2
=
hc
λ
·
∆E
E2
=
∆E
E
. (D.15)
D.4. Critical angle
At total reflection condition the transmitted angle is αt = 0◦ and Snell’s law for a vacuum-matter-
interface
cosαi = n cosαt. (D.16)
becomes
cosαi = n · 1. (D.17)
Using Taylor series for small angles
cosx ≈ 1− x
2
2
(D.18)
leads (considering only the real part of n) to
1− α
2
c
2
≈ n = 1− δ (D.19)
and finally to the critical angle of total reflection
αc ≈
√
2δ. (D.20)
D.5. Transmission angle of the penetrating beam
Snell’s law
cosαi = n cosαt. (D.21)
for small angles with approximation D.18 leads to
1− α
2
i
2
= n ·
(
1− α
2
t
2
)
2− α2i = 2n− nα2t (D.22)
nα2t = α
2
i − 2 + 2n.
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D.6. TRANSMISSION ANGLE IN DIFFERENT NOTATIONS
With n = 1− δ + iβ it follows
nα2t = α
2
i − 2δ + 2iβ. (D.23)
Considering the orders of magnitude of parameters in this equation αi ≈ αt ≈ O(10−3) and
δ ≈ β ≈ O(10−6) it can be estimated
nα2t = α
2
t − 2δα2t + 2iβα2t = α2i − 2δ + 2iβ (D.24)
O(10−6)−O(10−12) +O(10−12) = O(10−6)−O(10−6) +O(10−6).
The second and third expression on the left side can obviously be neglected leading to1
αt ≈
√
α2i − 2δ + 2iβ (D.25)
for the complex transmission angle αt = αt,r + iαt,i.
D.6. Transmission angle in different notations
As mentioned in chapter 2.1.1 the transmission angle αt in equation 2.34 can be written in two
different notations
αt =
√
α20 − 2δ + 2iβ (D.26)
or
αt =
√
α20 − 2δ − 2iβ (D.27)
depending on the definition of the electromagnetic wave. To facilitate comparison of formulae
comprising this transmission angle, αt is discussed in more detail now. For simplification the
square root is written
αt =
√
a+ ib =
√
Z (D.28)
and in polar form
αt =
√
|Z| · exp
(
iφ
2
)
(D.29)
with phase of Z
φ = arctan
b
a
. (D.30)
1Depending on the definition of the refractive index n in equations 2.9 also the equation αt ≈
√
α2i − 2δ − 2iβ
can be found in literature [72].
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First, the case a > 0, that means
α20 > 2δ = α
2
c (D.31)
is regarded: Radiation penetrates the layer for angles above the critical angle αc. Using Euler’s
formula, αt can be written as
αt =
√
|Z| · cos
(
1
2
arctan
b
a
)
+ i
√
|Z| · sin
(
1
2
arctan
b
a
)
(D.32)
and considering cos(−x) = cos(x) and sin(−x) = − sin(x), respectively,
αt =
√
|Z| · cos
(
1
2
arctan
∣∣∣∣ ba
∣∣∣∣)+ sgn(b) · i√|Z| · sin(12 arctan
∣∣∣∣ ba
∣∣∣∣) . (D.33)
Substituting
A =
√
|Z| · cos
(
1
2
arctan
∣∣∣∣ ba
∣∣∣∣)
and (D.34)
B =
√
|Z| · sin
(
1
2
arctan
∣∣∣∣ ba
∣∣∣∣)
it can be written
αt =
{√
α20 − 2δ + 2iβ = A+ iB√
α20 − 2δ − 2iβ = A− iB
(D.35)
with A and B being positive real numbers because
arctan
∣∣∣∣ ba
∣∣∣∣ ∈ [0, pi/2] (D.36)
and
cos
(
1
2
arctan
∣∣∣∣ ba
∣∣∣∣) ∈ [√2/2, 1] (D.37)
sin
(
1
2
arctan
∣∣∣∣ ba
∣∣∣∣) ∈ [0,√2/2]. (D.38)
Thus, if switching notation the transmission angle has to be replaced by its complex conjugate.
Now a shall be < 0, i.e. total reflection of the beam at α0 < αc. Writing
αt =
√
a+ ib =
√
−(−a− ib) = i√a∗ + ib∗ (D.39)
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with substitutions
a∗ = −a > 0 and b∗ = −b (D.40)
permits to directly adopt results from calculations for a > 0
αt =
{√
α20 − 2δ + 2iβ = iA∗ +B∗ = iA−B√
α20 − 2δ − 2iβ = iA∗ −B∗ = iA+B
(D.41)
with
A∗ = A and B∗ = −B (D.42)
as can be easily seen from equation D.34 and again A, B being positive real numbers. However,
the real part of the transmission angle needs to be positive by definition. Thus, it has to be taken
into account that the complex square root always has two solutions (cf. equation D.8). Hence,
signs can be switched in equation D.41 resulting in
αt =
{√
α20 − 2δ + 2iβ = B − iA√
α20 − 2δ − 2iβ = B + iA.
(D.43)
Again, the transmission angle needs to be replaced by its complex conjugate when changing
notation. Further, it is noticable, that A and B have exchanged position in the formula. Finally,
the case of a = 0 or α0 = αc, respectively, delivers the simple result
αt =
√
±2iβ =
√
i ·
√
±2β
{
(
√
2/2 + i
√
2/2) ·
√
2β =
√
β(1 + i)
(−√2/2− i√2/2) · i√2β = √β(1− i) (D.44)
using equation D.10 and the condition that the real part of αt must be positive. This is equivalent
to equation 2.27. Also here, only the complex conjugate has to be applied.
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D.7. Implementation of Debye-Waller factor into matrix
formalism
Using the angle dependent Debye-Waller factor DF = exp [−(qσ)2] with wave vector and
roughness σ the Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients (equations 2.62 - 2.63) become
r =
Er
Ei
=
αi − αt
αi + αt
·DF =
DFαi −DFαt
αi + αt
(D.45)
t =
Et
Ei
= 1 + r =
DFαi −DFαt + αi + αt
αi + αt
(D.46)
=
(1 +DF )αi + (1−DF )αt
αi + αt
.
Reorganizing both equations to Ei and equating leads to
Er ·
αi + αt
DFαi −DFαt = Et ·
αi + αt
(1 +DF )αi + (1−DF )αt (D.47)
and further
Ei =
αi + αt
(1 +DF )αi + (1−DF )αt ·Et = m1,4 ·Et (D.48)
Er =
DFαi −DFαt
(1 +DF )αi + (1−DF )αt ·Et = m2,3 ·Et (D.49)
D.8. Continuous transition
Often the interface between two layers is not perfectly sharp with the refractive index jumping
from n1 in layer 1 to n2 in layer 2 but the interface shows a certain "roughness". For methods
only sensitive in direction z perpendicular to the interface this leads to a somewhat "smooth"
(continuous) transition n(z) without jumps or tilts. The easiest way to calculate such a smooth
transition from -1 to 1 is by a sine function
f(z) = sin(z) (D.50)
for z ∈ [−pi, pi].
A very common description in science is the error function erf(z) which is deduced from the
Gaussian distribution function [21] and defined as
erf(z) =
2√
pi
∫ z
0
exp(−t2)dt. (D.51)
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D.9. ALIGNING AN MCA ENERGY SCALE
Figure D.1.: Comparison of sin(z) (blue), erf(z) (red) and tanh(z) (black) in the interval z ∈ [−pi, pi].
erf(z) describes a transition between -1 and 1 with z ranging from −∞ to +∞ but with |erf(z)|
very close to 1 at ±pi.
Finally, the hyperbolic tangent
tanh(z) =
exp(x)− exp(−x)
exp(x) + exp(−x) (D.52)
shows a very similar shape and behavior. Like the error function, tanh(z) ranges from -1 to 1
with z going from −∞ to +∞. Again tanh(±pi) is nearly ±1.
All of these functions were utilized in this work. Figure D.1 shows sin(z), erf(z) and tanh(z)
in the interval z ∈ [−pi, pi].
D.9. Aligning an MCA energy scale
Commonly, energy spectra like the one shown in figure 2.8 in TXRF or XSW measurements
are recorded using a multi channel analyzer (MCA). Usually, the number of counts are given as
counts per channel rather than counts for a certain energy. Thus, the energy scale of the MCA
has to be aligned. For this purpose it is necessary to have a measured spectrum with at least
two significant peaks of known energy. The peak from elastic scattering (cf. 2.2.2) is present
in virtually all scans, either from the selected energy at a synchrotron with monochromator or
the typical fluorescence line(s) of a laboratory X-ray tube. The second peak can be from an
element present in the sample or from a preceding measurement with a known reference sample.
Commonly, MCAs show a linear relation between channel number and corresponding energy.
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Further, the first channel should correspond to an energy of 0 but in reality it is often shifted by
a small amount E0. Thus, with given channel numbers chel, ch2 and known energies Eel, E2 of
the elastic and second peak the relation
E(ch) = m · ch+ E0 (D.53)
holds with
m =
Eel − E2
chel − ch2 (D.54)
E0 = Eel −m · chel = E2 · chel − Eel · ch2
chel − ch2 . (D.55)
D.10. Calculation of element fraction from the critical
angle
Mixture of two elements
If two elements are mixed (homogeneously) in a sample material the resulting total dispersion
factor δt can be assumed to be
δt = δ1n1 + δ2n2 (D.56)
with δ1,2 being the dispersion values for elements 1 and 2 and n1,2 their content in the material
with
n1 + n2 = 1. (D.57)
Using this relation, equation D.56 becomes
δt = δ1n1 − δ2n1 + δ2 = n1(δ1 − δ2) + δ2 (D.58)
and the fraction of element 1 is
n1 =
δt − δ2
δ1 − δ2 . (D.59)
Commonly, the critical angle αc is detected rather than the dispersion δ and using formula 2.18
δ = α2c/2 (D.60)
turns equation D.59 into
n1 =
α2c,t − α2c,2
α2c,1 − α2c,2
. (D.61)
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Equivalently, the content of element 2 is
n2 =
α2c,t − α2c,1
α2c,2 − α2c,1
(D.62)
and the ratio of both elements
n1
n2
= −α
2
c,t − α2c,2
α2c,t − α2c,1
. (D.63)
Mixture of three elements
Analysis for a mixture of three elements is more complicated. Similar to the two elements case
discussed before a total dispersion factor
δt = δ1n1 + δ2n2 + δ3n3 (D.64)
can be defined. If element 3 is the main component and elements 1 and 2 are of lower concen-
tration (but also for any element concentration ratio)
n2 = x ·n1
and (D.65)
n3 = 1− n1 − n2 = 1− (1 + x)n1
can be defined. Then equation D.64 becomes
δt = δ3 − (1 + x)δ3n1 + xδ2n1 + δ1n1 (D.66)
and
n1 =
δt − δ3
δ1 + xδ2 − (1 + x)δ3 . (D.67)
Again with equation 2.18 this leads to
n1 =
α2c,t − α2c,3
α2c,1 + xα
2
c,2 − (1 + x)α2c,3
. (D.68)
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E. Computer programs developed
during this work
E.1. MXSW - XSW simulation program
The computer program MXSW to simulate X-ray standing waves in a wide variety of samples is
described in detail in chapter 5. Some screenshots of the program are shown in the following:
Sample parameters and experimental parameters windows (figure E.1), beampath (calculated
angles in each layer) and angle cut i.e. lateral intensity distribution at a given angle of incidence
(figure E.2), calculated 3D XSW intensity field and calculated and measured XSW intensity
angle scan (figure E.3).
Figure E.1.: Screenshot of MXSW program: Enter sample (left) and experimental parameters (right).
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E.1. MXSW - XSW SIMULATION PROGRAM
Figure E.2.: Screenshot of MXSW program: Beampath (calculated angles in each layer, left) and angle
cut i.e. lateral intensity distribution at a given angle of incidence (right).
Figure E.3.: Screenshots of MXSW program: Calculated 3D XSW field (left) and calculated and measured
XSW angle scan (right).
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E.2. TxrfTool - TXRF data converter and analyzer
The TXRF spectrometer Extra II uses 2048 channels, each channel can store up to 16 million
counts (256 · 256 · 256). So each channel occupies 3 bytes in the saved spectrum plus another byte
as separator to the following data point resulting in 8192 bytes for 2048 channels. The length of
an EXTRA II save file depends on the energy range that has been chosen during measurement.
The first 192 bytes are information like sample label etc. After that, 2048 (for energy range 10
keV), 4096 (for energy range 20 keV) or 8192 (for energy range 40 keV) bytes follow that contain
measurement data (in counts per channel). So if the energy range is reduced, the resolution is not
increased, there are just less channels read out and saved. Finally, at the end of the file there are
another 10 bytes with additional data like voltage and current of the tube, measurement time and
selected energy range of the detector. With the first element of the file at position 0, a structure of
the spectrum files as shown in table E.1 applies. Location is given in decimal and hexadecimal
file position. To save data storage space, the number of counts per channel is not written as an
40 keV dec 40 keV hex 20 keV dec 20 keV hex 10 keV dec 10 keV hex function
0d - 9d 00h - 09h 0d - 9d 00h - 09h 0d - 9d 00h - 09h introduction
10d - 21d 0Ah - 15h 10d - 21d 0Ah - 15h 10d - 21d 0Ah - 15h (empty)
22d - 35d 16h - 23h 22d - 35d 16h - 23h 22d - 35d 16h - 23h sample label
36d - 129d 24h - 81h 36d - 129d 24h - 81h 36d - 129d 24h - 81h (empty)
130d - 191d 83h - BFh 130d - 191d 83h - BFh 130d - 191d 83h - BFh description
192d C0h 192d C0h 192d C0h
- 8383d - 20BFh - 4287d - 10BFh - 2239d - 8BFh measurement
8384d 20C0h 4288d 10C0h 2240d 8C0h voltage (keV)
8385d 20C1h 4289d 10C1h 2241d 8C1h (empty)
8386d 20C2h 4290d 10C2h 2242d 8C2h current (mA)
8387d 20C3h 4291d 10C3h 2243d 8C3h (empty)
8388d 20C4h 4292d 10C4h 2244d 8C4h meas. time (s)
8389d 20C5h 4293d 10C5h 2245d 8C5h (empty)
8390d 20C6h 4294d 10C6h 2246d 8C6h energy range
8391d 20C7h 4295d 10C7h 2247d 8C7h
- 8393d - 20C9h - 4297d - 10C9h - 2249d - 8C9h (empty)
Table E.1.: Structure of an EXTRA II TXRF data save file. For each selected energy range the location
of data inside the file is given as decimal and hexadecimal file position.
ASCII number but as ASCII characters, the ASCII number of the characters representing the
number of counts. For example, "A" means "65". To achieve 16 million counts, three characters
are combined to form one number, the second character is meant to be multiplied by 256 and the
third by 256*256=65536. Thus the number 2179648 is written as 64 · 1 + 66 · 256 + 33 · 65536
= "@B!". To convert this TXRF Format into ASCII it is necessary to read the data file, convert
each ASCII character into its corresponding number and store these numbers into a matrix A.
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Then intensity values can be calculated and stored into matrix I by the following formula
I(n) = A ((n− 1) · 4 + 1 + 192)
+ A ((n− 1) · 4 + 2 + 192) · 256 (E.1)
+ A ((n− 1) · 4 + 3 + 192) · 256 · 256.
for n between 1 and the number of measured values (i.e. 2048, 4096 or 8192). The value 192 is
added to n to skip the introduction data bytes. The corresponding energy values are calculated
by
E(n) = n · 0.02 keV (E.2)
because the energy difference between two neighboring channels is 20 eV regardless of the
selected energy range. Calculated intensity and energy values are then saved as an ASCII table
an can be analyzed on another computer as described in the evaluation chapter 6.
The program TxrfTool developed in this work reads TXRF spectra from Atomika Instruments
Extra IIa spectrometer and saves them in ASCII format. The data file can be loaded and saved
in a program window. Here also energy range of the scan can be entered (or automatically de-
tected) and information about the scan (like scan label) can be regarded. In a second step, the
loaded spectrum can be plotted and compared to tabulated X-ray emission lines [5, 84, 146] for
most elements. Figure E.4 shows a scan plotted with TxrfTool with selected emission element Cl.
Relative heights of different emission lines are indicated to facilitate identification of peaks. In-
tensity (counts) can be displayed in linear and logarithmic scale for optimal visibility depending
on the spectrum.
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Figure E.4.: Screenshot of TxrfTool program: Linear and logarithmic plot of a scan and Cl emission lines.
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E.3. D8OPT - ANALYSIS PROGRAM FOR REFLECTIVITY AND LONGITUDINAL
DIFFUSE SCANS
E.3. D8opt - Analysis program for reflectivity and
longitudinal diffuse scans
A software tool was developed to subtract the longitudinal diffuse intensity from the measured
reflectivity. The functioning of this program is outlined here: Due to large differences in re-
flectivity while scanning an incident angle range of several degrees, different absorbers have to
be introduced into the beam before the sample for low angles. Thus, the angle range has to be
scanned in several intervals. If the absorption factor is not known precisely scans of these inter-
vals need to be aligned manually. To facilitate alignment, angle intervals are chosen to have a
certain overlap that has to be removed before evaluating the scans (cf. figure E.5). Then, both
Figure E.5.: Screenshots of D8opt program: Measured reflectivity and LD scans before and after removal
of the overlap.
scans have to be converted into q-space as already explained in evaluation chapter 4.2.1 to be
subtracted from each other. Additionally, q-steps of reflectivity and LD scan have to be aligned
(cf. figure E.6). Finally, intensities are subtracted and re-transformed into angle space for better
visualization (cf. figure E.6).
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Figure E.6.: Screenshot of D8opt program: Conversion of the curves into q-space and calculation of
equidistant q-steps.
Figure E.7.: Screenshot of D8opt program: Difference between reflectivity and LD scan and conversion
back into angle space.
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Deutsche Tagung für Forschung mit Synchrotronstrahlung, Neutronen und Ionenstrahlen an
Großgeräten 2006 (SNI2006), Hamburg, Germany (05.10.2006)
F.3. Invited talks
XSW - X-ray Standing Waves
DELTA Workshop, DELTA, Dortmund, Germany (25.04.2005)
Characterization of nitrobenzene films by X-ray reflectivity scans and x-ray standing waves
Institute for Analytical Sciences, Berlin, Germany (01.03.2006)
XSW - X-ray Standing Waves
Institute for Scientific Instruments (IfG), Berlin, Germany (05.05.2006)
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F.4. Other talks
Application of Synchrotron Radiation in Material Analysis
Project meeting, ISAS, Dortmund, Germany (23.06.2004)
XSW Experiments at DELTA
Collaboration meeting Institute of Microstructure Technology, FZK, Karlsruhe and ISAS Dort-
mund, ISAS, Dortmund, Germany (27.07.2004)
X-ray Standing Waves and Test of Polymer Lenses at DELTA, Dortmund
Project meeting, ISAS, Dortmund (05.01.2005)
Justage-Genauigkeit am Goniometer
Meeting at beamline 9, DELTA, Dortmund, Germany (19.01.2005)
X-rays and organic samples
Collaboration meeting Biological-Chemical Microstructure Technology Group, Department of
Chemistry, University of Dortmund, and ISAS Dortmund, ISAS, Dortmund, Germany (24.01.2005)
X-ray Standing Waves and Test of Polymer Lenses at DELTA
DELTA workshop, DELTA, Dortmund, Germany (01.04.2005)
XSW - X-ray Standing Waves
Project meeting, ISAS, Dortmund, Germany (29.06.2005)
XSW - X-ray Standing Waves at SAW2 Beamline
Delta Usermeeting, DELTA, Dortmund, Germany (30.11.2005)
XSW - X-ray Standing Waves
13. Anwendertreffen Röntgenfluoreszenz und Funkenemissionsspektrometrie, University of Ap-
plied Sciences Steinfurt/Münster, Germany (06.03.2006)
X-ray Standing Waves in the lab and on the screen
Project meeting, ISAS, Dortmund, Germany (11.10.2006)
X-ray Standing Waves created by Synchrotron Radiation and Computer Programs
Delta Usermeeting, DELTA, Dortmund, Germany (29.11.2006)
X-ray Standing Waves in Virtual and Real Space
PhD students seminar, ISAS, Dortmund, Germany (07.12.2006)
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